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Radiocarbon assays, biochemical and bioarcheological analyses of burials from 

South Texas are presented in this dissertation.  Excavated during the 1940’s, 1950’s and 

1960’s, the excavated burials from the Ayala Site in Hidalgo County and the Floyd 

Morris Site in Cameron County contain a wealth of new information concerning what has 

been referred to as the Brownsville Complex.  Radiocarbon assays obtained by the author 

suggest the Late Prehistoric temporal framework previously ascribed to the Brownsville 

Complex is inadequate, in that burials containing hallmarks of the Brownsville Complex 

are found to date to the Middle and Late Archaic periods.   Comparisons between these 

cemeteries and other Archaic cemeteries and burials in Texas suggest that a regional 

mortuary tradition may have developed in the Rio Grande Delta in concert with and 

sharing commonalities with the flurry of mortuary activity on the Texas Coast during the 

same period.  In addition, a combination of carbon and nitrogen values from the two sites 

add to the sparse subsistence data from the region, and suggest a combination of riverine 
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and coastal subsistence adaptations.  The term “Brownsville Complex” is inadequate to 

describe the time depth revealed for what appears to be a unique Rio Grande adaptation, 

and it is hoped that the data compiled and presented here will be used and expounded to 

address research issues in the Rio Grande Delta.  Additional information concerning the 

cultural chronology, subsistence patterns, and evidence of trade with other regions of 

Texas and Mexico will be key to redefining the archaeology of the region.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The Rio Grande Delta of South Texas and Northern Mexico has long been 

recognized as a unique archeological region. Hunter-fisher-gatherers inhabiting this area 

during the Late Prehistoric (A.D. 1250 / 1300 to 1500) have traditionally been referred to 

as the Brownsville Complex.  This complex has been defined based on cursory analysis 

and observations of an extensive surface collection, the A. E. Anderson Collection, now 

housed at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (TARL), salvage excavations at 

the Ayala site in Hidalgo County and the Floyd Morris site in Cameron County, and a 

small but growing number of cultural resource surveys.   

Restricted to Hidalgo, Cameron and Willacy Counties and extreme Northern 

Mexico across the Rio Grande, the Brownsville Complex has perplexed researchers due 

to two unique features.  Evidence of an intensive shell industry including the manufacture 

of ornaments and tools has been recovered from both occupation and burial contexts.  In 

addition, Huastec Tancol Polychrome pottery likely originating hundreds of miles south 

of Brownsville, jade objects, and obsidian are evidence of either direct or indirect trade 

between the Brownsville Complex and their contemporaries in Tamaulipas, Mexico.  

Despite a wealth of information in the A. E. Anderson Collection of some 4,000 

artifacts collected in the first half of the twentieth century and burials and associated 

artifacts from the Ayala and Floyd Morris sites at our disposal, our knowledge of the 

Brownsville Complex has changed very little since MacNeish, relying on the A. E. 

Anderson Collection and limited excavations in Northern Mexico, attempted to better 

understand the interaction between the Brownsville Complex and the Huastec. 

Evidence of the lack of a better understanding of the archeology of the area is the 

persistence of the term “Complex” to describe the archeological material from this 
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region.  This outdated terminology suggests that even after nearly a decade of 

investigation in the area, only a vague notion of culture historical association has been 

realized, divorced from the cultural / behavioral significance of the unique assemblages.  

The reasons for this are clear.  Temporal and behavioral assessments of the Brownsville 

Complex have been lacking in favor of attempts to understand the importance of the shell 

industry and intrusive materials as part of a trade network.  Radiocarbon dates and 

isotopic analysis in the region are few and far between despite the recognition and 

excavation of cemeteries and burials in the region. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to attempt to add to the dearth of temporal and 

subsistence knowledge of the Rio Grande Delta.  To this end, human remains from the 

Ayala and Floyd Morris sites are analyzed and radiocarbon assays and isotope analysis 

are undertaken in an effort to better understand the temporal range, development and 

adaptations of the Brownsville Complex in order to better define these unique hunter-

fisher-gatherers. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

A BACKGROUND FOR BROWNSVILLE COMPLEX 
ARCHAEOLOGY 

The Brownsville Complex is known from a series of cemeteries, campsites, and 

isolated burial sites located along the Texas Gulf Coast, north of the Rio Grande, between 

the Arroyo Colorado in southern Texas and the San Fernando River in northern 

Tamaulipas, Mexico.  Based on diagnostic pottery and projectile points, the Brownsville 

Complex has been dated to approximately A.D. 1250/1300-1500 (Anderson 1932; Hester 

1969b, 1969c, 1995; MacNeish 1947).  The most salient characteristic of Brownsville 

Complex sites is the extensive use of marine shell in the production of tools and 

ornaments (Hester 1969a, 1969b, 1995).  The presence of Tancol Polychrome pottery, 

jade, and obsidian artifacts at Brownsville Complex sites link the area to the Mexican 

Gulf Coast, and may evidence interaction between the Brownsville peoples, Huastec, or 

some other intermediary group (Campbell 1947; Hester 2001, 2004; Mason 1935; 

Wagner 2000).  Information available for the Brownsville Complex comes from the A. E. 

Anderson Collection, excavated cemetery and single burial sites in the Rio Grande Delta, 

and a few archaeological surveys of the Rio Grande Delta region.  The Ayala and Floyd 

Morris sites represent two of the few investigated Brownsville Complex cemeteries and 

are, perhaps, the most informative because they contain intact burials and associated 

funerary items.  The Ayala site (41HG1) is located on the Sardinas Resaca, an abandoned 

oxbow of the Rio Grande in Hidalgo County (Figure 1.1).  The Floyd Morris site 

(41CF2) is located in Cameron County, in a low sandy clay dune adjacent to an old 

channel of the Rio Grande.   
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PHYSICAL SETTING 

The archaeological sites belonging to the Brownsville Complex are situated in the 

floodplain of the Rio Grande River in Hidalgo, Cameron, and Willacy counties on the 

Rio Grande Delta (Hester 1975) (Figure 1.2).   

 

 

Figure 1.1. Location of the Ayala site (41HG1) on the Sardinas Resaca (Source: 
Ruecking 1952:1). 
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The Rio Grande Delta is contained within the Rio Grande Embayment of the 

Western Gulf Coast Physiographic Province (Fenneman 1938), and is broken by 

abandoned channels (resacas) of the Rio Grande, which form long narrow lakes that are 

bordered by lush vegetation.  Brackish-water weeds interspersed with sacahuiste grass 

populate many of the resacas near the coast.  Clay dunes, known as lomas, line the east 

and north edges of inland lakes (e.g., Laguna Madre) and range from 4–6 m (15–20 ft) 

high and can occasionally reach 9 m (30 ft) high.  In addition, several shallow lakes are 

scattered over the delta, the largest of which is the Laguna Atascosa (Tunnell and Judd 

2002). 

Hidalgo County is bordered by Cameron County on the east, Brooks County on 

the north, Starr County on the west, and Mexico to the south.  Occupying approximately 

1,596 square miles of the Rio Grande Delta, the elevation range of Hidalgo County spans 

from 12–60 m (40 to 200 ft) (Jacobs 1981). Cameron County is located 140 miles south 

of Corpus Christi, in the Rio Grande Plains region of South Texas. Covering 905 square 

miles, Cameron County is the southernmost of Texas’ counties, and is bordered on the 

north by Willacy County, on the west by Hidalgo County, on the east by the Gulf of 

Mexico, and adjoining the state of Tamaulipas, Mexico, across the Rio Grande.  The 

topography of the county consists of flat plains mostly made up of the Rio Grande Delta 

alluvial plain that slopes gently to the northeast, with an elevation range of sea level to 21 

m (70 ft) (Williams et al. 1977). Willacy County is located 30 miles north of Mexico, and 

is bordered by Kennedy County to the north, Hidalgo County to the west, Cameron 

County to the south, and the Gulf of Mexico to the east.  Willacy County consists of 589 

square miles, and has an elevation ranging from sea level to 15 m (50 ft) (Turner 1981).  
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Figure 1.2. Location of Ayala and Floyd Morris sites and Cameron, Hidalgo, Willacy 
counties in South Texas (Source: From Bousman 1990:13, Figure 9).  
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BROWNSVILLE COMPLEX GEOGRAPHY 

As noted above, Fenneman (1938) includes Cameron, Hidalgo, and Willacy 

counties within the Rio Grande Embayment of the Western Gulf Coast Physiographic 

Province.  The area is placed within the Matamoran District of the Tamulipan Biotic 

Province because the Brownsville area has a combination of poorer drainage and more 

luxuriant vegetation than the northern portions of the Tamulipan Biotic Province (Blair 

1950:103; Tunnell and Judd 2002:41).  With a climate categorized as semiarid and 

megathermal, some plants of the Tamulipan Biotic Province are able to grow year round. 

The predominant vegetation of the area is thorny brush, represented by mesquite 

(Prosopis juliflora), various Acacias, Mimosas, granjeno (Celtis pallida), lignum vitae 

(Porliera angustifolia), cenizo (Leucophyllum texanum), white brush (Aloysia texana), 

prickly pear (Opuntia lindheimeri), and tasajillo (Opuntia leptocaulis). 

The brushlands of the Rio Grande Valley making up portions of Cameron, 

Willacy, and Hidalgo counties are characterized by more lush vegetation (e.g., retama 

[Parkinsonia aculeta], Texas ebony [Siderocarpos flexicaulis], wild olive [Cordia 

boissieri] and knackaway [Ebretia elliptica]) (Tunnell and Judd 2002:41).  The Coastal 

Marshes are dominated by sacahuiste grass, and large Cedar Elms are present on the 

floodplains. Since European contact, brush density on the Rio Grande Delta has increased 

due to a combination of land clearing and over-grazing, causing a reduction in native 

plants such as chapote, guayacan, ebony, huisache, Brazilwood, and yucca (Tunnell and 

Judd 2002:41). 

The vegetation along the eastern edge of Cameron County is typical of Gulf 

Prairie and Marsh.  Plant species in the area include marsh grasses, bluestems, and 

gamma grasses. The vegetation of the remainder of the county is like that of the South 
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Texas Plains area, with abundant small trees, brush, weeds, and grasses.  Mesquite, live 

oak, post oak, and shrubs also grow densely in some areas.  In Willacy County, the flora 

includes mesquite, grasses, thorny shrubs, and cacti; along the Gulf Coast portion of the 

county, where soils are sandy and saline, cracks in the earth support cordgrasses, seashore 

saltgrass, and marsh millet (Blair 1950:103).  

Approximately 61 species of mammals, such as whitetail deer, bats, peccary, 

jackrabbits, cottontail rabbits, and coyote, are present in the Biotic Province 

encompassing the three counties.  Avifauna are represented by species such as turkey, 

quail, and hawk.  Included in the regional fauna of the Tamulipan Biotic Province are 19 

species of lizards and 36 species of snakes. To the north and west, the Tamulipan Biotic 

Province grades into a separate, distinct biotic province that ranges into Mexico (Blair 

1950:103).   

The climate of Hidalgo, Cameron, and Willacy counties is subtropical and 

subhumid, with hot summers and mild winters. Temperatures range from an average low 

of 50-69°F in January, to an average high of 75-94°F in July. Rainfall averages 66 m (26 

in) per year. Snowfall is exceedingly rare. The growing season lasts 320 days, with the 

first freeze in mid December and the last in late January. In Willacy County, tropical 

storms and hurricanes are possible from June through October (Jacob 1981; Turner 1981; 

Williams et al. 1977). 

 

BROWNSVILLE COMPLEX GEOLOGY 

The surface bedrock of the Rio Grande Valley is characterized by the Beaumont, 

Lissie, and Goliad formations of the Pliocene, Pleistocene, Holocene, and recent epochs 

of the Tertiary and Quaternary periods.  The northern section of Hidalgo County is 
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composed of sand sheet deposits with sparse grasses and physical properties that include 

extensive relict eolian deposits with stabilized sand dunes.  Clay dune and clay sand dune 

windblown deposits are interspersed throughout the sand sheet deposits. The clay dune 

deposits are typically light gray and calcareous, formed by conglomerations of clay, silt, 

and sand.  This particular geologic feature is found throughout the Brownsville Complex 

region.  The deposits form lengthwise along intermittently wet basins at a height of 1–9 

m (5–30 ft).  Moving south through Hidalgo County, the Pliocene epoch is visible in the 

Goliad Formation, which has a maximum depth of 180 m (600 ft).  It is exposed in 

central and southwestern Hidalgo County, and manifested as fluvial deposits composed 

of clay, sand, sandstone, caliche, chert, limestone, and dark siliceous granules and 

pebbles in a caliche matrix (Brown et al. 1980).  According to Britt Bousman (1990), 

sources of knappable materials in the region come from the red and black chert of the 

Goliad Formation.    

Continuing south, the Lissie Formation on the eastern edge of the Goliad 

Formation in central Hidalgo County is manifested as a Late and an Early epoch.  The 

epoch ends at 18,000 years B.P., and includes at least 14 continental glacial advances 

interspersed by warmer periods (Day et al. 1981).  The Lissie Formation consists of gray 

to brown to pale yellow clay, silt, sand, siliceous gravel, and sandy caliche.  Pockets of 

stabilized sand dune deposits characterized by dense live-oak motts and scrub vegetation 

occur within the Lissie Formation (Brown et al. 1980).   

Moving further south in Hidalgo County, the Late Pleistocene Beaumont 

Formation is exposed as matrices of clay, silt, sand, and gravels ranging in depth to 274 

m (900 ft).  In this portion of Hidalgo County, and in the majority of Cameron and 

Willacy counties, the topography is the result of stabilized sand dune deposits created 

from eolian activity, combined with floodplain deposits of mud, sand, and silt (Brown et 
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al. 1980).  The resulting topography includes long, narrow, meandering oxbow lakes and 

abandoned channels of the Rio Grande referred to as resacas.  Around the Arroyo 

Colorado and other resacas of Cameron County, Holocene alluvium occurs in the form of 

clay, silt, sand, gravel, organic matter, sedimentary rock, and igneous rock.  On the Rio 

Grande itself, the alluvium is typified by alluvium and floodplain deposits that are either 

predominantly mud or predominantly silt and sand (Brown et al. 1980).  

Unique geologic features resulting from sand, silt, and clay barrier island/tidal-flat 

deposits of the Holocene characterize the eastern portions of Willacy and Cameron 

counties.  Windblown sediments associated with the deposits created the clay dunes, 

marine plains, and wind/tidal flats of the Laguna Madre, Laguna Atascosa, Boca Chica, 

and Padre Island areas (Brown et al.1980).   
 

PALEOENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

The Rio Grande Delta is a dynamic environment consisting of riverbank, shore, 

marsh, and lake settings, where an amalgamation of silty and sandy flat floodplain gives 

rise to shifting stream channels.  The altered stream channels result in the resacas and 

bancos (oxbow lakes and meander scars) that are perpetually affected by windborne 

sediments (Butzer 1982:50).  A study conducted by Gustavson and Collins (1998)  placed 

the Rio Grande Delta in paleoenvironmental context stating that the soils of the delta are 

underlain by 30 m of Late Quaternary sediments that may contain cultural materials. 

Underlying the sediments in which cultural materials may be found are ancient coastal 

sediments resulting from sea level changes that occurred during the glacial period 

(Mallouf et al. 1977).  Since the last glacial maximum, ca. 20,000 years B.P. (before 

present), the coastline has changed. Ocean levels have risen approximately 100 m, and 

ancient shorelines were once approximately 90 km east of the present day coastline 
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(Brown et al. 1980). As a result of these dramatic shifts, rising sea levels have altered the 

courses of many rivers, and in the Rio Grande Valley causing a shortening of the river 

valley and an increase in valley aggregation (Brown et al. 1980).   

After the last glacial maximum by the middle of the Holocene, the Rio Grande 

was depositing alluvial sediments and ultimately flooding the valley creating an estuarine 

environment (Boyd et al. 1994; Brown et al. 1980).  The filling of the valley stopped 

between 10,000 and 7,000 years B.P., resulting in sediment aggregation manifested as 

prograding delta lobes over earlier Holocene deposits, which were believed to have 

reached some 15 km east of the present day shoreline.  Sea level reached its present day 

level at around 3,000 years B.P., with wave action reworking deltaic lobes, and in 

combination with longshore drift, near shore sediments formed areas like Padre Island 

and the latticework of the Laguna Madre.   

The topography of the Rio Grande is currently made up of abandoned channels 

and overbank flood channels located near the present river channel which is generally 

filled with clays and silts (Gustavson and Collins 1998).  Geoarcheological data for the 

region are sparse and confusing at best.  Although there is agreement that drier conditions 

were present by 2,000 years B.P., there is no agreement on in whether C3 plant biomass 

was on the increase or decrease during that period.  There have been indications based on 

stable carbon isotope analysis and soil humates that showed a significant decrease (85–60 

percent) in C3 plant biomass after 2,000 B.P. in the valley (Bousman et al. 1990:95; Boyd 

et al. 1994:5).  On the other hand, stable isotope analysis of nine soil humates gathered by 

Geo-Marine of Texas indicates a steady increase (60–82 percent) in C3 plants from 

2,000–1,300 B.P. (Cooper et al. 2003:20). An additional study on soil humates, which 

also indicated an increase (37-47 percent) in C3 plants from 2,300 to 300 years B.P., was 

conducted on samples from two Willacy County sites, 41WY50 and 41WY60 (Kibler 
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1994:57).  These discrepancies may be simply attributed to samples being taken in saline 

affected vs. non-saline environments, or other factors could have easily have come into 

play. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

HISTORY OF BROWNSVILLE COMPLEX ARCHAEOLOGY 

The Brownsville Complex refers to the remains left by prehistoric peoples 

occupying the Rio Grande Delta in the southern tip of Texas and northeastern Mexico.  

Bays, lagoons, oxbow lakes, and estuaries mark this diverse semiarid/semi-tropical 

region.  There is very little stone in the area, but shell is abundant, and the Brownsville 

peoples made the most of this resource. They thrived as hunter-fisher-gatherers collecting 

fish and shellfish and, ultimately, creating a unique and extensive shell industry.     

What is known of the Brownsville Complex comes from a range of sources: the 

A.E. Anderson Collection, the excavation of cemetery and burial sites in the Rio Grande 

Delta, and a few archaeological surveys of the Lower Rio Grande Valley Region. An 

overview of this research is presented below.  A general summary of the information is 

provided at the end of the chapter.   

 

CONTRIBUTIONS 1900–1930S  

From 1908 to 1940, A.E. Anderson of Brownsville, Texas, collected over 2,000 

artifacts from 196 sites in Cameron and Willacy counties, and an approximately equal 

number of artifacts from about the same number of sites in Tamaulipas, Mexico (Prewitt 

1974).  In his 30-year investigation, Anderson plotted each of the sites, and in 1932, 

described the artifacts retrieved from the sites on the Texas side of the Rio Grande 

(Anderson 1932). 

All of the sites visited by Anderson were located inland, next to remnant channels 

of the Rio Grande (resacas), on freshwater lakes created by eolian or karst topography, or 
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in the clay dunes of the coastal prairie (Anderson 1932:29).  While many of them no 

longer exist (due to erosion and construction activities [see Hester 2001]), a significant 

number of the artifacts are housed at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory in 

Austin.  Examples include projectile points, Huastec ceramics, knives, scrapers, animal 

and human bone tools and beads, hammerstones, pumice-stone pipes, and drills. Marine 

shell tool and ornament artifacts made from Busycon conch, Dosina discus, Marginella 

apicinia, and Oliva sayanna include hand axes, scrapers, disks, fishhooks, plugs, 

projectile points, pendants, gorgets, beads, and tinklers.  This collection has served as a 

foundation for archeologists attempting to reconstruct the prehistory of the South Texas 

region and is currently under study by William Wagner of the University of Texas at 

Austin.    

One such archeologist, J. Alden Mason, analyzed pottery specimens (four ollas 

and one bowl) from the Collection to address the pre-Columbian relationship between the 

United States and Mexico (Mason 1935).  Mason considered the Texas coast a possible 

route of Mexican influence traveling up to the southeastern United States, and explored 

the connection between the Huastec of Mexico and Late Prehistoric Brownsville peoples 

of what is now Texas by looking at ceramic evidence from the two regions.    

The Huastec people are part of the Maya linguistic family, and prehistorically and 

in modern times occupy the region of Tampico in the northern part of the state of 

Veracruz and the southern part of the state of Tamaulipas. The northern extent of the 

Huastec region is considered to terminate around the Tampico, Mexico area.  The 

Huastec sites that occur in the extreme southern interior of Tamaulipas, Mexico, are part 

of the Panuco and Las Flores Complexes associated with the Mesoamerican Post Classic. 

On the southern Mexican coast, these complexes extend north to the contemporary 

village of Aldama, north of Tampico, and the sites associated with these complexes 
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consist of shell mounds, and in some cases ball courts and earthen mounds.  It is roughly 

200 miles from the Brownsville, Texas on the Rio Grande to the northernmost stronghold 

of the Huastec.  Huastec ceramics, referred to as Tancol Polychrome, are distinct.  Tancol 

Polychrome is tri-color by definition, with a buff/cream body slip combined with black 

and red designs which incorporate conventionalized naturalistic zoomorphic and 

curvilinear geometric motifs (Mason 1935; Wagner 2000).  According to Mason (1935), 

the asphaltum, or black pigment, used to decorate the pottery comes from natural marine 

petroleum springs in Tampico, Mexico. Mason recognized burials excavated by 

Anderson that contained Huastec-like pottery.  

Among similarities between pottery found in the Brownsville Complex region and 

pottery documented in the Huastec region are elements such as parallel straight lines and 

bands, scallops, triangles, concentric circles with a central dot, and animal figurines 

(Mason 1935). Mason surmised that the pottery did have Huastec influence, but the 

mortuary items were not the best examples of Huastec pottery, leading him to believe that 

they were made in the region in which they were found.   

Mason suggested that the ceramics found in the Rio Grande Delta region housed 

in the A.E. Anderson Collection contained elements of ancient Huastec vessels, and 

concluded his analysis by determining that ceramics found in what is now referred to as 

the Brownsville Complex region were made not by the Huastec but by prehistoric 

peoples of the Rio Grande Delta who were influenced by them.   

E.B. Sayles (1935:41) recognized distinct artifact assemblages from the Rio 

Grande Delta and created the concepts known as the “Coahuiltecan Branch” and the 

“Brownsville Phase.”  These concepts, associated with two different periods, were based 

on assumed linguistic divisions and artifact assemblages from sites.  The linguistic 

divisions wrought by Sayles classified as the “Tamaulipecan” and the “Coahuiltecan,” 
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were not as useful as the information gleaned from archaeological sites. The linguistic 

reference of “Coahuiltecan” referred to groups contacted by early Spanish explorers, but 

no archaeological evidence suggested these groups were the same archaic peoples living 

in the area prior to European entry into the New World (Sayles 1935).   

The Late Prehistoric period “Brownsville Phase” is typified by coastal sites 

characterized by specialized shell industries, and ceramics resembling Huastec or 

Rockport pottery (Sayles 1935:41). Lithic artifacts found at large inland surface sites 

along streams characterize the Archaic period “Coahuiltecan Branch”.  Sayles’ proposed 

divisions reflected a statewide interest in developing taxonomic classifications and 

divisions based on regional, artifactual, and cultural traits, and according to his research, 

the “Coahuiltecan Phase” represented a predominantly hunting subsistence, whereas the 

“Brownsville Phase” utilized pottery and relied primarily on marine sources for 

subsistence (Sayles 1935:117).   

  

CONTRIBUTIONS 1940S  

A.T. Jackson (1940) compared stone tubes from the A.E. Anderson Collection 

with stones tubes recovered from other sites throughout Texas.  He found that those in the 

collection were very similar to those from south, central, and coastal Texas, but were 

different from those found in other areas of the state (Jackson 1940:116).  The greatest 

similarities were between the stone tubes of the Rio Grande Delta and those of the Texas 

coastal bend.   

Jackson recognized that the majority of stone tubes were found on the American 

side of the Rio Grande Delta, and that only four came from sites in Tamaulipas, Mexico 

(Jackson 1940:116).  This distinction relating to the presence of specific artifacts on 
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either side of the Rio Grande marked the beginning discussion on the taxonomic division 

of contemporaneous cultures separated by the Rio Grande River.  This distinction would 

be taken even further in the 1950s with the separation and creation by Richard MacNeish 

(1958) of the Brownsville and Barril Complexes. 

In 1943, a roundtable conference was held by the Sociedad Mexicana de 

Anthropologia to discuss archaeological issues associated with northern Mexico and the 

southern United States.  Presented at the conference was a version of J. Alden Mason’s 

(1935) work concerning the movement of influence from the Mexican coast to the eastern 

coast of the United States.  Adding to earlier research, Mason suggested that the presence 

of Mesoamerican elements on the Texas Coast was the result of small groups rapidly 

moving from the Huastec area of northern Tamaulipas via the Texas Coast to the 

Mississippi Valley.  Although no new information was presented to support this idea, 

Mason stressed the need for more work in the region to unveil any potential relationships 

between the two areas. 

The following year, Gordon Elkholm excavated sites at Tampico and Panuco in 

the Huastec area of Mexico.  Elkholm’s investigations at the sites resulted in a 

comparison of Huastec pottery found in the Huastec region of Mexico, with pottery in the 

A.E. Anderson Collection from Cameron County, Texas.  Drawing on the earlier work by 

Mason (1935), Elkholm identified vessels from the collection as Tancol Polychrome and 

Huastec Black-on-White Ceramics of Period VI (A.D. 1250 to contact) in the Tampico-

Panuco sequence of northern Mexico and the coast (Elkholm 1944: 433). 

The idea of dispersion of elements from one region to another was discussed 

again at length in 1946 during the Symposium on the Caddoan Archaeological Area in 

Norman, Oklahoma.  Krieger (1948) presented information on the presence of 

Mesoamerican elements in the Caddoan area. The focus of the talk was the Davis site in 
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East Texas and the Spiro site in eastern Oklahoma.  Krieger believed these two sites 

evidenced Huastec influence moving north from the South Texas coast across interior 

Texas.  Krieger (1948) discusses this inland route theory at length, referring to it as the 

Gilmore Corridor. 

The Aransas Focus, an Archaic complex constructed by data from shell middens 

located in Aransas and San Antonio bays, was set apart early on, based on its shell 

artifacts, which consisted of conch tools and utensils previously thought to be a pre-

ceramic culture located on a peninsula of the coast separating Copano and Aransas bays, 

Texas, was first presented by Campbell (1947).  The data distinguishing the focus were 

collected from the Kent-Crane, Live Oak, and Johnson sites in Aransas County.  

Campbell (1947:71) analyzed marine shell artifacts from the A.E. Anderson Collection in 

comparison to those recovered from the sites, and concluded that the Busycon conch shell 

artifacts associated with the Aransas Focus types from the Johnson site in Aransas 

County were similar to Brownsville Complex conch shell gouges. Campbell felt that a 

relationship between the two areas should not be discredited, an opinion voiced earlier in 

1935 by researcher E.B. Sayles.  The Aransas Focus is no longer intensively used as a 

classification.  It was dropped as more intensive research in the area occurred, but it is 

important to present here because it shows the attempt to present evidence of cultural 

connections along the coast, and base concepts of the classification are still in use by 

coastal archeologists. 

Information on the Brownsville Complex of the Rio Grande Delta continued to 

accumulate as the result of an archaeological survey conducted by Richard MacNeish 

(1947).  The survey covered portions of the Sierra de Tamaulipas, coastal Tamaulipas 

(north of Soto La Marina River), and a small area of Texas adjacent to the Rio Grande.  

MacNeish initially sought to establish a pre-Columbian relationship between the 
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southeastern United States and northern Mexico but ended up mainly describing and 

classifying types of artifacts and assigning them to the Brownsville Complex.    

MacNeish (1947:6) used data from 82 sites compiled during his surveys in 

addition to analyzing artifacts from 58 sites in Cameron County, Texas, and Tamaulipas, 

Mexico, originally recorded by A.E. Anderson, to compile a trait list for the Brownsville 

Complex.  He also used the information compiled by Sayles (1935) and Anderson (1932) 

on site types found in the Rio Grande Delta of Texas, their geographical distribution on 

the landscape, and offered recorded locations based on the geologic attributes of the 

region (MacNeish 1947).  The boundaries of the Brownsville Complex are 

geographically restricted on the east by the Gulf of Mexico, on the south by the San 

Fernando River, and on the north by the northern boundary of Willacy County 

(MacNeish 1947:2-3).  MacNeish concurs with the descriptions of site types visited by 

both Anderson (1932) and Sayles (1935).  Anderson stated in 1932 that Brownsville 

Complex occupational sites are marked by large quantities of clay and shell and typically 

are found near water in areas slightly higher than the surrounding elevation (Anderson 

1932: 29).      

Recognizable and unique, because of the vast amount of shell artifact types 

recovered from sites, the use of shell among Brownsville Complex peoples is extensive 

and includes distinct ornaments and tool kits.  Examples of these materials discussed by 

MacNeish (1947:6) that characterize the Complex at sites or as grave goods include 

pierced whole Busycon conch shells, small snail shell beads, Marginella apicina shell 

beads, Busycon conch columella disc-shaped beads, Oliva sayana beads, and Oliva 

sayana shell tinklers made with perforated canine teeth (Canis latrans).  Other shell 

ornaments include a wide range of rectangular, triangular, square, oval, and non-shaped 

pendants fashioned from Dosina discus and Busycon conch shell that are either ground, 
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chipped, or carved (MacNeish 1947).  Tools and utilitarian items recovered from sites 

include Busycon conch shell hooks and plugs made from the columella of Busycon conch, 

mollusk shell scrapers, and Busycon conch columella projectile points (MacNeish 

1947:6).   

In addition to the extensive marine shell artifacts, pottery, stone, bone, and chert 

tools have been recorded in Brownsville Complex data sets.  These artifact types include 

conical pumice pipes, intrusive Tancol Polychrome ceramics from the Huastec region, 

bone awls, tubular bone beads, small humpback scrapers, hammerstones, pin-like drills of 

chipped chert, and projectile points.  Projectile points are primarily triangular (MacNeish 

1947:7).  Examples of these points have been determined as Cameron, Starr, Fresno and 

Matamoros projectile points (Hester 1969b). 

MacNeish (1947) recognized and coined the Archaic period Abasolo, Repelo, Los 

Angeles, and Diablo culture complexes south of the Rio Grande in Mexico. The Abasolo 

Complex was synonymous with the “Coahuiltecan Phase” described by Sayles in 1935, 

and was defined based on triangular and unstemmed projectile points recovered from 35 

sites from the Rio de las Palmas in Tamaulipas, Mexico, along the coast to the San 

Fernando River. The Abasolo and Repelo complexes associated with the area were based 

on the presence of the large unstemmed triangular projectile points bounded to the 

Archaic (MacNeish 1947:2-3). MacNeish’s investigation of the Sierra de Tamaulipas, 

coastal Tamaulipas north of the Rio Soto la Marina, and the Rio Grande Delta in the 

1940s provided the scaffolding for temporal placement of the Brownsville Complex 

within the Rio Grande Delta region.  MacNeish attributed the ceramics from the 

Brownsville Complex sites as intrusive Huastec pottery characteristic of Elkholm’s 

Period V (A.D. 900–1250) and Period VI (1250 to contact) sequence.  Although 

MacNeish had primarily evidence of surface finds, he speculated that the Brownsville 
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Complex extended into the Historic period and that it was no earlier than A.D. 1000.  

This temporal sequencing was the result of the presence of the Huastec pottery, a few 

arrow points made of glass, and because the complex lacked the presence of Langtry dart 

points found at earlier Repelo and Abasolo Complex Archaic sites (MacNeish 1947:8).   

An added focus of MacNeish’s (1947) article was a discussion on the presence of 

what he referred to as “trade” items from sites in northern Tamaulipas, Central Texas, 

and South Texas.  The majority were projectile points, which MacNeish (1947:7) 

believed were transported via a southeastern Mesoamerican route, along a small section 

of the South Texas coast, and northeastward along the same Gilmore Corridor postulated 

earlier by Krieger. 

J. Charles Kelley, with his publication regarding the Monte Aspect of the 

Balcones Phase, conducted additional research in 1947.  According to Kelley (1947: 

104), the Monte Aspect extended from the Lower Colorado River along the Gulf Coast 

Plain, southwestward into the Huastec territory in Tamaulipas, Mexico.  Included in 

Kelly’s Monte Aspect are Sayles “Coahuiltecan Phase” and MacNeish’s Repelo, and 

Abasolo complexes.  The importance of the study to the current analysis is that although 

the Brownsville Complex was not mentioned specifically, the Archaic complexes 

believed to be the precursors of what was initially defined as the Brownsville Complex 

are presented.   

 

INVESTIGATIONS AT THE AYALA SITE BY CAMPBELL AND FRIZZELL (1948)  

Salvage investigations at the Ayala site (41HG1) provided concrete evidence that 

the Abasolo Complex was earlier than the Brownsville Complex.  The Ayala site 

contained an Abasolo midden attributed to the Monte Aspect into which later 

Brownsville Complex burials were intruded.  The location of the Ayala site on a low 
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bluff overlooking the Rio Grande, as well as the collection of artifacts attributed to two 

distinct complexes; provide the first concrete example of a mortuary locale with temporal 

sequencing associated with the Late Prehistoric Brownsville Complex (Campbell and 

Frizzell 1949:64).  Artifacts distinguishing the Abasolo midden were present as Archaic 

period lithic debitage.  The artifacts recovered that link the interments to the Late 

Prehistoric Brownsville Complex were Oliva sayana shell beads, disk-shaped Busycon 

conch columella ornaments, tubular bone beads, and flexed burials (Campbell and 

Frizzell 1949).  Although data from the site were never formally published as a whole, an 

article by T.N. Campbell and Frizzell (1949) discussed the salvage operation.  The Ayala 

site (41HG1) is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 

     

CONTRIBUTIONS 1950S  

The construction of Falcon Reservoir on the Texas and Mexico border in Starr 

and Zapata counties gave archeologists an unique opportunity to launch a major survey, 

testing, and excavation program in South Texas from 1950 to 1953.  The survey produced 

numerous reports on the archaeology of Starr and Zapata counties, as well as the 

archaeology of a substantial portion of Mexico on the southern side of Falcon Reservoir 

(Avelayra 1951; Cason 1952; Hartle and Stephenson 1951; Krieger and Hughes 1950; 

Mallouf et al. 1977).  Some 109 archaeological sites were recorded at Falcon Reservoir, 

88 of which contained prehistoric components.  Of the 88 sites recorded, 15 were either 

tested or completely excavated (Mallouf et al. 1977). 

Investigations at Falcon Reservoir pointed to the presence of cultural continuity 

with little change since its inception (Cason 1952:251; Hartle and Stephenson 1951:24; 

Krieger and Hughes 1950:24).  All sites excavated were similar in stratigraphy and 
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artifacts collected.  Cason (1952) recognized a complete lack of pottery at Falcon 

Reservoir sites, but noted that red ochre and tubular bone beads were present.  Upon later 

analysis of the tubular bone beads recovered from the Castillo site in Falcon Reservoir, it 

was found that the bone was human.  Tubular bone beads fashioned from human bone are 

Brownsville Complex traits, as are the presence of red ochre in burials (Hester 1969a).  

The presence of these artifact types implied a connection between the Falcon Reservoir 

region and the Brownsville Complex area.  

Later, in 1958, Richard MacNeish used data from Sayles’ (1935) construction of 

the “Brownsville Phase” in conjunction with his own 1947 publication and 21 months 

(1948–1949, 1954) of fieldwork on sites in Tamaulipas, Mexico, and the Rio Grande 

Delta as the basis for separating the Brownsville and Barril complexes (MacNeish 1958).  

After reanalyzing artifacts from sites recorded by A.E. Anderson, MacNeish recognized 

that his earlier theory of the presence of one complex was inadequate and suggested 

instead that two contemporaneous complexes were present in the area.  MacNeish 

distinguished between the Brownsville Complex in the Rio Grande Delta of Texas and its 

sister complex, the Barril, south of the Rio Grande in Mexico (MacNeish 1958).  Both the 

Brownsville and Barril complexes originated and were defined primarily from the A.E. 

Anderson Collection.  Some of the Barril Complex sites were believed to slightly predate 

the Brownsville Complex, based on the presence of European artifacts and intrusive 

Huastec ceramics.  A Late Prehistoric date of A.D. 1000 to 1780 for both complexes was 

determined by MacNeish, based upon the presence of 10 specimens of Huastec-like 

pottery indicative of the Panuco Period IV recovered from two sites in Cameron County 

and diagnostic artifact types such as Starr, Fresno, and Matamoros projectile points 

(MacNeish 1958:189).  
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The difference in artifact inventories is the presence of conical pumice pipes in 

the Brownsville Complex and the presence of bone and conch columella projectile points 

in the Barril Complex (MacNeish 1958:189).  Artifacts diagnostic of the Barril Complex 

are antler perforators; pitted stone anvils; long, narrow, rectangular conch shell pendants; 

chipped pebble hammerstones; tubular beads from the columella of conch; Busycon 

conch columella projectile points; bone points; split-bone awls; and round and triangular 

Busycon conch shell pendants (MacNeish 1947).  Common to both the Brownsville and 

Barril complexes are Busycon conch shell discs, pierced shell disc beads, plugs made 

from the columella of Busycon conch, rectangular Busycon conch shell pendants, mollusk 

shell scrapers, Starr, Fresno, and Matamoros projectile points, and Tancol polychrome 

pottery, or Huastecan ceramics (Anderson 1932; MacNeish 1947; Mason 1935; Wagner 

2000).  The traits defining both complexes are outlined by MacNeish (1958) in which he 

maps the entire distribution of the Brownsville-Barril Complex to a strip along the Gulf 

Coast between the Arroyo Colorado in southern Texas and the San Fernando River in 

northern Tamaulipas, Mexico.   

 

Investigations at the Ayala Site by Ruecking (1952) 

In 1952, additional investigations at the Ayala site (41HG1) by Frederick 

Ruecking supported the list of characteristics outlining and defining a Brownsville 

Complex burial site and associated grave goods.  The Ayala site was not investigated in a 

systematic manner, although the data sets derived from the salvage excavation were 

useful in furthering the definition of the Brownsville Complex.  Ruecking’s 

investigations are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
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CONTRIBUTIONS 1960S  

T.N. Campbell published a synopsis in 1960, entitled “Archaeology of the Central 

and Southern Sections of the Gulf Coast,” in which he reviewed all pertinent 

archaeological investigations prior to 1958.  Of importance to the current study is his 

discussion of clay dune sites, which occur from St. Charles Bay southward to the Rio 

Grande, and along the coast of Tamaulipas, Mexico, down to the Rio Soto la Marina 

(Campbell 1960:154).  Clay dune sites of the Rio Grande Delta contain artifacts 

associated with the Brownsville Complex.  Campbell (1960) notes that the artifacts from 

the clay dune site types are not stratigraphically concentrated suggesting that the sites 

were not occupied for long periods of time. 

Campbell (1960) also notes that the list of characteristics outlined and defined by 

McNeish (1947, 1958) were present in the mortuary associations of burials excavated 

during salvage operations at the Ayala site in Hidalgo County and the Floyd Morris site 

in Cameron County.  The investigations at the two cemetery sites helped to reinstate the 

traits that had been tentatively defined earlier.  The publication is important because it 

synthesizes background research, delineates and discusses the culture complexes of the 

Texas Coast, and reviews issues and aspects of Gulf Coast archaeology in Texas.  In 

terms of the archaeology in the Rio Grande Delta of Texas, Campbell (1960:169) also 

points out the need for excavation of Brownsville Complex sites and a full analysis of the 

A.E. Anderson Collection in order to clarify a Brownsville Complex relationship with 

other cultures of the region.   

In 1963, prior to the designation of Padre Island as a National Seashore in 

Kleberg and Nueces Counties, Campbell (1964) recorded 15 archaeological sites, and 

provided data on the types of sites found on the far South Texas coast.  The majority of 
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these sites were attributable to the Archaic period, although a few had Late Prehistoric 

components (Campbell 1964).  Campbell (1964) also located 11 sites on eolian 

depressions on Padre Island proper; an additional site was located on the shore of the 

Laguna Madre (Campbell 1964: 15).  

The Archaic dart points recovered represented the same point styles found in the 

adjacent Archaic complexes of the Aransas Focus of the Texas coast, the Falcon and 

Meir Foci of the Rio Grande Valley, the Repelo and Abasolo complexes of northeastern 

Mexico, and the Edwards Plateau Culture of Central Texas (Campbell 1964:33).  This 

information led Campbell to believe that Padre Island was repeatedly visited by small 

nomadic bands exploiting the resources of the coast (Campbell 1964).  The presence of 

Starr arrow points on the southernmost portion of Padre Island led Campbell (1964: 34) 

to believe that future work would prove there was a predominant Brownsville Complex 

occupation in the area. 

 In 1969, Thomas Hester conducted a survey in South Texas, in northern Kennedy 

and southern Kleberg counties around Baffin Bay and Cayo Del Grullo.  Twelve 

previously unrecorded archaeological sites in Kleberg County and eight previously 

unrecorded sites were found in Kennedy County.  Of particular interest to the current 

study is site 41LK14, a cemetery in Kleberg County, and additional sites that either had 

altered human bone artifacts, or were burial locale components within occupation areas 

(Hester 1969b).   

Site 41KL14, also known as the Dietz site, was first recorded in 1927 by Clyde T. 

Reed.  Twenty-two burials were excavated, two of which contained large tubular stone 

pipes.  One of the pipes had a mouthpiece fashioned from a section of human ulna 

(Hester 1969b).  At the time of its recording, numerous sections of human bone pipe 

mouthpieces were documented at site, but none was described in detail.  On another 
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occasion in the 1930s, 17 bone mouthpieces recovered from the Dietz site in a private 

collection were donated to the University of Texas for a time.  Dr. T.N. Campbell 

analyzed 12 of the specimens, and in 1932, E.B. Sayles collected another five 

mouthpieces fashioned from human bone that had become exposed due to looting 

activities at the site, and additional pieces were recovered from the site over the years 

(Hester 1969b).  

In addition to the cemetery site, surface human remains were documented by 

Hester (1969b) at 41KL39, the Pescador site.  Located on some low bluffs across Vattam 

Creek, the site was first noticed in the 1967 survey because of the large amount of human 

remains scattered on the surface.  The site yielded a total of 22 human bone artifacts.  

Included among the specimens were one incised bone, and numerous pieces that were 

covered in red ochre.     

Hester’s (1969b) survey yielded sites that displayed both Brownsville Complex 

and Rockport Focus characteristics.  Two examples include sites 41KL13 and 41KL45.  

Site 41KL13 was an occupation site on Vattam Creek, south of Loyola Beach, containing 

marine shell, bone, baked clay lumps, and lithic debitage.  Stone materials collected from 

the site included projectile point examples of Matamoros, Cameron, Clifton, Fresno, 

Perdiz, Scallorn, and Starr; eight miscellaneous dart points, convex and concaved based 

arrow points, unifacial, side and bifacial scrapers, circular scrapers, heavy unifaces and 

bifaces, micro-unifaces, retouched prismatic flakes, drills, cores, utilized flakes, and 

smoothed stones.  Additional artifacts included perforated canine teeth, shell beads, a 

shell scraper, and Rockport pottery (Hester 1969b:61; Hester 1971).      

Site 41KL45, situated on a clay dune on the eastern shore of the Cayo del Grullo, 

yielded a large number of artifacts, many of which are also found in the Brownsville 

Complex area.  Included in the large quantities of baked clay, animal bone fragments, and 
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marine shell fragments, were 21 shell scrapers, three Busycon conch whorl adzes, a 

Busycon conch columella gouge, two Noetia ponderosa shell beads, an Oliva sayana 

shell bead, and a polished cylindrical rod of Busycon conch columella.  One of the burials 

recorded at 41KL145 was associated with 180 Marginella apicina shell beads, and a few 

of those beads had traces of red ochre (Hester 1969:70–71). Brownsville Complex 

characteristics were believed to be clear at the site and noted at the time of discovery. 

In 1969, a series of articles discussing the Ayala site (41HG1) in Hidalgo County 

and the Floyd Morris site (41CF2) in Cameron County was published in the Bulletin of 

the Texas Archaeological Society Volume 40, 1969.  Both sites show several Brownsville 

Complex traits. Part I of the series discussed the Floyd Morris site, which was first 

investigated in 1966 by Collins et al. (1969).  Part II discusses the 1948 and 1952 

investigations of the Ayala site. 

The Floyd Morris site, as noted in Chapter I, is situated on a low, sandy clay dune 

adjacent to an old channel of the Rio Grande.  It was discovered when agricultural 

improvements were taking place in the area and consisted of 18 burials, some of which 

were severely disturbed.  Several of the burials contained an assortment of grave goods: 

tubular bone beads (mammal and human bone), shell beads (Marginella apicina, Noetia 

ponderosa, Oliva sayana and Busycon conch), shell tinklers (Oliva sayana and perforated 

canines), perforated canine teeth (coyote), disc-shaped beads (Busycon conch whorl), 

modified human bones (all four portions of radii from the same individual), and coatings 

of red and black pigment (red ochre and asphaltum).  Most of the artifacts are attributed 

to the Brownsville Complex, but several artifacts were also found that may represent 

earlier archaic activities at the site, and were cited as evidence that the site was likely 

used over a long period of time (Collins et al. 1969).  
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The recovery of a jadeite bead from near Burial 1, was a particularly important 

find at Floyd Morris, since it was believed to evidence Huastec interaction in the region. 

(Both jade and jadeite beads occur in the Huastec area of Mexico.  MacNeish [1958] 

recorded a jade bead and celt-like object during his survey of the Tamaulipas area, and 

Elkholm [1944] reported a jade bead and shell necklace at Las Flores site on the Texas–

Mexico border.) 

A strong point of focus in the 1966 investigations of Floyd Morris and the article 

published in 1969 was that the burials displayed various stages of mineralization to the 

human remains.  The mineralization did not appear to be correlated with horizontal 

placement of the internments.  In one case, a non-mineralized group burial, referred to as 

Burial 11, was superimposed into an earlier burial (Burial 11a) displaying heavily 

mineralized remains.  (Burial 11a was itself superimposed of Burial 11b, a young female 

interred with a disarticulated male bundle burial [Burial 11c], and in between that were 

the remains of a newborn or fetus [Burial 11d].) The explanation for the mineralization 

was attributed to the site’s location on a high dune of the surrounding topography.  The 

site remained a desirable locale for interment over a long period of time.  Burial was 

likely intermittent since the internments differ in skeletal organization, position, and 

degree of bone mineralization; they are also scattered and random (Collins et al. 1969: 

145).  (It is interesting to note that the same mineralization present at Floyd Morris can 

also be seen in the human remains from the Ayala site although they were not as 

thoroughly discussed in the Bulletin articles).  

In comparison with other burials documented at Floyd Morris, Ayala, and other 

single burials in the region, Burial 11 is extremely elaborate and was interred with 402 

bone and shell artifacts, red ochre and asphaltum.  Hester, Collins, and Weir pointed out 

in their 1969 article that the Coahuiltecan practice of burying a newborn with the mother, 
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in the event the mother passes away during childbirth, may aptly describe the 

elaborateness of Burial 11, but there is not definitive data to back this idea other than 

ethnographic evidence (Collins et al. 1969:144).   

Part II of the series, as noted above, focused on the Ayala site (41HG1), 

specifically its Brownsville Complex characteristics (Hester and Ruecking 1969).  These 

characteristics were subdivided into burial pits, burial position, and burial goods.  These 

divisions were then reviewed, and the authors outlined which characteristics were found 

in each field season.  Characteristics listed include circular, 4- to 5-ft deep burial pits 

representing single or multiple interments where the position of the burials was flexed 

with forearms crossed or hands adjacent to the face, and burial goods such as red ochre, 

Oliva sayana tinklers, Oliva sayana beads, disc-shaped Busycon conch shell beads, 

tubular bone beads (some with encircling grooves), a deer antler beam fragment, large 

triangular Busycon conch whorl pendants, incised rectangular bone pendants, and 

undecorated rectangular bone pendants (Hester and Ruecking 1969:155 - 156).  

Part III of the Bulletin series reviews the work occurring in the Rio Grande Valley 

and South Texas as of 1969.  Comparisons are made between the Floyd Morris and Ayala 

sites, and three hypotheses are offered on the presence of cemetery sites in the Rio 

Grande Delta.  The first focuses on the fact that the wealth of resources from the Gulf of 

Mexico may have made it possible for groups to stay in smaller areas along the coast, 

where the same burial locales were visited time after time when necessary (Hester 

1969a:163).  The second suggests that South Texas groups lived on or near the coast only 

for certain parts of the year, and that the cemeteries may represent persons who expired 

during seasonal activities (Hester 1969a:163).  The third hypothesis states that presence 

of varying burial patterns may be the result of different bands or cultural groups within 

the Coahuiltecan stock making use of interment areas (Hester 1969a:163).   
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CONTRIBUTIONS 1970S  

In 1971, Parker Nunley reevaluated the Archaic period within Falcon Reservoir 

with the analysis of lithics from 50 sites from the area.  He proposed five distinct 

sociocultural units separated by territories: the Falcon, Zapata, Arroyo Velano, Santa 

Isabel, and Arroyo Gato (Nunley 1971:358,369). Nunley’s work was meant as a tool to 

facilitate future studies in the region in regard to hunter-gatherer groups, but his divisions 

were very different from past explanations of the Archaic period in South Texas. 

In 1971, Hester and Rogers investigated a disturbed burial designated as 41HG27 

on the Arroyo Colorado that was impacted by the placement of a septic tank on private 

property (Hester and Rodgers 1971).  The burial was badly damaged, but numerous 

artifacts were recovered, and a few general observations were made.  The burial was of 

an adult male found 1.9 m (6 ft) below surface.  All 95 artifacts were made of shell and 

bone (Hester and Rodgers 1971:367-368).  Of the 14 bone beads found, one was incised; 

all but one was made of animal bone.  The shell artifacts included 36 Oliva sayana shell 

beads, 5 Oliva sayana tinklers (with coyote teeth), 38 plain disc-shaped Busycon conch 

columella beads, and a large triangular conch whorl pendant (Hester and Rodgers 

1971:368–369).  Hester and Rogers (1971:370) concluded that the upstream location of 

41HG27, half a mile from the Ayala site on the Arroyo Colorado, combined with the 

presence of Floyd Morris, a site on the Cameron-Hidalgo boundary, a site near Rio 

Hondo, and two other poorly reported sites on the arroyo, suggested that the Arroyo 

Colorado was an important burial locale for the region.        

The Archaic period was discussed once again at length with Hester's (1976) work, 

“Hunters and Gatherers of the Rio Grande Plain and Lower Coast of Texas,” in which he 
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suggests, using artifact styles as his foundation, a close cultural relationship between the 

Rio Grande Plain in Texas and northeastern Mexico during the Archaic period (Hester 

1976:4).  A synthesis of previous work in the region was also presented, with the 

statement that the Archaic in the Rio Grande Plain likely parallels MacNeish’s (1947:2-3) 

postulated Nogales, Repelo, Abasolo, and Catan complexes of northern Tamaulipas for 

the Archaic.  Hester (1976:6–9) also postulated two ecological adaptation models: the 

“savannah adaptation” and the “maritime adaptation”.  The “savannah adaptation,” 

according to Hester, occurred in Zavala, Western Hidalgo, Starr, Zapata, and Jim Hogg 

counties.  Sites were manifested as base camps on floodplain terraces and temporary 

hunter-and-gatherer lithic stations on the gravel terraces and uplands (Hester 1976:6, 7).  

The “maritime adaptation” is found in portions of Hidalgo, Cameron, Willacy, and 

Kennedy counties; in addition to the coastal margin of northern Tamaulipas.  Brownsville 

Complex sites fit within this category, where the sites are located on clay dunes near the 

coast or adjacent to playas inland (Hester 1976:8).     

Prewitt (1974a) conducted a limited surface survey of Cameron County from 

March–May 1970 for the Texas Historical Commission during which he recorded 79 

sites.  The goal of the survey was to assess the archaeological potential of the Rio Grande 

Delta of Texas and provide recommendations for future research to the Texas Historical 

Commission.  Prewitt revisited sixty sites originally recorded by A.E. Anderson, and 38 

previously unrecorded sites were recorded.  Prewitt (1974a:55-56) delineated and 

described the five types of sites found in the Rio Grande Delta on the basis of their 

situation on the landscape:    

Clay dune – laguna sites are situated on or in clay dunes overlooking the Laguna 

Madre, with elevations of 20–30 ft above mean sea level.  Cultural materials are 

most abundant on the landward portions of these sites.   
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Resaca – laguna sites are located on the banks of resacas, especially at their 

confluence with the Laguna Madre.  The elevations of these sites are at about 10 

ft above mean sea level.   

Clay dune – lake sites are located on or in the clay dunes that skirt the boundaries 

of inland lakes.  With varying elevations of 15–25 ft above mean sea level, this 

site type is similar to clay dune – laguna sites, except they are topographically 

lower.   

Resaca sites are situated on the resacas of the Lower Rio Grande Valley.  This site 

type is often difficult to discern either because of erosion or very dense brush 

cover.  Barrier island sites are those specifically found on the far coastal islands, 

such as South Padre, Brazos, and Boca Chica (Prewitt 1974a:58–59). 

 

Systematic excavations had not taken place on the outlined site types prior to 

Prewitt’s (1974a) article.  Most of the information coming from and on these sites is the 

result of the work of advocational archeologists in the region.  In his article, Prewitt also 

reviews the types of lithic, ceramic, and shell artifacts that have been documented in 

Cameron County in the Rio Grande Delta.  He agrees with MacNeish (1958) and 

Anderson (1932) on the lithics described for the region; he supports MacNeish’s assertion 

that Matamoros, Fresno, Starr, and Cameron projectile points are present, and while 

stemmed dart points occur in the area, stemmed arrow points do not.  Additional lithic 

artifacts that Prewitt and others have maintained are distinct in the region and associated 

with the Brownsville Complex include circular small plano-convex scrapers and pin-like 

drills of chipped chert (Prewitt 1974a:59).  Ceramics were not typically encountered on 

the Prewitt (1974a) survey, but the presence of a few sherds of Rockport pottery and 

broken pieces attributed to tubular ceramic pipes were noted (Prewitt 1974a:59). 
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The shell artifacts recovered by Prewitt (1974a) were numerous, and comprise the 

largest class of artifacts seen during the survey of sites in the Rio Grande Delta.  Shell 

tools include Busycon conch hammers, whorl scrapers, cups, columella awls, projectile 

points, adzes, gouges, and clam shell scrapers.  “Ornamental” artifacts include perforated 

and un-perforated Busycon conch shell disks; Oliva sayana and Marginella apicina shell 

beads; gorgets, pendants, and bracelets of Busycon conch shell, tubular shell beads, 

cylindrical pendants of Busycon conch columella, and numerous engraved shells (Prewitt 

1974a:61).   

 Prewitt (1974a:60-62) believed that one of the sites recorded during the Cameron 

County survey, 41CF8, represented a specialized shell manufacturing area, specifically 

for making shell disks.  Based on the amount of shell debris at the site, it was felt that 

shell artifacts were a major export item, and the source of the shell was on the Gulf side 

of the barrier islands of Padre and Boca Chica.  Shell as a trade item is further supported 

by the presence of specialized stone tools, such as the tiny chert drills, at 41CF8 and other 

sites.   

In his discussion on burials associated with the Brownsville Complex, Prewitt 

(1974a) reviews previous work in the region conducted by Campbell and Frizzell (1949) 

and Hester (1969a).  He concludes that grave goods are abundant, and remains can be 

found flexed, bundled, cremated, and occasionally covered in red ochre (Prewitt 1974a).  

He does not, however, support the hypothesis that the Arroyo Colorado had significance 

to mortuary customs based on the recordation of burial sites with Brownsville Complex 

artifacts he located to the south.  Prewitt (1974a) cites examples such as 41CF74 on the 

Rincon de Guajardo, his revisitation of A.E. Anderson sites such as 16.6 on Cayo 

Atascosa, and sites reported by other archeologists (e.g., 41CF8 near Port Isabel, 41CF13 

on Cross Lake, 41CF14 on Sweeny Lake, and 41CF17 northeast of Rio Hondo).  
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Reiterating research by Hester (1969b), Prewitt (1974a:61) suggests that much of 

the material from Cameron County is similar to materials documented during Hester’s 

survey of Kleberg County around Baffin Bay to the north of the Rio Grande Delta.  He 

gives examples of triangular projectile points made from chert, circular unifacial 

scrapers, Rockport series pottery, and various shell ornaments and tools related to the 

Brownsville Complex that were found in both Cameron and Kleberg counties (Prewitt 

1974a:61).   

Additional information providing clues into distribution and temporal sequencing 

of site types in South Texas was compiled when Nunley and Hester (1975) conducted an 

extensive survey along the Arroyo Los Olmos in Starr County for nine Soil Conservation 

Service flood control structures in 1975.  Fifty-two archaeological sites were recorded 

along the arroyo during the survey.  The sites ranged from temporary occupation sites to 

long-term occupation areas to lithic workshop sites.  No evidence of Late Prehistoric 

occupation was recorded for any of the sites; all were attributed to the Archaic period, 

leading to the conclusion that sites in the Falcon Reservoir region were populated by a 

number of diverse Archaic cultures, based on the variation in toolkits from site to site 

(Nunley and Hester 1975:50,94). 

The Texas Historical Commission conducted the Hidalgo-Willacy County 

Drainage Ditch Project in 1976 for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Galveston District.  

The survey was conducted to provide an assessment to the Corps of impacts to cultural 

resources expected by the construction of the drainage ditch.  Twelve sample areas 

measuring 2 x 2 km were selected for investigation.  Seven environmental zones varying 

in topography, geology, and hydrology were contained within these sample areas.  The 

survey recorded 49 archaeological sites (Mallouf et al. 1977).  The results of the 1976 

investigation led to the suggestion that future surveys of the area were needed and should 
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vary depending on which environmental zone was being investigated and the intensity of 

impact to the zones (Mallouf et al. 1977).    

 

CONTRIBUTIONS 1980S  

In the 1980s, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Galveston District, with local 

sponsors Hidalgo County Drainage District No. 1 and Willacy County Drainage District 

No. 1, funded a series of surveys covering drainage ditch right-of-ways in Hidalgo and 

Willacy counties.  In the same year, Thomas Hester (1980b) published “A Chronological 

Overview of Prehistoric Southern and South-Central Texas,” in which he discusses a 34-

county region of Texas extending from the Edwards Plateau on the northwest and the 

Guadalupe River on the northeast, southward to the Rio Grande.  Hester changes his 1973 

stance that the Rio Grande Plain was a homogenous cultural region.  He suggests, 

instead, (based on the variety of toolkits, settlement patterns, and site types from drainage 

to drainage), that there was no single “Southern Texas sequence” but rather a number of 

distinct cultural chronological manifestations (Hester 1980b:2). 

The investigations required by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and conducted 

by Prewitt and Associates Inc., focused on using methodology as outlined in 1977 for the 

investigation of the exposed banks of the main floodwater channel, the north main drain, 

the south main drain, the Edinburgh stub, the east lateral, the southwest lateral, and 

pumping station along the north floodway and the Arroyo Colorado in Hidalgo and 

Willacy counties (Day et al. 1981).  Ten previously recorded sites were revisited and 54 

previously unrecorded archaeological sites were recorded.  Of the recorded sites, 15 were 

slated as warranting further investigation, and two sites, 41WY50 and 41WY60, were 

selected for additional testing (Day et al. 1981). 
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In the summer of 1981, two of the 15 sites that warranted further investigation 

(41WY71 and 41WY72) were tested for National Register Eligibility.  41WY72 alone 

was considered eligible, based on the Late Prehistoric obsidian debitage and ceramic 

sherds recovered (Day 1981).  Later, in 1993, at the Lawrence Laboratory in Berkeley, 

California, Thomas Hester ran trace element analysis on the obsidian recovered from 

41WY72 as part of the Texas Obsidian Project.  The source of the obsidian was found to 

be Cerro de las Navajas (Pachuca) in the Mexican state of Hidalgo.   

In 1982, the main floodwater channel of Willacy County Drainage Ditch No. 1 

was surveyed (Mercado-Allinger 1983).  Ten sites were recorded during the survey 

portion of the project; five of these--41WY84, 41WY86, 41WY89, 41WY90 and 

41WY91--were viewed as potentially eligible for inclusion in the National Register of 

Historic Places.  Testing took place at only one site (41WY84); based on the paucity of 

cultural materials, additional testing on the remaining four sites did not occur (Mercado-

Allinger 1983).  

After construction of portions of the Hidalgo and Willacy County drainage ditch, 

many archaeological sites became exposed due to disturbance of the area.  An initial 

survey of the exposed areas was conducted in 1985, where 13 previously unrecorded sites 

were documented.  Investigations commenced once more in 1986, where an additional 30 

sites were recorded. The Sardinas Resaca site (4HG118) was intensely investigated and 

yielded flakes, cores, a scraper, a biface, two Tortugas dart points, burned rock and 

burned clay lumps, animal bone, mussel shell, cockle shell and freshwater mussels (Hall 

et al. 1987).  The artifacts from the site suggested it was occupied during the Late 

Archaic and may have been occupied in the Late Prehistoric as well.  Hall (1987) 

reviewed all the work done as of 1987 on the Hidalgo-Willacy County Drainage Ditch 

Project and suggested seven sites be investigated.  Prior to the testing of these seven sites, 
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more surveys and site monitoring took place in 1988.  Five sites (41HG135-41HG139) 

were recorded along new alignments of the drainage ditch (Quigg et al. 1988). 

 

CONTRIBUTIONS 1990S 

The work proposed by Hall (1987) was conducted in 1989 where five sites 

(41HG128, 41WY112, 41WY113, 41WY134, and 41WY140) were tested.  Stable 

isotope analysis and radiocarbon dating on soil humates were conducted to help develop 

a model of hunter-gatherer land use in Willacy and Hidalgo Counties (Bousman et al. 

1990). The work conducted in 1989 yielded important information on paleoenvironments, 

human diets, and settlement patterns for the Rio Grande Delta region.  As a result, three 

models were proposed:    

1)  Model I: A single group of people with low population density who 

moved across the landscape exploiting various resources. 

2) Model II: Multiple groups with multiple group territories who exploited 

resources of the Rio Grande floodplain, and occasionally used areas north of the 

floodplain.  

3) Model III:  Multiple groups with multiple territories who focused on the 

coast for the majority of resources and to a lesser extent inland areas (Bousman et 

al 1990).3).  

 

These three models were created by a combination of the work conducted in the 

Hidalgo-Willacy County Drainage Ditch Project and earlier formulations proposed by 

Hester in 1976, 1980, and 1988.  Part of the report published in 1990 discussed limited 

isotope analysis and radiocarbon dating. Chert flakes were found in association with 
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charcoal at 41HG128, which yielded a range of 480 to 120 B.P.  Additional information 

was derived from human remains from 41WY50 (Late Archaic), 41WY67 (Middle 

Archaic), and 41WY113 (Late Archaic), in addition to tortoise shell assays from 

41WY140.  Radiocarbon assays produced Late Archaic dates for the remains, and a 

Paleo-Indian date for the tortoise shell (Bousman 1990:98-99).  Bousman attempted to 

test the three models postulated by using data derived from lithics in the sand sheet, 

upland plain, and lowland plain resource zones, and Bousman and Tomka (1990 ) 

believed that the research showed that most likely scenario for the region was Model I 

that was proposed in 1990.   

Important data on seasonal patterns of human occupation in the Rio Grande Delta 

was derived from fish otoliths collected from 41CF29 (Horse Island) on the Laguna 

Madre.  In looking at 100 black drum otoliths and discovering that the excavated fish had 

died mostly in the late fall and spring, researchers were able to determine when fishing 

season was taking place, and were able to rule out summer and early fall as periods when 

intensive marine procurement was taking place (Eling et al. 1993).  

In January-March 1993, Prewitt and Associates revisited 41WY50 and 41WY60, 

recorded originally in the 1980s during the Hidalgo-Willacy Drainage Ditch system 

survey on behalf of the Corps of Engineers Galveston District (Kibler 1994).  The results 

of the investigations were not as fruitful as hoped, but it was speculated based on 

radiocarbon assays from soil hamates and provenience of features, that 41WY50 is a Late 

Prehistoric occupation, and 41WY60 is a Late Prehistoric to Historic short-term 

occupation (Kibler 1994). 
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SUMMARY  

Archaeological investigations of the Rio Grande Delta of Texas and Mexico can 

best be described as a slow progression.  In the 1930s and 1940s, investigations produced 

temporal and geographic divisions of the culture complexes for inland groups of northern 

Tamaulipas and the far south Texas region.  Culture complexes for the Lower Rio Grande 

Valley were defined early on by small surface investigations and comparisons with the 

A.E. Anderson Collection by researchers such as Sayles (1935), Campbell (1947), Mason 

(1953), McNeish (1947, 1958), and Kelley (1947).  Although different researchers came 

up with different names for each described culture, the attributes and characteristics of 

the presented cultures are agreed upon.  Sayles’ (1935) “Coahuiltecan Branch” associated 

to the Archaic period is synonymous with the Repelo and Abasolo Complex presented by 

MacNeish in 1947.  The only concept to remain consistent in name was MacNeish’s 

Brownsville Complex associated with the Late Prehistoric period (MacNeish 1947).  All 

complexes and phases presented in the 1930s and 1940s in regard to the Rio Grande 

Delta of Texas and Mexico were based on surface collections, virtually no excavation 

data, and all fell under the overall Monte Aspect as introduced by Kelley in 1947 

(Mallouf et al 1977).  The data compiled in the 1960’s from information derived from the 

Ayala and Floyd Morris was crucial in understanding the assemblages referred to as the 

Brownsville Complex, and helped extend the list of characteristics found in burial sites 

associated with the complex (Collins et al. 1969, Hester and Ruecking 1969). Some of 

the most important data collected to date may be the data regarding the proposition of 

three resource use models that were compiled in the 1980s and 1990s which help to shed 

light on resource use and the subsistence base in the Rio Grande Delta.  Data derived 

from soil humate samples, and radiocarbon assays have opened the door, and will 
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hopefully aid in the creation of possible settlement patterns based on resource use in the 

future.   
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CHAPTER 3:   

REGIONAL MORTUARY SITES IN TEXAS 

The importance of this review lies in uncovering the reason why supposedly 

Brownsville Complex traits are present at other sites in South Texas, in some cases not in 

close proximity. What this trend likely signifies is that prehistoric groups were interacting 

in the past; and while some traits were kept, some traits were not.  The extent of trade and 

exchange between separate groups can be reflected in the amount of burial traits kept in 

the contacting culture and vice versa.  Based on associated mortuary items, orientation 

and positioning of interments, and the size and temporal range of cemeteries or isolated 

burials, Perttula (2001) divides the Rio Grande Plains and Central Coastal Plains of Texas 

into postulated mortuary tradition subregions.  These are the Rio Grande Delta, Inland 

Rio Grande, Loma Sandia, South Texas, Karnes and Wilson counties, the Inland Central 

Coast, South Central Coast, Edwards Plateau, Southern Edwards Plateau, and the Lower 

Brazos and Colorado Rivers (Figure 4.1).  The data compiled by Perttula allowed for 

several distinctions between burial areas and temporal periods, and are the primary 

source for the information presented in this chapter.  Other sources used for this 

comparison include Hall (1981), Huebner and Comuzzie (1992), Storey et al. (1990), and 

Taylor and Highley (1995).        

This chapter details the similarities of mortuary characteristics found at the Ayala 

and Floyd Morris sites with other cemeteries in the Rio Grande Plains and Central 

Coastal Plains archaeological regions of Texas.  These two archaeological regions and 

northern Tamaulipas, Mexico, contain the majority of characteristics that typify mortuary 

components of burials and cemeteries associated with the Brownsville Complex.  

Cameron, Hidalgo, and Willacy counties comprise this sub-region and contain burial and 
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cemetery sites considered as belonging to the Brownsville Complex.  Characteristics of 

the Brownsville Complex, however, are found at sites in other subregions near the Rio 

Grande Delta.  Most of the sites outside of the Delta contain only a few of the traits 

considered to be associated with Brownsville Complex burial sites.  An exception is the 

Inland Rio Grande subregion, which includes Falcon Reservoir, where burial sites 

contain many Complex traits. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Mortuary traditions and sub-regions (Source: Perttula 2001:51, Figure 9). 
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RIO GRANDE DELTA MORTUARY TRADITION SUB-REGION 

From the current available information, sites in Cameron, Hidalgo and Willacy 

counties were thought to be primarily associated with the Late Prehistoric Brownsville 

Complex (Figure 3.2). This thesis was based on the presence of Huastec ceramics, jade, 

and a distinct shell ornament and tool making industry (Collins et al. 1969; Hester 1980a, 

1995).   

 

 

Figure 3.2. Rio Grande Delta Mortuary Sub-Region (Source: Perttula 2001:51, Figure 9). 
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Brownsville Complex cemeteries and isolated burials are not typically associated 

with habitation areas.  The majority of the burials are flexed, and have large amounts of 

grave goods, including human bone artifacts, bone beads, perforated canine teeth, Oliva 

sayana shell beads and tinklers, Marginella apicinia shell beads, Busycon conch shell 

pendants, and Busycon conch columella beads. 

A comparison with the mortuary sub regions outlined by Perttula (2001) shows 

similarities of artifact types and characteristics are most numerous in the Inland Rio 

Grande Sub-Region, with the presence of human bone artifacts, bone beads, perforated 

canine teeth, Oliva sayana beads and tinklers, disc-shaped columella beads, and Busycon 

conch pendants.  With the Loma Sandia Sub-Region, the Delta shares the presence of 

Busycon conch pendants; it shares with Inland Central Coast Sub-Region disk-shaped 

Busycon conch columella beads; human bone artifacts and bone beads are present in the 

South Central Coast Sub-Region; and Busycon conch pendants, Busycon conch columella 

beads, and stone beads are present in the Lower Brazos and Colorado Sub-Region 

(Perttula 2001:14).  

 

Cameron County 

The Horse Island site (41CF29) is a burial site located on the high point of the 

north end of Horse Island. The Laguna Atascosa Wildlife Refuge ends at the bluffs where 

this site is located.  The site measures a half-acre in area and ranges from 50–70 cm 

below surface.  The site was recorded by Elton Prewitt in 1970, and contained multiple 

flexed burials, red ochre, modified pebbles, and an Oliva sayana shell ornament (Eling et 

al. 1993). 

The Undland site (41CF111) is located in the Laguna Atascosa Wildlife Refuge, 

in southern Cameron County.  The site was investigated and completely excavated by the 
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Texas Historical Commission in 1967 when a road grater uncovered human remains at 

the site.  Six disturbed burials were recovered east of a resaca.  The Late Prehistoric 

burial site was characterized by the presence of a bundle and flexed burials, five arrow 

points, a bone pin, and modified turtle carapaces (Mallouf and Zavaleta 1979).  

 

Hidalgo County 

The McAllen site (41HG27) is located on Concepcion Resaca off the Arroyo 

Colorado in Hidalgo County (Hester and Rodgers 1971). The shell and artifacts 

recovered from the site added to the knowledge of the mortuary practices of the 

Brownsville Complex through the recovery of 95 shell and bone artifacts (14 bone beads, 

five Oliva sayana shell and canine teeth tinklers, 36 Oliva sayana shell beads, two 

miscellaneous Oliva sayana shell artifacts, 38 plain disc- shaped beads made from 

columella sections, and a large triangular conch whorl pendant) (Hester and Rodgers 

1971).  41HG27 is located about a half mile upstream from the Ayala site, and it has been 

speculated that this burial might represent a western extension of the large cemetery at 

Ayala (Hester and Rodgers 1971).  The isolated burial was badly disturbed by the time 

archeologists arrived, but they were able to recover artifacts associated with a single 

burial and to make a number of important observations (Hester and Rodgers 1971).   

The Guerra site (41HG173) is a Brownsville Complex burial excavated in 1995.  

This site is the best example of a Complex burial due to its complexity and amount of 

grave goods associated with the young female.  Bone, perforated canine teeth, and Noetia 

shell beads were recovered.  There were so many beads associated with the individual 

that she was referred to as a “princess” in the local papers (Boyd et al. 1997; Perttula 

2001).   
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The Hygea Dairy site (41HG174) is located on the Arroyo Colorado, close to its 

confluence with the Arroyo Anacuitas.  The site is east of the Ayala site (41HG1), and is 

believed to represent another Brownsville Complex cemetery that was not investigated at 

the time of its discovery (Perttula and Hester, personal communication, May 2001).  

Although an unknown number of burials and artifacts were recovered, portions of the 

remains were transported to the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, where Diane 

Wilson analyzed them. 

 

Willacy County 

Site 41WY50 is an isolated burial site located on the El Sauz Ranch, in a clay 

dune off the Laguna Madre, west of Josephine Island.  When the site was investigated in 

1980, archeologists recorded a burial eroding out of the southwest bank of the clay dune.  

The skull of the individual was in good condition, and the postcranial remains were in a 

flexed position.  Associated mortuary items included a bone pin, non-altered canine 

incisors, modified bone fragments, a Sunray Venus Clam scraper, fresh water otoliths, 

and a Busycon conch shell pendant (Kibler 1994).  In 1990, the site yielded radiocarbon 

assays of 1415+ 140, placing the site in the Late Archaic period (Bousman et al. 

1990:217). 

Site 41WY67 is located on the east levee of a relict channel scar. The site was 

recorded during the Hidalgo-Willacy Drainage Ditch project, where human remains were 

recovered in addition to a core, a side scraper, a graver, and eight unmodified flakes (Day 

et al. 1981).  Also recorded during the same survey is site 41WY113, located east-

southeast of Lyford along the north bank of the south main channel that used to be the 

east bank of a natural depression.  The isolated burial site contained human remains, with 
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no grave inclusions, and was radiocarbon assayed to the Late Prehistoric (Bousman et al. 

1990:217).  

The northern boundary of the Brownsville Complex has been placed at the Arroyo 

Colorado, although Brownsville sites may be present in northern and northwestern 

Hidalgo County as well.  The reasoning for this is that prior to Prewitt’s investigation of 

the Rio Grande Delta in 1971, most of the reported cemetery sites of the Complex had 

been found on or near the Arroyo Colorado.  These sites include Ayala, Floyd Morris, 

41HG27, a site on the Cameron-Hidalgo counties boundary, and a site near Rio Hondo.  

In addition to the isolated burial reported in the Hester and Rodgers (1971) paper, 

Campbell and Frizzell (1949) have referred to two other poorly known burials in the 

McAllen area, north of the Arroyo Colorado.  

 

INLAND RIO GRANDE MORTUARY TRADITION SUB-REGION 

The Inland Rio Grande mortuary tradition sub-region, as defined by Perttula 

(2001), includes southwest Webb County and Zapata County (Figure 3.3).  This sub-

region includes Falcon Reservoir, an area in which numerous assemblages similar to 

those attributed to the Brownsville Complex in the Rio Grande Delta and coastal 

Tamaulipas have been recorded (MacNeish 1947, 1958).  Falcon Reservoir, located at the 

confluence of the Rio Grande and Rio Salado, is a high resource riverine setting marked 

by numerous terraces.  Investigations in the area have illustrated that the majority of 

burial sites are densely located on these terraces, which appear to have been a favorable 

environment for prehistoric peoples.  The erosion of archaeological sites in these areas on 

the Rio Grande from the construction of Falcon Reservoir, as well as modern looting and 
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collecting activities, have resulted in the recording of many burial sites in this area (Boyd 

et al. 1997; Hester 1995; Perttula et al. 1996).    

 

 

Figure 3.3.  Inland Rio Grande Mortuary Sub-Region (Source: Perttula 2001:51, Fig.  9). 

The current archaeological view of the region is that during both the Late 

Prehistoric and Archaic periods, people were living in small mobile groups and revisited 

specific areas to bury their dead.  The scattered and small sizes of the burial sites seem 

consistent with the smaller, mobile, ethnographically described foraging groups (Hester 

1969b:163). The artifacts associated with burial sites in this sub-region generally consist 

of 10 traits: human bone artifacts, bone beads, perforated canine teeth, Oliva sayana shell 
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beads and tinklers, disc-shaped Busycon conch columella beads, stone pipes, biface 

caches, Tortugas dart points, evidence of violence, and Busycon conch shell pendants.  Of 

the traits found in the Inland Rio Grande region, seven are also found in the Brownsville 

Complex area (Perttula 2001:14).  

Data from the sub-region illustrates that the Late Prehistoric burial sites of the 

Inland Rio Grande discussed below, such as 41ZP7, 41ZP2, and Southern Island and Rio 

Salado in Tamaulipas, Mexico, show a distinct pattern of isolated burials and small 

cemeteries containing mortuary associations of Caracara arrow points and shell and bone 

artifacts (Boyd et al. 1997; Hester 1995; Perttula et al. 1996).  The burial orientation (e.g., 

the presence of flexed and semi-flexed burials) and associated grave goods placed with 

the Inland Rio Grande Late Prehistoric burial populations compared to the Brownsville 

Complex groups at the mouth of the Rio Grande, suggest that the coastal and inland 

populations had regular interaction during the Late Prehistoric Period (Boyd et al. 1997).  

In terms of the Late Archaic, sites such as 41ZP254, 41ZP8, and the Toyah I site appear 

to have traits similar to Loma Sandia, north of the area (stone pipes, biface caches, 

Tortugas dart points, and Busycon conch pendants), and the Rio Grande Delta and lower 

Texas coast (human bone artifacts, bone beads, perforated canine teeth, Oliva sayana 

shell beads and tinklers, disc-shaped Busycon conch columella beads, and Busycon 

conch pendants) to the south (Perttula 2001:14).  

 

Zapata County 

The Beacon Harbor site (41ZP7), located on the banks of Falcon Reservoir, is a 

Late Prehistoric burial site where the remains of six individuals were revisited in 1984 

and 1996.  Interred with one of the burials were tubular bone beads, perforated canine 

and human teeth, bone tools, conch columella beads, Busycon conch pendants, Oliva 
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sayana shell beads, and Matamoros, Catan, and Caracara arrow points.  Radiocarbon 

assays from the burial with artifacts placed the site in the Late Prehistoric period (Boyd et 

al. 1997; Wilson and Hester 1996).   

At the Castillo site (41ZP2), now beneath Falcon Reservoir in Zapata County, 

Cason (1952) reported a burial eroding out of an arroyo accompanied by 94 tubular bone 

beads, a bone tube fashioned from a human ulna, five Tortugas dart points, and three 

Clear Fork gouges (Cason 1952).  The Garcia site (41ZP61), also now beneath Falcon 

Reservoir, contained two burials in with associated bone beads.  The bone beads at both 

sites were similar to those found in Brownsville complex cemetery sites (Cason 1952).    

Site 41ZP254 is located on the Arroyo San Bartolo, north-northwest of Zapata, 

Texas, in an area now occupied by Falcon Reservoir.  Initially recorded in 1985, the site 

represents a small Early Archaic through Late Prehistoric cemetery.  The site contained at 

least three individuals, one of which was flexed, in addition to the remains of other 

burials.  Although no artifacts were interred with the burials, burned chert, sandstone 

fragments, tested chert cobbles, chert cores, chert quarry blanks, and primary, secondary, 

and tertiary chert flakes were found scattered over the site.  Two concentrations of lithic 

debris were also noted along the west and southwest portions of the site (Boyd et al. 

1997; Perttula 2001; and Texas Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).  

There are two sites in Zapata County for which there is relatively little 

information.  The first, 41ZP8, is a single burial with a flexed interment; the second, 

41ZP85, is a burial site which contained 13 Tortugas dart points, and one Oliva sayana 

shell pendant (Boyd 1996; Perttula 2001; and Texas Archeological Research Laboratory 

[TARL] Site Files). 
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Webb County 

The Arroyo De Los Muertos site (41WB20) is located off the east bank of the Rio 

Grande River.  McGraw (1983) describes it as a stratified, multi-functional prehistoric 

activity locus with a burial component.  The University of Texas at San Antonio 

excavated the site in the 1980s and recovered two adult burials and one child burial.  One 

of the burials was in the flexed position, and another burial was in a semi-flexed position.  

Artifacts associated with the burials included 719 bone beads, 80 perforated mussel 

shells, Oliva sayana tinklers, lithic debitage, charcoal, and miscellaneous materials 

(McGraw 1983).  As the site was never radiocarbon dated, it is unclear to which temporal 

period the site is definitively associated, but it has tentatively been attributed to the 

Archaic. 

 

Tamaulipas, Northern Mexico   

The Southern Island site in Tamaulipas, Mexico, is situated on the Arroyo Diablo, 

in what is now the northern portion of Falcon Reservoir.  Located on a section of the 

Zapata terrace, the site is at times bounded by water.  Measuring approximately 1 km in 

length and 200-300 m (656-984 ft) in width, the site ranges in elevation from 836-918 m 

(255-280 ft) above mean sea level.  As water levels drop in Falcon Reservoir, its location 

changes from that of an isolated island to the Mexican mainland (Boyd et al. 1997). A 

small cemetery of eight to ten individuals, the site has become exposed and impacted 

several times in the past from wave action, wind, cattle, and looting.  In 1995, as the 

water levels of the reservoir dropped, the site became exposed, human remains began to 

become unearthed, and the site was investigated by professional archeologists (Boyd et 

al. 1997).   
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The Southern Island site has both prehistoric and historic components marked by 

artifacts such as burned sandstone and chert, lithic debitage, and marine shell.  At least 

nine burials were salvaged from the 1995 investigations that were recovered as both 

articulated and disarticulated burials (Boyd et al. 1997).  Burial 1 from Southern Island 

contained a dart point, a tool, five Matamoros dart points, a Catan dart point, a stone pipe, 

561 bone beads, five bone rasps, an antler billet, a bone awl, a human bone tube, three 

perforated canine teeth, four animal claws, eight Oliva sayana beads, 20 marine shell 

beads, and four rectangular conch shell pendants (Boyd et al. 1997).  Two Caracara arrow 

points, two additional arrow points, 1,045 bone beads, and 140+ perforated canine teeth 

characterized Burial 2.  Burial 3 was a flexed burial containing a Clear Fork gouge, and a 

Caracara arrow point.  Scattered and fragmentary remains represented Burials 4 and 5, 

while Burial 6 was damaged and ransacked by looters (Boyd et al. 1997).  A rectangular 

conch shell pendant and a fragment of a pendant accompanied Burial 7.  Burial 8 was in a 

flexed position, accompanied by dart points and 550+ bone beads (Boyd et al. 1997).  

The Southern Island site has similarities to the Floyd Morris and Ayala sites, based on 

artifact types found with the burials.  Burials 1, 2, and 8 contained artifacts associated 

with the Brownsville Complex of South Texas, which include bone beads, perforated 

canine teeth, Oliva sayana beads and tinklers, and disc-shaped conch shell beads (Boyd 

et al. 1997).   

The Toyah 1 site, a small cemetery located on the Mexican side of Falcon 

Reservoir in Tamaulipas, Mexico, contained numerous burials, with artifacts similar to 

those associated with the Brownsville Complex.  In addition to the burials, the site was 

also characterized by a clear occupational component in which projectile points from the 

Paleoindian period through Late Prehistoric were recovered (Boyd et al. 1997).  Four 

burials were recovered from the Toyah I site.  Three contained associated mortuary items.  
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Burial 2 contained a cache of 27 bifaces, a stone pipe, and three Oliva sayana beads.  

Burial 3 contained 79 decorated bone beads and one decorated mussel shell ornament.  

Burial 4 was a flexed burial covered with large stones and red ochre, and was interred 

with a cache of 50 bifaces (Boyd et al. 1997).  Burial 1 from the Toyah I site contained 

no associated artifacts, but it was noted that aspects of the cranium (distinct cut marks on 

the occipital, frontal, and parietal bones) exhibited evidence of defleshing prior to burial 

(Boyd et al. 1997). 

The Rio Salado burial was a single burial reported from Tamaulipas, Mexico, in 

the northern Falcon Reservoir area.  Artifacts associated with the burial were five large 

bifaces, 22 Tortugas dart points, a stone pipe, perforated canine teeth, and two mussel 

shell ornaments (Taylor 1995b).  Additional burials from the area with Brownsville-like 

characteristics include the Arroyo Diablo site in Mexico, where five marine shell beads 

were found with human remains, and the Scissors Island site containing a cairn burial 

interred with 271 bone beads (Boyd 1996, 2000). 

The artifact types from the Tamaulipas area are very similar to artifacts associated 

with the Brownsville Complex, especially in terms of the Oliva sayana beads, shell 

pendants, and bone beads.  Further evidence of interaction south of the border is likely 

reflected at the Cueva de la Candelaria site, a shaft cave site in mid-western Coahuilia, 

Mexico (Del Rio 1953).  The artifacts from this shaft cave burial were represented by 

Oliva sayana shell tinklers, a triangular conch whorl pendant, numerous tubular bone 

beads, Marginella apicina shell beads, and disc-shaped Busycon conch shell beads 

(Hester 1969a).  Hester believes that the presence of Brownsville Complex artifacts at 

this site is further evidence of trade contact between the Brownsville peoples and groups 

in mid-western Coahuilia.  Although the trade relationship has not been completely 
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uncovered, these lines of evidence may be attributed to an intermediary group, or peoples 

who returned frequently to bury their dead (Hester 1969a). 

 

SOUTH TEXAS REGIONAL MORTUARY TRADITION SUB-
REGION 

Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric burial sites in Perttula’s (2001) South Texas 

Regional Mortuary Tradition Sub-Region contain single inhumations with a variety of 

grave goods with burials that can be flexed, extended or cremated (Figure 3.4).  A major 

characteristic of South Texas burials not seen in Brownsville Complex burials is the 

placement of stone over or near the skull.  The only similarity other than body positioning 

between the Brownsville Complex Region and South Texas proper is the evidence of 

violence at burial sites (Perttula 2001:14).   

 

Dimmit County 

The Minus site (41DM12) is located along a small creek, which is a tributary of 

the Nueces River.  The site was impacted by root plowing prior to its investigation by 

Thomas Hester in the 1960s, at which time the cremated remains of a single individual 

interred with numerous projectile points, a stone bead, a mussel shell ornament, and 

pottery were recovered.  The numerous sherds from the site were noted as a very unusual 

trait for archaeological sites in Dimmit County (Hester 1965). 

The Patterson site (41DM28) is located on the Farias Ranch property on the east 

side of Pendencia Creek (Hester 1965).  The Carrizo Springs High School Archaeological 

Society excavated the site in February 1965, at which time the partial remains of a burial 

were unearthed.  The burial appeared to be in an extended position, with a flat rock 
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placed near the skull.  Artifacts recovered included a Refugio dart point, the distal 

fragment of a point or knife, charcoal, deer bone, possible bison bone, and numerous 

flakes (Hester 1965). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4.  South Texas Regional Mortuary Tradition Sub-Region (Source: Perttula 
2001:51, Figure 9). 

Jim Wells County 

41JW9 is a burial site located on a dry creek.  The TARL site form records a 

mussel shell ornament, a mussel shell scribe, a conch shell ornament, three skull 
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fragments, 15 scrapers, 33 dart points, and 51 arrow points at the site (Texas 

Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).  

 

McMullen County 

The Miles site (41MC150) is located on the upland of an old floodplain, between 

the confluence of Elm Creek and the Nueces River.  The site was investigated and 

excavated by the University of Texas at San Antonio in 1974.  Classified as an 

occupation site, 41MC150 was characterized by over 1.6 m of deposit, which contained 

snails, burned rock, lithic debitage, mussel shell, deer bone, and charcoal.  An additional 

feature of the site was a stone-filled burial pit containing an individual burial that 

appeared to be in a flexed position (Hester et al. 1974).    

 

Live Oak County 

There are a three-isolated burial sites in Live Oak County for which there is very 

little information.  The first is the Lake Vista site (41LK21) reported by Steele and Olive 

(1989) to have contained two burials in a flexed position, accompanied by dart points; 

however, no site form is available on the location.  The R.B. Valentine site (41LK42), 

located on a river terrace bluff, was investigated in 1974 at which time one burial was 

excavated.  Projectile points were also documented (Steele and Olive 1989).  The third 

burial site in Live Oak County for which there is relatively little information is the Ester 

site (41LK47).  A single burial containing a bone awl in the vicinity of the cranium, in 

addition to dart points, was noted eroding out of gully on the Estep property (Steele and 

Olive 1989). 
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LOMA SANDIA MORTUARY TRADITION SUB-REGION 

Loma Sandia (41LK28) is an exception to the rule of mortuary patterns found in 

South Texas because it is a large Late Archaic cemetery locale with numerous interments 

containing mortuary associations of tubular sandstone pipes, sandstone slab manos and 

metates, biface caches, Tortugas dart points, Lange dart points, stemmed dart points, 

antler racks, and Busycon conch shell pendants (see Figure 4.4) (Perttula 2001:14). 

Busycon conch shell pendants are also documented in the Brownsville Complex region of 

the Rio Grande Delta.  The majority of the burials at Loma Sandia had individuals placed 

in the flexed or semi-flexed position, similar to the Rio Grande Delta area, and unlike 

burials found in the Brazos-Colorado River region, which were reported as being mostly 

extended in position.  Radiocarbon data from the site give the burials a very narrow 

temporal range, between 800–500 B.C., placing the site as Archaic and as the same time 

period as the Group 2 Burials at the Ernest Witte Site (41AU36).   

The Loma Sandia site (41LK28) is a large cemetery site on the Rio Grande Plain, 

and is situated on a knoll along a small tributary near the confluence of the Nueces, Frio, 

and Atascosa Rivers within the Lower Atascosa River Valley (see Figure 3.4).  

Investigated in the 1980s by the Texas Department of Transportation, the site was 

excavated in its entirety, which resulted in the publication of a report from the Texas 

Archaeological Research Laboratory, entitled Archaeological Investigations at the Loma 

Sandia Site (41LK28)  (Taylor and Highley 1995).  Approximately 205 individuals 

recovered from the site were determined to be from the Late Archaic period through 

radiocarbon dating of charcoal and bone samples.  The burials at Loma Sandia were 

overwhelmingly extended or semi-flexed, but some questionably flexed, burned, and 

cremated examples were also found.  Associated lithic artifacts were numerous and 
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consisted of 27 cores, seven thick bifaces, eight Abasolo dart points, an Andice dart 

point, 16 Lange dart points, four Morhiss dart points, a Pedernales dart point, 78 Tortugas 

dart points, 35 thin bifaces, 48 distally beveled tools, five unifaces, 20 worked flakes, and 

three biface caches.  Other objects of stone included 21 hammerstones, 14 grinding slabs, 

37 manos, four grinding stones, one grooved abrader, eight to 10 tubular pipes, a gypsum 

crystal, a red jasper pebble, and two quartzite fragments. Additional artifacts included red 

ochre, kaolin, asphaltum, antler tine, antler rack, 72+ sharks’ teeth, three stingray teeth, a 

bone rasp, an incised bone tool, 11 pointed bone tools, tubular bone beads, a deer ulna 

tool, a tubular pipe mouthpiece, four modified mussel shells, 15+ unmodified mussel 

shells, two whole Busycon conch shells, six Busycon conch shell pendants, two Busycon 

conch shell disks, two pinpointed Busycon conch columella shells, and two Busycon 

conch columella segments (Taylor and Highley 1995).   

 

WILSON AND KARNES COUNTIES MORTUARY TRADITION 
SUB-REGION 

Sites along the San Antonio River in Karnes and Wilson counties of South Texas 

represent Late Archaic cemeteries with a distinct set of artifact assemblages that appear 

to fall midway between artifact types of Loma Sandia and the South Texas region (see 

Figure 3.4).  Artifacts characteristic of the sub-region include stemmed dart points, 

evidence of violence, stone paint palettes, quartz crystal, large thin bifaces, corner tang 

knives, polished boatstones, stone gorgets, a mano, abrading stones, an antler tine, and 

biface preforms (Perttula 2001:14). 
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Karnes County 

The Rudy Haiduk site (41KA23) is located on a bluff overlooking the junction of 

the San Antonio River and Marcellina Creek.  A small cemetery of up to five individuals 

first discovered by construction activities in 1984, the Rudy Haiduk site was extensively 

damaged upon initial investigation.  The state of the disturbed burials gave the 

appearance that the buried individuals were laid in both flexed and extended positions 

(Mitchell et al. 1984).  One intact burial was documented.  It was flexed, in yellow sandy 

clay, with the head of the individual to the west.  Numerous artifacts were excavated with 

the individual (13 dart points [some Marcos dart points], five corner tang knives, two 

lithic drills, five thin bifaces, nine biface preforms, a possible hammerstone, two grooved 

abraiding stones, seven ironstone paint palettes, a limestone gorget, a quartz crystal, two 

polished pebbles, asphaltum, a possible antler billet, and deer antler sections and tines.  

The artifacts place the site in the Late Archaic Period (Harrison 1985; Mitchell et al. 

1984).   

The Silo site (41KA102) is a large cemetery of 25+ individuals investigated by 

ongoing salvage operations from 1995 through 1997.  Although the bulk of the burials 

were in poor condition, it is known, that the interments were in the flexed and semi-

flexed positions (Lovata 1997).  The artifacts from the site were very distinct and 

consisted of three Ensor dart points, three large thin bifaces, five large corner tang knives, 

a Busycon conch shell pendant, and two antler billets.  The diagnostic artifacts from the 

Silo site place it in the Late Archaic period (Lovata 1997). 

 

Wilson County 

The three recorded small cemetery sites in Wilson County are all classified as 

river-terrace burial sites.  Similar in nature and location, two of the sites are believed to 
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be from roughly the same time period (Late Prehistoric), based on diagnostic artifacts.  

The third was believed to have been of the Middle to Late Archaic, based on a study 

comparing artifacts from the site with other artifacts of burials with known chronological 

parameters (see Labadie 1988).   

The Moy site (41WN29) is located on a bluff overlooking the east bank of the San 

Antonio River.  The fragments and remains of 15-18 individuals were recovered by 

looting activities, and a professional archeologist visited the site in 1967.  Based on 

diagnostic artifacts, the site was temporally assigned to the Late Prehistoric (Labadie 

1988).   

The Shrew site (41WN73) is a small burial site with approximately nine 

individuals interred in a similar river-terrace setting as the Moy site.  Some of the burials 

were interred in a sitting position.  One large thin biface recovered from the site was 

compared to bifaces from Loma Sandia (41LK28) and gave the site a temporal range of 

Middle to Late Archaic (see Labadie 1988).   

The third site, investigated in 1985, is the Wilson Quarry site (41WN75), located 

on a river terrace on the north side of the San Antonio River.  Three disturbed burials, a 

Gulf Coast Busycon conch whorl, and lithic debitage were recovered.  The Wilson 

Quarry site is approximately 1.5 miles downstream from the Shrew site in a similar 

topographic setting, and is believed to be Late Prehistoric (Labadie 1988).  

 

INLAND CENTRAL COAST MORTUARY TRADITION SUB-
REGION 

Artifact types from the Inland Central Coastal Plain, including artifacts from sites 

around the confluence of the Guadalupe and San Antonio rivers, are represented by disc-

shaped conch columella beads, stemmed dart points, antler racks, large thin bifaces, 
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incised bone pins, and Scallorn arrow points (Figure 3.5).  Similarities with artifacts 

found other sub-regions include disc-shaped conch columella beads, perforated canine 

teeth, and Marginella beads in Brownsville Complex (Rio Grande Delta), and bone pins 

and conch columella beads in the Lower Brazos–Colorado River area (Perttula 2001). 

Extended burials are primarily associated with the Late Archaic, and flexed with 

the Late Prehistoric, although the Morhiss site contained individuals from the Early and 

Middle Archaic Periods as well, and all burials were placed in varying positions for the 

periods. 

 

 

Figure 3.5.  Inland Central Coast Mortuary Sub-Region (Source: Perttula 2001:51, Fig 9). 
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DeWitt County 

The Pat Dunn site (41DW234) was initially discovered in 1977.  Located on two 

bluffs above an unnamed tributary of the Guadalupe River, a single burial was 

documented eroding out of the north side of the creek on the site.  The skull was found 

with a columella shell necklace and more skeletal fragments, which placed the burial as 

Late Archaic (Daniels 1977; Hudgeons and Hester 1977).  

Smitty Schmiedlin investigated and recorded two burial sites in 1979.  The first, 

the Kerlick Snake Pit No. 1 site (41DW242), was recorded on a slightly raised landform 

above Smith Creek.  Animal bone was found at a depth of 2 m below surface, and a 

finger bone was recovered from one of the backhoe trenches.  In all, several deer bones, a 

large carnivore mandible, some small animal bones, and mussel shell were recovered 

from the test trenches placing the site from Middle to Late Archaic (Schmiedlin 1981).  

The Kerlick Creek site No. 3 (41DW244), the second site recorded by Smitty in 1979, 

was situated on the edge of a small gully that empties into Smith Creek.  In backhoe 

trench investigations, asphaltum-covered deer bones, bone beads, antler, human bone 

fragments, and human skull fragments were recovered.  Based on the lack of any definite 

stratigraphy to the site, it was given the general classification of Prehistoric (Schmiedlin 

1981). 

 

Lavaca County 

Two burial locales exist in Lavaca County, but very little information for them is 

present in the TARL site files.  The first is the Supplejack Creek site (41LC2), which is 

situated partially on Supplejack Creek but is now bisected by U.S. Highway 77.  A ditch 

excavated by the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) in 1970 revealed human 
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remains roughly 3 ft (.91 meters) below surface.  The materials collected from the site 

included projectile points and scrapers (Steele and Olive 1990).   

The H.J. Huebner site (41LC4) was investigated in 1972.  Located on a terrace on 

the south side of Rocky Creek, the site contained an unknown number of flexed burials 

(Hester 1994).  According to notes in the site files, a large biface, snake vertebrae beads, 

and an unmodified mussel shell were recovered with the human remains (Perttula 2001; 

and Texas Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).   

 

Victoria County 

The Morhiss site (41VT1) is located on the east bank of the Guadalupe River.  It 

was first investigated in 1932 by Jackson and Woolsley, and excavated by the Works 

Progress Administration (WPA) from 1938 to 1940.  The excavations uncovered the 

remains of 250 to 300 individuals of differing degrees of mineralization.  The interment 

positions reported included secondary bundle burials, flexed burials, semi-flexed burials, 

and extended burials (Campbell 1976; Taylor and Highley 1995).  Mortuary associations 

interred with the burials included dart points, 10 gouges, 12 knives, two drills, 13 

scrapers, a chopper, flakes, two manos, hematite, asphaltum, bone awls, bone flakers, 

bone beads, six Busycon conch pendants, 19 Nerite shell beads, a possible snake 

vertebrae necklace, antler flakers, an antler ornament, 2,910 Marginella apicina shell 

beads, 35 Busycon conch columella disk shaped beads, 80 Oliva sayana shells, two Oliva 

sayana beads, and seven unmodified mussel shells.  Based on the varying stages of 

mineralization of the remains, diagnostic artifacts interred with the burials, radiocarbon 

dating, and the stratagraphic positioning, the cemetery was temporally placed to the Early 

Archaic and later (Campbell 1976; Taylor and Highley 1995).             
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Texas West Indies Ranch site (41VT9) is located on a hilltop southwest of 

McDonald Bayou, in the southern coastal corridor of Texas.  First investigated in 1966, 

the University of Texas at San Antonio recovered approximately 22 individuals from the 

site, which had been impacted by road-construction activities.  Artifacts interred with the 

individuals included a Palmillas-like dart point, incised bone artifacts, Busycon conch 

columella beads, a Busycon conch shell pendant, and unmodified marine shell.  The 

investigators assigned the cemetery to the Late Archaic period, based on associated 

diagnostic artifacts (Birmingham and Huebner 1991; Huebner 1988; Janota 1980). 

The Vic Urban site (41VT12) located on Dry Creek, was first investigated by the 

University of Texas at Austin in 1932.  A small cemetery of 13 individuals was 

identified.  The interments were single and multiple burials, either bundled or in a flexed 

position.  No artifacts were recovered, and the Late Archaic designation was based solely 

on the majority of extended burial positions (Huebner 1988).    

The Blue Bayou site (41VT94) is located in a broad upland area that at the time of 

initial documentation was adjacent to the Blue Bayou Channel.  The Blue Bayou Channel 

is now part of the Victoria Barge Channel.  From 1982 to 1983, Bill Birmingham 

investigated approximately 38 burials.  The single and multiple burials were interred in 

flexed, semi-flexed, bundled, and extended positions.  Artifacts interred with the burials 

included Scallorn arrow points, an Ensor dart point, four utilized flakes, a bone needle, 12 

cockle shells, an incised bone pin, asphaltum, three manually altered antler racks, small 

tubular bone beads, caches of unworked marine shell, and two mussel shell pendants.  

The temporal location of the site was designated as Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric, 

based on diagnostic artifacts, and the radiocarbon assays of both human bone and 

charcoal (Huebner 1988; Huebner and Comuzzie 1992).   
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SOUTH CENTAL COAST MORTUARY SUB-REGION 

Extended burials are not as common as flexed burials for the South Central Coast, 

but they have been reported for the region.  Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric burial and 

cemetery sites have been reported from San Antonio Bay to the south, and are common 

off Corpus Christi Bay, and between Baffin Bay and Aransas bays (Figure 3.6). The 

artifact assemblage associated with burial and cemetery sites along the South Central 

coast of Texas is characterized by human bone artifacts, Rockport pottery, bone beads, 

stone pipes, Tortugas dart points, stemmed dart points, evidence of violence, large thin 

bifaces, and incised bone tools (Perttula 2001:14). 

 

 

Figure 3.6.  South Central Coast Mortuary Sub-Region (Source: Perttula 2001:51, Fig 9). 
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The South Central Coast Mortuary Sub-Region shares characteristics with the 

Brazos-Colorado area to the north, in terms of evidence of violence, large thin bifaces, 

and incised bone tools (Perttula 2001).  Stone pipes, Tortugas points, human bone 

artifacts, bone beads and evidence of violence are also typical of the Inland Rio Grande 

Sub-Region.  Of this assemblage, human bone artifacts, bone beads, and evidence of 

violence are also found in the in Brownsville Complex burial sites of the Rio Grande 

Delta to the south (Perttula 2001:14). 

 

Calhoun County 

The Green Lake site (41CL13), located in the uplands overlooking Green Lake 

adjacent to the Guadalupe River floodplain, was investigated in 1960 after construction 

activities impacted the site.  Pleistocene uplands flank the northeastern side of Green 

Lake, and are the location of numerous Archaic and Late Prehistoric shell midden 

deposits.  The site contained a Rangia shell midden and a burial area.  It is believed by 

Wingate and Hester (1972) that numerous human remains were destroyed by heavy 

machinery prior to the arrival of archeologists on site, but 10 burials were recovered. 

Artifacts interred with the remains included a reworked untyped stemmed dart point, a 

carved stone disk, Rockport pottery, an incised tubular bone bead, and other incised bone 

artifacts.  Based on the presence of Rockport pottery sherds, the investigators attributed 

the burials to the Late Prehistoric period (Wingate and Hester 1972).  Hall (1995) 

proposes that some of the burials are more likely Late Archaic, based on the presence of 

the incised bone artifacts and the stemmed dart point. 
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Kleberg County 

The Dietz site (41KL14) is located on a bluff point projecting into Arania Bayou.  

When it was initially investigated in 1941, it was so badly eroded that human remains 

were strewn and exposed on the surface of the site.  Early salvage operations yielded the 

remains of more than 21 individuals.  The inhumations are placed as Archaic, based on 

the presence of an untyped dart point, two tubular stone pipes, and beads that were 

possibly made of human bone (Hester 1969b, 1969c; Reed 1937).  The Scarborough site 

(41KL30) is located on the north side of a peninsula, which projects out into San 

Fernando Creek, southeast of Kingsville, Texas.  The site is 274 m (900 ft) east to west 

and extremely denuded as well as exposed.  Most of the site was gone by the time 

investigations took place in the 1960s, but from 1967 to 1976, 10 to 20 individuals were 

recovered.  Artifacts recovered with the burials included a dart point fragment, a 

triangular arrow point, utilized flakes, non-utilized flakes, marine shell fragments, clay 

balls, charcoal, tubular stone pipe, a human bone artifact, and 100 bone beads.  The site is 

dated to the Middle Archaic/Late Archaic, based on the presence of the mortuary items 

from the burials (Hester 1969b).   

 

Nueces County 

The Callo de Oso site (41NU2) is located in Nueces County, on a high clay dune 

on the northwestern shore of Oso Bay, near its juncture with Corpus Christ Bay (Jackson 

1933; Martin 1930).  The site was excavated from 1929-1933 under the direction of A.T. 

Jackson.  Some 146 documented individuals were recorded, but prior to modern 

disturbance, it is believed the site contained from 300–600 individuals.  Flexed, semi-

flexed, and secondary bundle burials were reported (Jackson et al. 1986).  Artifacts 

recovered with the burials included a chert knife, scrapers, flakers, a hammerstone, 
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pebbles, ocher, bone awls, marine and freshwater shell ornaments, Anaqua seeds, tubular 

stone pipe, and an historic sword hilt.  The site was dated Late Prehistoric and Historic, 

based on the presence of arrow points and historic artifacts.  Recent additional testing at 

the site by Coastal Environments, Inc. uncovered a flexed female burial interred with 

unmodified lighting whelk shells and bi-pointed whelk columella.  Burned wood charcoal 

associated with the burial pit (the bones were scorched) was radiocarbon dated and 

yielded a Late Archaic date of 2,930–2,750 B.P. (Ricklis 1997). 

The Rodd Field site (41NU29) is a large campsite located along a terrace bluff of 

a small inlet on Oso Creek.  The site was heavily looted in the 1950s.  Investigations by 

professional archeologists took place from 1967–1968, at which time 11–13 burials were 

excavated.  Investigations in the 1960s and subsequent revisits to the site in 1973 and 

1980 yielded artifacts such as five untyped corner-notched and side notched dart points, 

two bifaces, biface fragments, three utilized and unmodified flakes, a hammerstone, 

pebbles, a stone ornament, and three large trianguloid objects with drilled punctations 

made of bison scapulae (Johnson 1981).  Also interred with the burials were marine shell 

ornaments, bone ornaments, and a tubular stone pipe.  The drilled punctuations on the 

worked Bison scapulae are similar to the drilled perforations found on whelk shell 

pendants from Loma Sandia and the Olmos Dam site (Hester 1980a; Perttula 2000:35). 

Based on the presence of artifact types such as notched dart point, the site is believed to 

date to the Middle-Late Archaic period (Hester 1980a; Johnson 1981).  

The Oso Dune site (41NU37) is a large cemetery located in a clay dune on the 

south bank of Oso Creek in Nueces County.  The site was investigated in 1968 by 

Stanton and Hester and revisited by Patterson and Stiba in 1973 and the Texas Historical 

Commission in 1984 (Texas Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files ).  

The site was so severely eroded that the number of burials retrieved is not known due to 
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poor preservation.  The remains do appear to be numerous, based on information on the 

excavations compiled in report form by Cox and DeFrance (1997).  Artifacts recovered 

from the site included a Zephyr dart point, Kent-like dart points, Desmuke dart points, a 

Matamoros dart point, a Tortugas dart point, untyped points, stained sandstone, 

asphaltum nodules and basket impressed asphaltum, flakes, animal bone, burned clay 

nodules, a scraper, a broken mano, marine shell, a shark tooth, bird bone beads, and T-

shaped freshwater mussel shell ornaments.  The presence of dart points and a radiocarbon 

assay from human remains (ca. 3,000 B.P.) temporally place the site as Middle Archaic to 

Late Archaic (Cox and DeFrance 1997; and Texas Archeological Research Laboratory 

[TARL] Site Files). 

The Berryman site (41NU173) is located south of the Nueces River, on a minor 

tributary channel northwest of Corpus Christi in Nueces County.  Edward R. Mokry Jr. 

directed the excavation of the site in the 1970s after construction activities unearthed the 

remains of 32+ individuals.  Of the remains that were carefully investigated, 16 were 

documented in the flexed and semi-flexed position.  The site was designated as Late 

Prehistoric by the presence of arrow points (Hester 1980b:81; and Texas Archeological 

Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).     

 

San Patricio County 

The Odem site (41SP1) is located southeast of Odem, Texas, along the upland of 

a minor unnamed drainage near Nueces Bay.  In 1949, locals disinterred 45 burials.  In 

1950, Jack T. Hughes of the University of Texas at Austin documented an additional 20 

individuals.  Out of the more than 65 individuals, there is evidence that a percentage of 

the burials date to the early part of the Late Prehistoric (Hughes 1951).  This assessment 

is a result of the presence of a Scallorn arrow point.  The Late Archaic component is 
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questionable, but the presence of extended burials and a side-notched dart point are 

mortuary characteristic that have been attributed to the Archaic (Hall 1995).  

The Ingleside Burial site (41SP78), located south of Aransas Pass, on the 

shoreline of Redfish Bay, east of Live Oak Peninsula, was first investigated in 1969 when 

construction activities destroyed the site.  Five to seven burials were documented above a 

dark zone in the site, a foot below ground surface (Hester and Corbin 1975).  Most of the 

burials were oriented in extended positions, with the heads of the individuals to the south, 

and it is possible that one individual was face down and another individual was on its 

side.  Burials goods interred with the remains included stacks of Sunray clam and Dosina 

discus bivalves nestled in a Heart Cockle, Marginella apicina beads, Busycon conch shell 

objects, a necklace, two bone incised pins, a biface, charred deer bone objects, and an 

Ensor dart point. The presence of the dart point, incised pine pins, and extended position 

of the majority of burials evidence the burials are from the Late Archaic period (Hester 

and Corbin 1975:522).  When the site was revisited in 1983, it has been destroyed by 

construction of a boat basin (and Texas Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site 

Files).  

 

EDWARDS PLATEAU MORTUARY SUB-REGION 

Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric burial locales are very common along the edge 

of the Edwards Plateau and south of the Edwards Plateau (Figure 3.7).  The presence of 

so many burial sites in this region contrasts with what is found in the neighboring region 

of the Central Coastal Plain.  At sites along and south of the Edwards Plateau, mortuary 

attributes of cemetery and burial sites consist of stemmed dart points, antler racks, 

evidence of violence, incised bone implements, Marginella apicinia shell beads, Busycon 
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conch shell pendants, Scallorn arrow points, and mussel shell pendants.  Of these artifact 

groupings, evidence of violence and the presence of Marginella apicinia shell beads and 

Busycon conch shell pendants are present in the Brownsville Complex region of the Rio 

Grande Delta (Perttula 2001:14).   

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Edwards Plateau Mortuary Sub-Region (Source: Perttula 2001:51, Fig 9). 
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Burnet County 

The Grelle site (41BT1) is located on the east bank of Cypress Creek, at its 

junction with the Colorado River, near Spicewood, Texas.  The site was first investigated 

in 1937, and an intense survey and surface collection resulted in the recording of a burned 

rock midden (Kelly 1940).  Excavations occurred in 1940 and 1941.  Five individuals in 

the flexed position with slabs over their bodies were interred within the burned rock 

midden.  The sixth individual was not interred within the midden but 13 m to the north.  

The artifacts associated with the burials were numerous grinding slabs, tortoise shell 

rattles, incised bone tools, and four incised bone ornaments.  A Late Archaic date for the 

Grelle site was inferred by comparing the burials and artifacts from the site to two other 

cemeteries in the state: the Crestmont site and the Harris County Boys School site (Kelly 

1940).   

 

Comal County  

41CM25, the Locke Farm site, is a small cemetery located on the Comal River.  

The site’s first controlled investigations occurred in 1936 by the University of Texas, but 

previous to those investigations, it was extensively looted (Woolsey 1936).  The site is 

believed to date from the Late Archaic through Late Prehistoric.  The burials were 

interred in the flexed and semi-flexed positions, with artifact associations of ochre, 

bifaces, a stone gorget, a boatstone, a mussel shell pendant, ceramics, a conch shell 

pendant, and conch columella beads (Perttula 2001; and Texas Archeological Research 

Laboratory [TARL] Site Files). 
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Hays County   

The Greenhaw site (41HY29) is located on a bend of Little Bear Creek on the 

Edwards Plateau, and was excavated by Frank Weir in 1964 and 1965.  It consisted of 

nine burned rock middens, two of which were 24-27 m (80-90 ft) in diameter.  Two of 

the middens contained flexed burials (Weir 1976).  Burial 1 was a secondary burial 

interred into Midden C.   Excavations revealed that a fire had been built over the 

secondary inhumation representing Burial 1.  Artifacts recovered from in and around 

Burial 1 included a Pedernales dart point, a Bulverde dart point, a Zorra dart point, a core, 

scrapers, knives, biface fragments, and flakes.  These artifacts helped to temporally place 

Burial 1 in the early Middle Archaic period.  Burial 2 was a primary burial interred into 

Midden B, and was dated to the Early to Middle Archaic period (Weir 1976).    

 

Kerr County 

The Bering Sinkhole site (41KR241) is a large sinkhole site located on Live Oak 

Ranch, and was excavated from 1987 through 1991.  During the time of excavation and 

investigation, 62 burials were recovered from the sinkhole.  Five burial groups were 

represented at the site, each with diagnostic artifacts associated with the inhumations 

(Bement 1994).  Burial Group 1 was dated to the middle Early Archaic Period based on 

radiocarbon dates and the presence of Martindale dart points, Uvalde dart points, a biface, 

a uniface, mussel shell, marine shell ornaments, bone beads, a bone awl, a bone pin, deer 

antler fragments, and a modified turtle carapace.  Twenty-three individuals were dropped, 

laid-out, or cremated in Burial Group 1.  Burial Group 2 is dated to the late Early Archaic 

to early Middle Archaic (ca. 2650 B.C. to 2050 B.C.), based on radiocarbon dates and the 

presence of Travis dart points, a biface cache, bone beads, bone awl, Oliva sayanna shell 

beads, a core mussel shell fragment, an incised bone pin tip, and deer antler fragments.  
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Eleven individuals were dropped, laid-out, or cremated in Burial Group 2 (Bement 1994).  

Burial Group 3 is dated to the middle to late Middle Archaic Period (ca. 1450 to 650 

B.C.), based on radiocarbon dates and the presence of a Bulverde dart point, an untyped 

dart point, a cache of bifaces, shell ornaments, bone ornaments, incised bone items, and 

burned and unburned deer antler fragments.  Eleven individuals were dropped, laid-out, 

created, or bundled in Burial Group 3.  Burial Group 4 is dated to the late Middle Archaic 

to early Late Archaic period (ca. A.D. 200-550), based on radiocarbon dates, dart points, 

bifaces, a bone awl, a bone needle, turtle carapace, mussel shell, and a conch pendant.  

Seven individuals were interred with Burial Group 4.  The last burial group recovered 

from the Bering Sinkhole site, Burial Group 5, was dated to the middle Late Archaic 

period (ca. A.D.200-550), based solely on radiocarbon assays.  No artifacts were 

recovered with the interments of this group, but the remains of two individuals were 

recovered (Bement 1994). 

 

Travis County 

The Pat Parker site (41TV88) is located on the south side branch of Gilleland 

Creek.  In 1960, the site was excavated, and the remains of 17 to 20 individuals were 

recovered.  The temporal range of the site was placed as Transitional Archaic and Late 

Prehistoric, based on the presence of Scallorn arrow points, Darl dart points, preforms, 

drills, deer antler, and a marine shell ornament (Greer and Benfer 1975).       

 

Uvalde County 

The Mason Ranch Burial Cave site (41UV4) in Uvalde County on the Rio Grande 

Plains is a vertical burial cave that contained 30 ft of deposits and human remains.  The 
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site yielded Nolan, Travis, and Tortugas dart points, placing the site as an Early to Middle 

Archaic burial locale with 30–50 individual burials excavated (Benfer and Benfer 1981).   

 

Williamson County 

Loeve-Fox (41WM230) is a large prehistoric cemetery situated on an alluvial 

terrace off the San Gabriel River. The site was investigated in 1972 and 1973, at which 

time the remains of 37 individuals documented as flexed, semi-flexed, bundled, or 

cremated were interred with Scallorn arrow points and marine shell ornaments.  The 

Scallorn arrow points were embedded in some of the remains, and in conjunction with 

unmodified mussel shell, a Busycon conch pendant, and three Busycon conch columella 

the site is dated to the Austin Phase of the Late Prehistoric period (Guy 1997; Prewitt 

1974b, 1982).  

 

SOUTHERN EDWARDS PLATEAU MORTUARY SUB-REGION 

The Southern Edwards Plateau is a perfect example of Karst topography, where 

geologic processes create caves and sinkholes.  Early peoples frequented these sinkhole 

sites during the Archaic to dispose of their dead (Figure 3.8).  The predominant mortuary 

attributes of the Southern Edwards Plateau region are bone beads, biface caches, 

stemmed dart points, antler racks, incised bone implements, and Busycon conch shell 

pendants.  Of these traits, bone beads and Busycon conch shell pendants are found in the 

Brownsville Complex region of the Rio Grande Delta (Perttula 2001:14).   
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Bandera County 

The Oak Country No. 1 site (41BN63), located on San Geronimo Creek (a 

tributary of the Guadalupe River), was investigated in 1985 when the human remains 

were recovered from a burial capped with a grinding slab 30 cm beneath a burned rock 

midden.  The burial was designated as late Early Archaic, specifically the La Jita phase 

(ca. 3000 B.C.), based on the presence of La Jita dart points (Hester 1985).     

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Southern Edwards Plateau Mortuary Sub-Region (Source: Perttula 2001:51, 
Fig 9). 
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Bexar County 

Cibolo Creek  was reported to have a flexed burial covered with  slabs of stone.  

Bone beads and a conch shell pendant were recorded with the burial (Texas 

Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).  The Granberg site contained 

multiple burials placed in the flexed position interred with a stone gorget and possible 

conch shell pendant (Texas Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).   

The Hitzfelder Cave site (41BX26) is a shaft cave burial site located on a hill 

overlooking Cibolo Creek on the Balcones Escarpment.  The site had been looted for 

many years by the landowner, but in the 1960s, professional archeologists cleared the 

rock and debris out of the mouth of the cave in order to excavate it.  Upon investigation, 

the remains of 30 to 50 individuals were recorded.  Artifacts interred with the burials in 

the shaft cave cemetery included Pedernales dart points, Frio dart points, Marshall-like 

dart points, a Clear Fork gouge, a stone pendant, bone beads, and dog bones that may 

have been from a more recent period.  Diagnostic artifacts from the site place Hitzfelder 

Cave as a Middle Archaic to Late Archaic burial locale (Barnes 1967; Carmack 1976; 

Collins 1970; Givens 1968; Turpin and Bement 1988).   

The Olmos Dam site (41BX1) is an occupation and mortuary site located along 

Olmos Creek, below the Balcones Escarpment.  Investigated and excavated in 1979 and 

1980, 13+ burials were found interred at the site.  Eight of the burials were in a flexed 

position; two were in a semi-flexed position.  Eight of the burials were interred with rock 

slabs over the bodies.  Most of the burials contained mortuary items.  Associated artifacts 

excavated with the burials included two chert bifaces, a core, six chert cobbles, a 

groundstone slab, a Darl-like dart point, ocher, 33 freshwater mussel shell pendants, 

unmodified mussel shell, six Busycon conch shell pendants, four Busycon conch 

columella dangles, five bone beads, a bone awl, deer skulls, and 67 deer antler beams and 
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racks.  Radiocarbon assays taken from charcoal samples in a burned rock feature, in 

conjunction with artifact types, place the cemetery in the Late Archaic (Lukowski 1988).    

 

Kinney County 

The Leona Sink site (41KY25) is a sinkhole burial site situated on a tributary of 

Pinto Creek on Leona Ranch.  The 3-m (9 ft) deep sinkhole site was excavated by the 

landowner, who recovered skeletal material and a shell ornament.  The Texas 

Archaeological Survey recorded the site, giving it a trinomial in 1985 (Texas 

Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).  

41KY26 is located on a terrace of Las Moras Creek, on a knoll now isolated by 

sloughs.  A single skeleton was exposed in a trench constructed for a gas line, and 

subsequently sent to TARL.  The Texas Archaeological Society investigated the site in 

1985 and found no additional skeletal material.  The site was revisited in 1994, and 

additional materials in the form of chert debitage, tooth fragments, a deer antler, and 

burnt limestone fragments were recovered (Texas Archeological Research Laboratory 

[TARL] Site Files). 

The Fuller Shelter site (41KY27) is located on a cliff face on the east bank of Flat 

Rock Creek, on the south end of the Navajo Ranch overlooking the Rio Grande Valley 

floodplain.  The site is a large (6.5 x 3.5 m) rockshelter that faces the Rio Grande 

floodplain.  The rock shelter displayed a pictograph near the entrance, a hearth in the 

right alcove of the site, and two burials removed by hunters.  Artifacts recovered by 

excavations of burials in 1986 included flakes, mussel shell, cores, wood, deer and 

javelina bone, five arrow points, an arrow tip, an Ensor dart point, human bone, burned 

rock, and charcoal.  Based on the artifact types found at the site, it is dated to the Late 
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Archaic and Late Prehistoric periods (Texas Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] 

Site Files).       

 

Medina County 

The Cueva De Las Indios site (41ME30), also known as Weynands Cave, is a 

sinkhole burial locale and open campsite located on the east bank of Seco Creek in 

Medina County.  Although the site was recorded in 1984, the landowner and his relatives 

had previously excavated the site.  The site actually consisted of two sinkholes, the 

smaller of which has an opening of 80 x 120 cm.  The sinkhole drops 3 m into a low, 

open room and eventually joins another room where the three burials were excavated.  In 

addition to the burials, a bone awl, a lump of ocher, dart points, flakes, burned rock, a 

large biface fragment, a large uniface, primary flakes, and secondary flakes were 

recovered (Turpin and Bement 1988).    

 

LOWER BRAZOS - COLORADO RIVER BASINS MORTUARY 
SUB-REGION 

The Lower Colorado and Lower Brazos river basins on the northern section of the 

Central Coastal Plain are located in Austin, Fort Bend, and Wharton counties.  This 

region is marked by extremely large cemetery sites, such as Ernest Witte, and smaller 

cemetery sites, such as the Leonard K. site (Figure 3.9).   

The cemetery and burial sites of this region densely occupy landforms along the 

Lower Brazos and Colorado rivers, and are mainly attributed to the Late Archaic, but 

Late Prehistoric period burials are also present.  Mortuary attributes of the Lower Brazos 

to Colorado rivers are extended inhumations with associated artifacts consisting of disk-
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shaped Busycon conch columella beads, stemmed dart points, antler racks, evidence of 

violence, large thin bifaces, corner tang knives, incised bone tools, Busycon conch shell 

pendant, stone gorgets, boatstones, Busycon conch columella beads, incised bone pins 

and stone beads.  Characteristics present in the Brownsville Complex region of the Rio 

Grande Delta and in the Lower Brazos–Colorado rivers include disc-shaped Busycon 

conch columella beads, evidence of violence, Busycon conch pendants and columella 

beads (Perttula 2001:14).  

 

 

Figure 3.9.  Lower Brazos - Colorado River Basins Mortuary Sub-Region (Source: 
Perttula 2001:51, Fig  9). 
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Austin County 

The Goebel site (41AU1) is located on a terrace above Mill Creek, a tributary of 

the Brazos River in northern Austin County on the Central Coastal Plain.  First 

investigated in 1959 when construction activities began to unearth human remains, 

advocational archeologists arrived on scene and were able to excavate 36 burials from the 

site.  The burials were interred in the extended, flexed and semi-flexed positions.  

Artifacts from the site included eight Busycon conch columella beads, a “belt” made of 

13 Busycon conch columella shells, a Busycon conch gorget with two holes, lithosperm 

shell beads, red ochre, and geometrically incised bone artifacts.  A Gary dart point was 

found in the ribs of one individual, and all the burials had sandstone blocks placed around 

the heads of the individuals.  Numerous artifacts were recovered from the midden and on 

the surface of the Goebel site.  These artifacts included a fragment of groundstone gorget, 

a chert corner tang knife, asphaltum, a fragment of a bannerstone, and sandstone 

abraiders.  Gary dart points, incised bone pins, and the Busycon conch columella beads, 

and gorget evidence the site as a Late Archaic mortuary locale (Duke 1961, 1981).    

The Ernest Witte site (41AU36) is located on the western side of the Brazos River 

Valley.  The site is a very well-stratified multi-component cemetery site whose burials 

have been used numerous times to help date cemeteries around the state, based on the 

wealth of information generated from investigations (Hall 1981).  Initially investigated in 

1974 and 1975 during the Houston Light and Power Survey of Allens Creek, the site was 

reported by Grant Hall in 1981. The cemetery contained 238 individuals, which were 

recovered from four distinct stratigraphic layers of the site and which were radiocarbon 

dated.  The burials spanned the Middle Archaic, Late Archaic, and Late Prehistoric 

periods.  The greatest numbers of burials from the site were in the extended position, with 
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heads to the southeast.  A small number of burials were flexed, semi-flexed, and 

cremated.  The temporal parameters and burials interred in their levels are as follows:   

1) Burial Group 1 contained 61 individuals in the extended position with 

 their heads to the southeast.  Three burials were sampled for radiocarbon 

 assays and yielded dates of 2857 B.C., 2610 B.C., and 1530 B.C., and 

 were attributed to the Middle Archaic and into the Late Archaic.  The 

 artifacts associated with Burial Group 1 consisted of a Pedernales point 

 and a numerous long, slender worked bone implements.  

2) Burial Group 2 contained 145 individuals, whose radiocarbon assays 

 yielded dates of 520 B.C., 103 B.C., and A.D. 360, and were attributed to 

 the Late Middle Archaic to Late Archaic (+/-650 B.C.-A.D. 450).  Seventy 

 of the burials were interred with grave goods represented by Busycon 

 conch shell pendants, tubular Busycon conch columella beads, worked 

 bone artifacts, deer skulls and antlers, boatstones, corner tang chert knives, 

 a round stone gorget, an abraiding stone, red jasper pebbles, ocher, biotite 

 schist, and projectile points.  Two individuals died of Fairland and Kent 

 dart points.   

3) Burial Group 3 contained 10 individuals in semi-flexed positions, whose 

 radiocarbon assays of A.D. 575 to A.D. 600 attributed them to the Late 

 Archaic to Late Prehistoric periods (A.D. 550-950).  One burial in Group 

 3 was interred with seven Godley dart points, but no other burials 

 contained funerary items.  

4) Burial Group 4 containing 12 individuals interred in the flexed position 

 with heads oriented towards the east and southeast, yielded radiocarbon 

 assays of A.D. 1710+ 190 and were attributed to the Late Prehistoric 
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 (A.D. 1000-1500).  Ceramics were recovered in the matrix around some of 

 the Group 4 burials (Hall 1981).  Recent radiocarbon assay data presented 

 by Hard et al. (2002) at the Annual Meeting of the Texas Archaeological 

 Society in Laredo, Texas, suggests that Burial Groups 2 and 3 belong to 

 the same burial grouping.  

 

The Leonard K site (41AU37) initially discovered in 1972 is located to the west 

of 41AU36, on a bluff bordering the Brazos River floodplain.  Selected for excavation in 

the 1974 HL&P survey (Hall 1981), the site yielded nine burials (not all of which were 

recovered) and associated artifacts.  The recovered burials were in the extended and 

flexed positions.  Artifacts interred with Burial 2 consisted of a conch shell pendant and 

incised/engraved bone tools (one of which is a bone projectile point), placing the site in 

the Late Archaic period because of the similarities with artifacts found with Late Archaic 

burials at the Ernest Witte site (Hall 1981).  Of the nine burials investigated, only Burial 

2 could be definitively placed in the Late Archaic.  Radiocarbon dates and artifacts from 

the site place it as ranging from the Middle Archaic period to the Late Prehistoric (Hall 

1981:110).   

The Brandeis site (41AU55) is a river terrace cemetery site situated on the second 

terrace above the Pecan Branch of Mill Creek.  The site is located 8 miles downstream 

from 41AU1 and 20 miles north of Allens Creek.  Investigated in 1984 by the Center for 

Archaeological Research at the University of Texas at San Antonio, three in situ burials 

in the semi-flexed position were excavated and contained a Busycon conch shell pendant, 

bone and shell awls, an Ensor dart point, a core, a small biface, Busycon conch columella 

beads, a stone bead, a deer antler, an incised bone tool, and two large bifaces.  The types 

of artifacts recovered and reported from the site and their similarity to those recovered at 
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the Ernest Witte site place 41AU55 as a Late Archaic burial site (Perttula 2001; Texas 

Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files). 

 

Fort Bend County 

The Big Creek site (41FB2) is located on a stream terrace of Big Creek, near its 

confluence with the Brazos River.  Downstream from the Albert George site, 41FB2 was 

reputed by local collectors to have had between 75 and 100 burials.  Artifacts reported 

from collecting activities in 1952 include dart points, arrow points, a boatstone, bifaces, 

unifaces, incised bone pins, a Busycon conch shell pendant, and Goose Creek Plain and 

Goose Creek Incised ceramics.  The boatstone artifact and Busycon conch shell pendant 

have led some researchers to speculate that the site is likely similar in time periods to the 

Albert George site, and is tentatively placed as Late Archaic (Taylor and Highley 

1995:672).  

The Bowser site (41FB3) is located on the south end of a sandy ridge known as 

Pool Hill, which is adjacent to the Brazos River.  Investigated in 1990–1991 and in 1997–

1998, extended, semi-flexed, and bundle burials were recovered.  Grave goods recovered 

with the interments were red ochre, red jasper, 32 sharks teeth, asphaltum, boatstones, 

bone projectile points, 21 bone pins, 39 long bone tools, bone beads, mussel shells, 

Busycon conch columella, eight tubular shell beads, five Oliva sayana shell beads, 65 

shell pendants, a corner tang knife, and five Ellis dart points.  Artifacts interred with the 

burials (e.g., the Ellis dart point) place the site at the Late Archaic (Perttula 2001; Texas 

Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).   

The Albert George site (41FB13) is located on a small loop of the west bank of 

Big Creek, across from Rabbs Bayou and a short distance from the Brazos River.  

Excavated in the 1950s, approximately 19 burials were recorded.  The burials were 
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interred in the extended and semi-flexed positions and were accompanied by two 

Busycon conch columella dangles, six projectile points, a boatstone, a corner tang biface, 

30-35 decorated incised bone tools, and a Busycon conch shell pendant (Walley 1955).  

The boatstone and bone artifacts from 41FB13 were compared to similar materials 

recovered from the Group 2 cemetery component at Ernest Witte, and based on the 

similarities, the burials are believed to be Late Archaic (Perttula 2001; Taylor and 

Highley 1995). 

The Ferguson site (41FB42) is a multi-component site with a Late Archaic burial 

locale located on a high knoll surrounded by a swamp on the east side of the San Bernard 

River, downstream from its junction with Turkey Creek.  Burials from the site were 

documented in the extended position, with heads to the southeast.  Interred with one of 

the burials were 210 Busycon conch columella disk-shaped shell beads, 14 tubular bone 

beads, 40 Neritina virginea marine shell beads and dart points, alluding to a Late Archaic 

association  (Perttula 2001; Texas Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site 

Files).    

 

Wharton County 

The Peikert site (41WH14) is located near the confluence of Clarks Branch and 

the West Bernard River in Wharton County.  The site was first recorded in 1978 when it 

became disturbed by agricultural activities.  Located on a landform at the confluence of 

the Clarks Branch and Bernard Creek, the site was excavated in the 1978 and 1979 field 

seasons.  Excavations at the site yielded 11 burials interred in the semi-flexed position, 

with the exception of one burial that was tightly flexed.  Artifacts associated with the 

burials included four disk-shaped mussel shell beads and a disk-shaped bead made from 

antler interred with a juvenile, and a necklace of polished bone pendants interred with an 
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adult male (Kindall 1980:7).  In addition, a Yarborough dart point (Middle to Late 

Archaic) was found among the bones of an adult female; pointed bone tools, a triangular 

shaped bone pendant, Busycon conch columella beads, and ochre were interred with other 

burials at the site.  The female burial interred with the Middle to Late Archaic 

Yarborough point helped to date four burials beneath it, and based on the artifacts 

recovered, the site was assigned to the Middle or Late Archaic period (Copas 1984; 

Kindall 1980).      

The Crestmont site (41WH39) was first recorded in 1981 and excavated in 1982 

by Margaret Kluge and members of the Houston Archaeological Society.  Located near 

Caney Creek off the Colorado River in the town of Wharton, Texas, the cemetery site 

contained the remains of 28 individuals.  The majority of the interments were placed in 

the extended position, although semi-flexed and bundled burials were also recorded.  In 

addition, most of the burials had their heads oriented towards the northeast, but 

orientations to the north, southwest, and northwest were also recorded.  A high number of 

burials were accompanied by mortuary artifacts, which included Gary, Godley, and Ensor 

dart points, a large biface, an abrader, red ochre, eight deer antlers, a perforated deer 

antler, 10 pointed bone tools, five triangular shaped bone pendants, 17 Busycon conch 

pendants, a Busycon conch columella, three Busycon conch columella, 84 columella 

beads, one columella disk-shaped bead, four marine shell beads, two marine shell 

ornaments, 45 lithosperm seed beads, and six geometrically incised bone pin artifacts.  

The burials from the Crestmont site were compared to burials in Burial Group 2 at the 

Ernest Witte site (41AU36), and based on the similarities of both cemeteries (e.g., artifact 

types, extended body positions, and head orientation), it was determined to date to the 

Late Archaic, between 500 B.C. and A.D. 400 (Hall 2002; Vernon 1989).  
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41WH44 is a small site located in Wharton County containing two burials 

associated with the Late Archaic period (Black et al. 1992).  The one intact burial 

excavated was in the semi-flexed position, with the head directed to the south. Interred 

with the remains were a decorated marine shell pendant, two tubular marine shell beads, 

and a discoidal marine shell bead (Black et al. 1992). 

 

UPPER TEXAS COAST MORTUARY SUB-REGION 

Although Perttula (2001:14) did not include the Upper Texas Coast in his 

overview of mortuary practices, he did provide the means by which to compare site data 

from mortuary sub-regions in Texas with traditions such as the Galveston Bay Mortuary 

Tradition (Figure 3.10).  The artifacts and mortuary characteristics documented from sites 

on the Upper Texas Coast are very similar to those found in the Brownsville Complex.  

Present in both areas are flexed and semi-flexed burials, incised bone pendants, Busycon 

conch columella beads, disk-shaped beads, gorgets and pendants, and Oliva sayana shell 

beads.  Bi-pointed drills reported at the Caplen site have also been reported in sites 

associated with the Brownsville Complex (Campbell 1957; MacNeish 1947:6).    

 

Galveston County 

The Caplen Mound site (41GV1) is located north of the Gulf of Mexico, east of 

Crab Lake on the Bolivar Peninsula, a barrier island segment 25 miles north of 

Galveston, Texas, in the Gulf of Mexico.  The site was excavated by the University of 

Texas at Austin in 1932 and displayed questionable Late Prehistoric through Historic 

components.  Archeologist Grant Hall believes it dates to the Late Archaic/Late 

Prehistoric.  Possibly as many as 80 individuals (29 intact) were recovered.  Burials were 
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recorded in the flexed or semi-flexed position on the right or left side (Campbell 

1957:456). Gary, Kent, and Matamoros dart points and lithic drills for shell bead 

production were present.  Shell artifacts include Busycon conch columella beads, disk-

shaped Busycon conch shell beads, Oliva sayana shell beads, Busycon conch gorgets and 

pendants, and freshwater mussel shell pendants.  Additional artifacts interred with burials 

were ocher; a bone tube; an incised bone pendant; a perforated tortoise shell rattle; Goose 

Creek Plain, Goose Creek Incised, unidentified pottery; and glass beads (Aten et al. 1976; 

Campbell 1957: 457-467; Hall 1995). 

The Mitchell Ridge site (41GV66) located on an ancient beach ridge off Eckert's 

Bayou in Galveston was investigated by surface collection in 1964 by Lou Fullen.  Later 

in the 1990's the site was intensely investigated by Dr. Robert Ricklis.  Mitchell Ridge is 

an occupation site with burials interred in four cemetery areas. The site has evidence of 

the Late Prehistoric, Protohistoric, Woodland/Early Ceramic, 16th Century, 17th Century, 

18th Century periods. Burials produced conch columella beads, Oliva shell beads and 

tinklers, among other artifacts. Data collected from the site by Ricklis (1994) indicate that 

occupation at Mitchell Ridge was negligible prior to ca. A.D. 700/800.  After that period 

however, occupation strengthened in the area and continued to do so into the Early 

Historic Period.  Faunal analyses, and seasonality data derived from oyster shells and fish 

otoliths suggest that occupation of Mitchell Ridge was seasonal (Ricklis 1994). 

 

Harris County 

The Harris County Boys School site (41HR80) is a Late Archaic to Late 

Prehistoric upland burial site located in a shell midden along Clear Creek, west of 

Galveston Bay.  Twenty-nine burials were excavated and documented at the site believed 

to date between A.D. 600 and 950 (Aten et al. 1976; Hall 1995).  Artifacts recovered with 
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burials included hammerstones, ocher, Busycon conch ornaments, bone awls, fishhooks, 

projectile points, a drumfish teeth rattle, and flageolets.   The flageolets were similar to 

artifacts found interred with burials at the Grelle site (41BT1) and the Crestmont site.  

Characteristics of artifacts place the site to the last of the terminal Late Archaic to the 

initial Late Prehistoric periods (Aten 1983). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10.  Upper Texas Coast Mortuary Sub-Region (Source: Perttula 2001:51, Fig 9). 
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Jefferson County  

The Blackhill Mound site (41JF24), located on the confluence of Willow Marsh 

Bayou and Hilldebrandt Bayou, was first investigated in1964.  At least six human burials 

were looted from the site prior to 1972.  The shell midden is a 28m (95 ft) long x 22-m 

(75 ft) wide mound that rises several feet above the surrounding landscape.  In 1990, the 

site was excavated and yielded ceramic sherds, wattle-impressed daub, clay discs, shell 

beads, San Patrice dart points, a Gary dart point, hematite, animal bone, Rangia cutenea 

shell, and human remains.  Pottery sherds were represented by sandy paste Tchefunncte 

Plain, sand-tempered Goose Creek Plain, Goose Creek Incised, and grog-tempered 

Baytown Plain.  Based on the distinct types of ceramics, the temporal range for 41JF24 

was determined to be Late Prehistoric (Texas Archeological Research Laboratory 

[TARL] Site Files). 

The Gaulding site (41JF27) is located on the west bank of Taylor’s Bayou on a 

finger of Beaumont Terrace surrounded by marsh.  Excavated by the Texas 

Archaeological Society Field School in 1965, the site is an Archaic-Late Prehistoric 

period shell midden measuring 91 m (300 ft) x 30 m (100 ft), with a depth of 121 cm (4 

ft).  Investigations at the site yielded one burial, 685 ceramic sherds, seven dart points, 

two arrow points, two drills, a grinding stone, two socketed bone projectile points, seven 

bone tools, two conch shell artifacts, and food fragments (Texas Archeological Research 

Laboratory [TARL] Site Files).   

  

CONCLUSION  

The Rio Grande Delta is an unique archaeological region in terms of mortuary 

patterns, but, as is shown above, the delta shares commonalities with other mortuary 
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patterns in Texas.  As will be presented later, radiocarbon dates presented in this 

dissertation now place the Brownsville Complex as ranging temporally from the Archaic 

period through and into the Late Prehistoric period.  The persistence of the shell industry 

through the Archaic and Late Prehistoric, may account for the similar attributes present in 

other mortuary sub-regions in the state.  In looking at the Mortuary Sub-Regions 

postulated by Perttula (2001), and data from cemetery sites during the Archaic period, it 

appears that commonalities are strong in adjacent areas and although they lessen, they are 

still present moving up the Texas Coast.   
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CHAPTER 4:  

CULTURAL CHRONOLOGY OF SOUTH TEXAS 

Few cultural chronologies have been developed for South Texas.  Generally, these 

chronologies have relied on data from adjoining areas, such as Central Texas and the 

Lower Pecos. Several sources were consulted for this chapter (Hester 1980a; Hester et al. 

1989; Taylor and Highley 1995).  The following table is derived from descriptions of 

periods describing cultural chronology of the South Texas region as discussed by Hester 

et al. (1989:48–57).   

 

Table 4.1. Cultural Chronology of South Texas (Source: Hester et al. 1989:48-57). 

Period Dates 

Paleoindian Period ca. 9500–6000 B.C. ca. 11500–8000 B.P.  

Archaic 6000 B.C.–A.D. 800 8000–1200 B.P. 

    Early 6000 B.C.–2500 B.C.   8000–4500 B.P. 

    Middle 2500 B.C.–400 B.C. 4500–2400 B.P. 

    Late  400 B.C.–A.D. 800 2400–1200 B.P. 

Late Prehistoric A.D. 800–A.D. 1600 1200-approx. 400 B.P. 
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PALEOINDIAN PERIOD (9500–6000 B.C.)  

In the broad range, the Paleoindian period (ca. 9500 -6000 B.C.) in South Texas 

represents initial human adaptation to life under the prevailing climatic conditions of the 

Late Glacial period.  Low population density, small bands, and large territorial ranges 

characterize the period where nomadic groups subsisted by hunting Late Pleistocene 

megafauna.  Artifacts associated with the period are Clovis, Folsom, Plainview, 

Golondrina, Scottsbluff, and Angostura points used with spears in the pursuit of large 

game animals.  Not much data exists for the Paleoindian period in the Rio Grande Valley 

as a result of the paucity of well-preserved excavated and analyzed sites.  Radiocarbon 

assays of 9360 +/-415 B.P. from an extinct form of tortoise recovered from 41WY140 in 

Willacy County indicates that such species were used by Paleo peoples (Bousman et al. 

1990).  Clovis points have been found at sites in Wilson, Dimmit, and Atascosa counties 

as well as at the Southern Island site on the Mexican side of the Rio Grande at Falcon 

Reservoir (Hester 2004). Folsom artifacts have been found on the Rio Grande Plain, such 

as preforms and failures in Webb County and near Falcon reservoir; and isolated finds 

such as a Folsom projectile point base recovered from 41CF54 near Laguna Atascosa.  

However, no Folsom camp or kill sites have been documented as of yet (Hester 2004: 

134).  Golindrina and Plainview types have been noted in Uvalde, Bexar, and Williamson 

counties.  There is some confusion on categorization of these types based on their large 

amount of variation, however, a publication on work conducted at the Wilson-Leonard 

site hopes to clarify these discrepancies (Collins 1998).  Angostura and Scottsbluff have 

also been noted in Bexar and Victoria counties, and were among the artifacts recorded on 

the Arroyo Los Olmos, at the Perdida site where six Plainview, one Meserve, four 
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Angosturas, three Scottsbluff, and one Clovis, in addition to 289 projectile points from 

subsequent periods were noted (Newton 1968; Weir 1956).     

       

ARCHAIC PERIOD (6,000 B.C.–800 A.D.)  

The Archaic period signifies a shift to the hunting of smaller game, plant 

gathering, and an emphasis on the exploitation of marine resources in coastal zones.  

Archaic sites in South Texas include those found along the Arroyo Los Olmos (Hester 

1975; Newton 1968) and at Falcon Reservoir (Suhm et al. 1954), although both areas lack 

a clear distinction between the Archaic and Late Prehistoric periods.  Early work in the 

Rio Grande Delta did not provide evidence to support a well-defined Archaic period in 

the region (Mallouf et al. 1977), but investigations conducted by MacNeish in 1974 in 

Tamaulipas, Mexico, identified the Repelo and Abasolo archaeological complexes as 

Archaic (MacNeish 1974).  Three triangular dart points characterize the lithic inventory 

of the Abasolo Complex.  Stratigraphically, the Abasolo overlies the Repelo and 

underlies the later Brownsville Complex in the Rio Grande Delta, but in inland 

Tamaulipas, the two complexes are contemporaneous (MacNeish 1947).  Further 

investigations in Tamaulipas by MacNeish (1958) revealed diagnostic artifacts and 

geographical distributions associated with three Archaic complexes and phases (Nogales, 

Repelo, and Abasolo) that span from 5,000 B.C. to A.D. 100.  MacNeish (1958) also 

compared this material to Archaic material from Falcon Reservoir, where the Archaic 

Falcon Focus was defined with an approximate span of 5,000 B.C. to A.D. 500 or 1,000 

(Suhm et al. 1954). 
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Early Archaic Period (6,000-2500 B.C.) 

Like the Paleo-Indian period, sites associated with the Early Archaic are as yet 

unrecognized in South Texas, and areas such as the Rio Grande Delta and Sand Sheet 

have no representative sites for this time.  The largest body of work has been conducted 

on the distinction between the early corner-notched and the early basal-notched horizons 

in the greater South Texas region, in part derived from data generated from Central Texas 

and the Lower Pecos areas with stronger cultural chronologies (Hester 2004). 

Representative artifacts associated with the early corner-notched horizon include early 

expanding stem (Bandy, Martindale, Uvalde) dart points, and the Guadalupe distally 

beveled tool.  The subsequent early basal-notched horizon includes Bell and Andice 

points, early triangular bifaces, the unifacial Clear Fork distally beveled tool, smaller 

Clear Fork tools, and multi-notched specimens of Bell and Andice points that were found 

at Falcon Reservoir (Black 1989:49; Hester 2004:138).  

In the Coastal Bend area, the Mackenzie site (41VT17) produced Bell points, and 

radiocarbon assays supporting an Early Archaic time frame and thus became the oldest 

shell midden in South Texas (Ricklis 1986).  Nearby, the Swan Lake site produced a Bell 

dart point linked to the Early Archaic.  At Choke Canyon Reservoir in Live Oak County, 

testing and excavation revealed sites with buried Archaic components which dated to 

2,400 B.C. and 3,300 B.C.; these sites also showed that freshwater mussels, land snails, 

turtle, and freshwater drum were used on a regular basis during the Early Archaic (Hester 

1980a). 

  

Middle Archaic Period (2500– 400 B.C.) 

Artifacts which dominate the Middle Archaic assemblage include triangular dart 

point forms of Tortugas, Abasolo, and Carrizo; smaller unifacially distally beveled tools, 
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and stemmed points in the northern part of South Texas that include Pedernales, Lange, 

Langtry and Morhiss (Hester 2004).  Tubular stone pipes have been found in Zapata 

County, and from Rio Salado, Tamaulipas on the Mexican side of Falcon Reservoir that 

are believed to date from the period. Information on settlement patterns during the 

Middle Archaic is sparse, however substantial data comes from Choke Canyon and 

Chaparrosa which indicates open campsites are located along former stream channels; 

and later in the period sites are located on floodplains, low terraces, and natural levees 

(Hester 2004).   Coastal peoples frequently chose lomas, or clay dunes, as locales for 

habitation and burial (Anderson 1932; Campbell 1958).  Such clay dunes extend from St. 

Charles Bay in Aransas County to as far south as the Rio Soto La Marina in Central 

Tamaulipas.  No extensive excavations have been conducted on these loma sites, but 

further south, on Oso Creek in Nueces County, the Kirchmeyer site (41NU11) has been 

tested (Hester 1980a; Ricklis 1997). 

Survey work in Willacy and Hidalgo counties, west and north of Cameron 

County, respectively, has yielded dart points that may be Archaic (Mallouf et al. 1977). 

However, work at Falcon Reservoir showed that some of these types continue into the 

Late Prehistoric (Suhm and Jelks 1962).  Investigations at the cemetery site, Loma Sandia 

(41LK28) in Live Oak County yielded detailed information on Middle Archaic burial 

practices derived from 205 burials which included internments with dart points, stone 

pipes, shell ornaments, and deer antlers (Taylor and Highley 1995).  In terms of stone 

artifacts, Morhiss, Lange and Tortugas dart points; beveled triangular bifaces, tubular 

stone pipes, grinding slabs, and manos are present.  

Other limited surveys have examined locations where archaeological materials, 

including Archaic artifacts, are generally found (Prewitt 1984).  Prewitt (1984) notes that 
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these sites most frequently occur on clay dunes, particularly where they face lagunas and 

inland lakes, on resacas, and on barrier islands. 

 

Late Archaic Period (400 B.C. – A.D. 800) 

Dart points associated with the Late Archaic are small, with corner or side 

notches.  Examples include Shumla, Ensor, Frio, Marcos, Montell, Fairland, and Ellis.  

Tools diagnostic of this period in South Texas include Olmos bifaces, Nueces scrapers 

and Corner Tang bifaces (Black 1989:51).  Examples of Late Archaic sites include Choke 

Canyon (41LK201), the Johnson site, the Kent-Crane site, and a site at Ingleside Cove. 

At Choke Canyon, hearths, earth ovens, and manos and metates, which illustrate 

exploitation of plant resources, have been found. Also recorded at the site were faunal 

remains of deer, rabbit turtles fish, and other species; as well as evidence that peoples 

were exploiting Rabdotus snail and mussel species (Hall et al. 1986).   Additional data 

from Choke Canyon illustrates that favored locales for open campsites are on stream 

channels and their adjacent sloughs.   

 

LATE PREHISTORIC (A.D. 800 – 1600) 

The Late Prehistoric is broadly defined by the presence of the bow and arrow, 

pottery, and the production of small arrow points beginning around 800 B.P. (Hester 

1981).  Also generally characteristic of this period is the emergence of agriculture, but 

evidence from investigations in the region indicates that these practices were never 

developed in South Texas.  In the South Texas region, the onset of the Late Prehistoric 

period is marked by the presence of Edwards and Scallorn points.  The most well defined 

cultural pattern, shared between Central, South and the Coastal Bend of Texas, is the 
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Toyah horizon.  Toyah is marked by Leon Plain bone-tempered pottery, large thin 

bifaces, Perdiz arrow points, small end scrapers, beveled knives, flake perforators, 

ceramic figurines, marine and freshwater mussel shell ornaments, tubular bird bone 

beads, bison bone objects, and some pipes (Black 1986). Largely thought to be originally 

associated with bison hunting practices, and ultimately the diffusion of cultural traits, 

Toyah sites are typically located along stream channels (Black 1986, 1989).   In the Rio 

Grande Delta area during the Late Prehistoric, MacNeish (1958) has defined two closely 

related complexes, the Brownsville and Barril. As noted in previous chapters, the 

Brownsville and Barril complexes, identified as Late Prehistoric cultural adaptations, are 

characterized by a well-defined shell industry.  MacNeish (1958) first described these 

two complexes in detail based on his survey work, the work by Anderson (1932), Mason 

(1935), and Sayles (1935). With a notable amount of shell and bone ornaments 

manufactured, combined with cultural interaction evidence in the form of Huastec 

pottery, jade and obsidian; one of the greatest issues with the Brownsville Complex is the 

lack of excavation data. 

 

SUMMARY 

It is clear from the available data that the cultural chronology for the South Texas 

region is general rather than specific to the Rio Grande Delta.  A definable cultural 

chronology for the region can only be attained by future investigation and excavation 

where artifact groupings can connect specific artifact types to time periods.  Information 

derived from artifact assemblages, dietary studies, and patterns of human adaptation are 

needed for the region in order to construct a more precise cultural chronology.  
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CHAPTER 5: 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT THE AYALA SITE 
(41HG1) 

The Ayala site, 41HG1, is located in Hidalgo County, Texas.  The site is one of 

the most important cemetery finds in South Texas; beginning in the 1940s, its artifacts 

and burials have been described in numerous discussions of prehistoric Texas cemeteries 

(Campbell and Frizzell 1949; Collins et al. 1969; Hester 1969, 1995; Hester and 

Ruecking 1969). Unfortunately, no systematic investigation of the Ayala site has been 

conducted.  The site was identified in 1948 when Mr. M.E. Ayala unearthed three human 

burials during a construction project on his property (Figure 5.1).   

 

 

 

Figure 5.1.  General view of the Ayala site facing north (Source: Ayala site Files, TARL).  
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In an effort to retrieve as much information as possible from the Ayala site before 

it was destroyed, Dr. T.N. Campbell at The University of Texas, Austin, immediately 

dispatched graduate student Jack Frizzell to Hidalgo County when the discovery came to 

his attention (Figure 5.2).   

 

 

 

Figure 5.2.  Jack Frizzell at Ayala site in 1948 (Source: Ayala site Files, TARL). 

 

By the time Frizzell arrived, five more burials had been unearthed.  Working 

alone, and against the clock, Frizzell’s four pages of notes dated July 17, 1948, are all the 

extant documentation of the salvage operation.  Two published articles (Campbell and 

Frizzell 1949; Hester and Ruecking 1969) discuss the finds at the Ayala site, but no 

formal analysis of either the site itself or of the human remains have been conducted.  

This chapter serves to describe Frizzell’s 1948 salvage operation and combine 

information derived from the site by Frederick Ruecking in 1952. 
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GEOGRAPHY  

The Ayala site (41HG1) is located on the Sardinas Resaca, an ancillary channel of 

the Rio Grande in Hidalgo County, Texas.  At the time of Frizzell’s (1948) investigation, 

the site covered two acres of the edge of an old riverbed, and was “fairly high in elevation 

relative to surrounding territory” (Frizzell 1948:1).  Later, the site was ascertained to be 

at an elevation of 4.6 m (15 ft) above the former channel (Campbell and Frizzell 1949:65-

66).  Frizzell (1948) notes that the Ayala property (which skirts the old riverbed’s edge) 

had never been plowed (evidenced by the presence of large mesquite trees on the burial 

site’s surface).  The landowner stated that according to the history of the region, the Rio 

Grande flowed in the now extant riverbed approximately 160 years ago.  At the time of 

the investigation, the current bed of the Rio Grande River was approximately six miles 

south of the Ayala site, and the channel on which the site was located was very deep and 

roughly ½ mile wide (Frizzell 1948:2). 

 

SOILS 

Frizzell (1948) does not record the type or color of soil in which the burials were 

found; he notes only that there was distinct stratigraphic break at approximately 121 cm 

(4 ft) below surface.  He further states that some burials were found “above the line, some 

on the line, and some below the line” of soil distinction.  A sketch of this stratification 

accompanies his notes.  (This sketch was converted and placed in the Campbell and 

Frizzell [1949] article with the word “light” scrawled for the upper layer and “dark” for 

the lower.  The “light” and “dark” on the soil profile do not appear to be in Frizzell’s 

handwriting, so the author believes that it was written by someone else at a later time.)  

Based on the soil descriptions for Hidalgo County, the soil description for the Ayala site 

is now Hidalgo-Urban soils, i.e., disturbed soils that are the result of major agricultural 
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improvements.  The author proposes that the resulting soil is categorized by the 

construction of a levee on the property adjacent to Mr. Ayala.  Frizzell states the levee 

was under construction in his notes from 1948.  In their natural state, the soils in this area, 

based on the presence of the adjacent resaca, would be classified as Hidalgo sandy clay 

loam, and are found in The Soil Survey of Hidalgo County (1981:101).  Typically, the 

surface layer of the soil is a dark grayish brown sandy clay loam about 43 cm (17 in) 

thick, followed by pale brown clay loam ranging from 71–96 cm (28-38 in), and a pale 

brown sandy clay loam of 96–203 cm (38-80 in) (Jacobs 1981:33). 

This soil description does not seem to coincide with the soil description in the 

1949 article on the site, which describes the first 121 cm (4 ft) of the trench as “light silt” 

and the remaining 91 cm (3 ft) to the bottom of the trench as dark silt (Campbell and 

Frizzell 1949:66).  To complicate matters further, Hester and Ruecking (1969) note there 

are four stratigraphic zones in the Ayala site, but Ruecking only outlines the zones in his 

sketches, and does not discuss the soils associated with them. Some information is 

available in the notes, but it is very convoluted.  Since Ruecking was able to excavate 

some of the test squares in 1952 in a controlled manner, a few descriptions of the soils are 

available from the notes.  These are discussed below. 

In Square 1, Level 1, Ruecking (1952:1) describes the upper 10 cm (4 in) as a 

highly compacted hard layer of white sand.  The soils are not mentioned again until 106–

121 cm (42-48 in), where he notes the brownish soil of the upper layers gives way to a 

reddish tinge in the 120 cm (48 in) range.  The reddish soil is sandier and coarse than the 

above layers.  At 120–130 cm (48-54 in) below surface, he refers to a change in the color 

of soil again, to reddish sandy clay with coarse texture (this was four days after he 

described the initial red sandy clay, so he probably is referring to the same zone).  This 
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deposition seems to be supported by his profile of Square 1, Level 1, which like all of his 

profiles, lacks soil descriptions but presumably show zones.      

In Square 3, Level 1, Ruecking (1952:2) again mentions the white upper layer of 

sand as 7 cm (3 in) deep.  Later in his excavation of Burial 3, the only mention of soils 

aside from black soil surrounding the burial was the reddish sandy clay from 127-142 cm 

(50-56 in).  Ruecking’s bottom zone is probably this reddish sandy clay (Ruecking n.d:4).  

The reddish layers are also discussed in the excavation of Square 2, Level 1, where he 

states he abandoned excavation after reaching this layer with no indications of a burial 

(Ruecking 1952: 5). 

Ruecking (1952:5-6) states that his 10-ft square was dug in order to describe soils.  

He describes the levels as from surface to 20 cm (0-8 in) below surface as highly 

compacted white sand with admixtures of the brownish sandy clay loam immediately 

following the upper layer; from 60 to 80 cm (24-32 in) in a charcoal lens at a depth of 63 

cm (25 in) from the ground surface.  The charcoal lens is the Archaic midden, which is 

present across the site.  At 121 cm (48 in) below surface, the floor of unit is completely 

within the reddish-brown sandy clay layer.  Black outlines representing features were 

visible within this layer. 

In the excavation of Unit 2R7, Ruecking (1952:8) refers to an extremely hard 

crust from the surface down to 10 cm (4 in).  This crust is also mentioned in the first 12 

cm (5 in) of Unit 2R8.  A t 40–60 cm (16-24 in), the soil becomes quite soft.  In Unit -

1R8, Ruecking once again refers to compacted and hard soil of up to 20 cm (8 in).   

One of the reasons there is confusion regarding soil descriptions in The Soil 

Survey of Hidalgo County (1981) vs. physical evidence in the field is the fact that the 

Ayala burials were interred into an existing midden deposit.  The midden deposit itself 

was never described by Frizzell because it was not until the artifacts were analyzed that 
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Campbell and Frizzell (1969) realized that what was represented was a midden deposit 

based on artifacts analyzed later. Based on the available data, it appears that the Archaic 

midden at Ayala was located approximately 60–80 cm (24-32 in) below surface, across 

the investigated area of the site.   

 

HISTORY OF INVESTIGATIONS (JACK FRIZZELL, 1948)  

According to newspaper articles written by Charles Fink of the McAllen Valley 

Evening Monitor, five burials were discovered before Jack Frizzell arrived at the Ayala 

site.  Three burials were found after Frizzell left the site, recovered on July 23 and 24, 

1948. Frizzell attempted to salvage eight burials unearthed during construction activities, 

when a trench was dug for sewage line installation of a new house on the property, and 

collect all available information on the remains.  The sewer line trench ran 

west/southwest from the rear of the main house was 76 cm (2.5 ft) wide x 2 m (7 ft) deep 

x 54 m (180 ft) long, and terminated into the old riverbed at a depth of approximately 2 m 

(7 ft) below surface.  The burials were removed from the trench at depths ranging from 

60 cm to 1 m (2-6 ft), and were piled alongside the trench where they were found.  

Frizzell sketched the location of all eight burials in a horizontal plan map of the site 

(Figure 5.3 no scale available).   

Although he was not able to directly excavate any of the burials, Frizzell was able 

to gather from Mr. Ayala general information on the state of the burials and their location 

in relation to one another.  According to Mr. Ayala, all of the individuals whose burials 

had been disturbed were interred in the upright flexed position.  In burials exposed prior 

to removal of the remains, the hands of the individuals appeared to be crossed over each 

other (Frizzell 1948:3).   
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Figure 5.3.  Horizontal plan map of burial locations, Ayala site (After: Frizzell 1948: 4). 
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Frizzell worked under harsh conditions in 1948; he was pressed for time and was 

working alone.  Later, in 1949, under less stringent conditions, Campbell and Frizzell 

attempted to reconstruct the positions of the burials as they were found during the initial 

salvage operation.  This careful reconstruction, which served for the basis of Campbell 

and Frizzell’s 1949 article, was based on notes and extensive correspondence with the 

newspaper reporter, Charles Fink, who had been present at the majority of the discoveries 

and who was instrumental in the recovery of many of the remains.  He paid close 

attention to details, such as which remains were covered in red ochre, and which remains 

came out of what color of soil in the site’s stratigraphy (Jack Frizzell, Notes on the Ayala 

Site, 17 July 1948, Texas Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files 

[41HG1], The University of Texas At Austin). 

An important aspect of the 1948 investigation was the vertical establishment of 

burials at the Ayala site.  The walls of the trench in which the burials were found revealed 

two alluvial layers.  The top layer consisted of 1 m (3.25 ft) of light silt; under this, to the 

back of the trench, lay 91 cm (3 ft) of darker silt.  The following profile of vertical burial 

locations in 1948 was derived from Frizzell’s (1948) notes, and from memory and 

observations made by Frizzell and Fink (Figure 5.4). 

 

 

Figure 5.4.  Vertical profile of burial locations, Ayala site 1948 (After: Campbell and 
Frizzell 1949:67). 
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Burials 1 and 2 were found in the first meter (3.25 ft) of the trench, entirely in 

light silt.  Burials 7, 8, 9, and 10 were entirely in the lower layer of dark silt.  Burials 3, 4, 

5, and 6 were found in the intermediate zone between light and dark silt.  Frizzell was 

unable to determine in which matrix Burial 11 was found.  The last three burials found 

after Frizzell left the site, recovered on July 23 and 24, 1948 and sent by Charles Fink to 

Dr. T.N. Campbell at TARL, were stratigraphically placed in the Figure 6.4 profile by 

data based on Finks memory.  The receipt of Burials 9, 10, and 11 to the TARL brought 

the number of burials salvaged from the Ayala site in 1948 to 11.  According to TARL 

site files, the correspondence between Fink and Campbell regarding the Ayala site 

appears to stop after the submittal of the last three burials.  Based on Frizzell’s notes, 

Campbell’s correspondence with Fink, and the initial article submitted on the Ayala site, 

the following information could be gleaned from the burials: 

 

Burial 1  

Frizzell (1948) notes Burial 1 to be a single flexed burial found 60 cm (2 ft) into 

the trench in light silt.  The individual was sexed by the skull and long bones in 1949, and 

was determined to be an adult male.  No artifacts were recovered from the burial; 

however, red ochre was noted on the skull and long bones (Campbell and Frizzell 1949). 

By the time Frizzell visited the site on July 17, 1948, Burial 1 had been covered over with 

matrix (Frizzell 1948:4).   

  

Burial 2  

Burial 2 described by Frizzell (1948) as a single flexed burial found 90 cm (3 ft) 

into the trench in light silt.  The individual was sexed by the skull in 1949, and was 
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determined to be an adult male (Campbell and Frizzell 1949).  No additional information 

or artifacts were associated with Burial 2.  By the time Frizzell visited the site, Burial 2 

had been covered over (Jack Frizzell, Notes on the Ayala Site, 17 July 1948, Texas 

Archeological Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files [41HG1], The University of Texas 

At Austin). 

 

Burials 3 and 4 

Frizzell (1948) reports Burials 3 and 4 as single flexed burials interred into the 

transitional zone between light and dark silt, roughly a meter and a half (5 ft) below 

surface.  The remains associated with the two individuals were too fragmentary to derive 

any meaningful information in 1949 other than that the individuals were adults (Campbell 

and Frizzell 1949).  No artifacts were recovered with Burials 3 and 4.  When Frizzell 

visited the site, Burial 3 was already covered with matrix, but Burial 4 was still partially 

exposed (Jack Frizzell, Notes on the Ayala Site, 17 July 1948, Texas Archeological 

Research Laboratory [TARL] Site Files [41HG1], The University of Texas At Austin).   

 

Burials 5, 6, and 7 

Burials 5, 6, and 7 were reported by Mr. Ayala to be single flexed internments, 

which were not represented by any skeletal materials (Frizzell 1948).  These burials had 

been dug out of the walls of the trench, and apparently defined by distinct black soil, 

which surrounded the remains (Frizzell 1948:4).  Frizzell (1948) notes that a post had 

been sunk to within a foot of Burial 7 and this had appeared to disrupt the stratigraphy of 

the burial.  It was determined that Burials 5 and 6 were located in the transitional zone, 

approximately a meter and a half (5 ft) below surface between the dark and light silt 
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layers.  Burial 7 was determined to be entirely in the lower, dark silt layer, approximately 

180 cm (6 ft) below surface.  No artifacts were associated with Burial 5, 6, or 7.  A large 

chert gouge, classified as the Clear Fork Type, was found near Burial 5, but because it 

was not found in the burial pit, it is not believed to be associated directly with the burial 

(Campbell and Frizzell 1949:69-70).     

 

Burial 8 

A single flexed burial documented by Frizzell (1948) to be in an upright position, 

interred 2 m (6–7 ft) below surface in the dark silt layer.  In 1949, the individual was 

sexed by the skull, and was determined to be an adult female with a cranial index of 74.7 

(Campbell and Frizzell 1949).  This reading places the individual in the dolichocranic or 

long-headed population of Native Americans.  Death by violence to the individual was 

evidenced by a strong blow sustained to the right side of the frontal bone of the skull.   

Burial 8 was accompanied by 60 Oliva sayana shell beads (with the spire tips removed), 

two Busycon conch columella disk-shaped beads, and 32 tubular bone beads all in the 

region of the individual’s neck (Frizzell 1948:3).  The majority of the tubular bone beads 

are undecorated, but three have one groove, and two have two grooves.  Additional 

artifacts were found near Burial 8, but these are not believed to be directly associated 

with the burial.  They include a small gouge or scraper chipped on both faces, a whole 

dart point, and a distal portion of a dart point (Campbell and Frizzell 1949:68).  
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Burial 9  

Burial 9 was reported to be a single flexed burial not represented by any skeletal 

material.  It was entirely in the lower dark silt layer, approximately 2 m (6 ft) below 

surface, with no associated artifacts (Campbell and Frizzell 1949:66). 

 

Burial 10 

Burial 10 is a group burial of two adults and three children.  All but one of the 

individuals was found in the flexed position with forearms crossed; the exception was 

one individual whose hands may have been adjacent to the face.  Burial 10 was reported 

entirely in the lower layer of dark silt, approximately 2 m (6 ft) below surface.  Cranial 

analysis conducted on one of the female adults gave a reading of 73, placing her in the 

dolichocranic or long-headed population (Campbell and Frizzell 1949:69).   

The other adult showed evidence of violence by the presence of the distal 

fragment of a small dart point embedded in the right side of the centrum of one of the 

lumbar vertebrae (Campbell and Frizzell 1949:68).  Associated artifacts interred with 

Burial 10 included a necklace of small tubular bone beads (16 recovered) interred with 

one of the infants, and an adult with a necklace of alternating shell and bone beads (10 

disk-shaped Busycon conch beads, and seven tubular bone beads) (Campbell and Frizzell 

1949:69).  

 

Burial 11 

Burial 11 was an infant burial with no positioning or data available (Fink to 

Campbell, Personal Communication, 1948). No artifacts were recovered with Burial 11.   
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HISTORY OF INVESTIGATIONS (FREDERICK RUECKING, 1952)  

In 1952, Frederick Ruecking conducted additional investigations at the Ayala site.  

His documentation is in the form of a field report consisting of handwritten notes, an 

inventory catalog, and sketches (Ruecking 1952).  A sketch map with the locations of the 

burials he investigated, and a number of additional burial locations for which no data are 

provided, is present in his notes (Figure 5.5 no scale available).   

 

 

Figure 5.5.  Burial locations, Ayala site, 1952 (After: Hester and Ruecking 1969:148). 
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It appears that the initial plan proposed by Ruecking (1952) was to establish a grid 

in order to excavate portions of the site in a controlled manner using units.  He notes that 

a grid of squares was laid out in order to excavate a meter-long (5 ft) trench.  Levels were 

to be excavated in 15-cm (6 in) increments for each square, with the level taken from the 

southwest corner of each square.  Ruecking further notes that all recovered materials 

were cataloged and given permanent numbers after fieldwork was completed.  It is 

unclear from Ruecking’s (1952) field notes whether artifacts were cataloged and given 

specimen numbers after each level was dug, or whether they were recorded after their 

respective test squares were excavated.  The “Preliminary Material” section of the notes 

also states that notations were made on any features encountered, with reference to the 

test squares in which they were excavated (Ruecking 1952:1). 

Ruecking’s excavations began with Test Square 1L1 in the meter-long (5 ft) 

trench.  A projectile point and hammerstone were recovered from the surface, which may 

be the reason this location was first selected for excavation.  The first 10 cm (4 in) of the 

square are described as a highly compacted hard layer of white sand in which glass 

fragments, nails, and a piece of glazed ceramic, flakes, snail shell, and burned rock were 

recovered (Ruecking 1952:1).  The field catalog section for Test Square 1L1 lists a 

concave scraper and fired clay for Level 2 (15–30 cm [6-12 in] below surface), and the 

basal fragment of a projectile point and a retouched flake among the materials recovered 

in Level 3 (30–45 cm [12-18 in]) below surface.  Flakes and snail shell continued to be 

recovered in subsequent levels, and in Level 5 (60-76 cm [24-30 in] below surface), the 

basal fragment of a dart point, burned rock, burned clay, and animal bone fragments were 

recovered (Ruecking 1952:1).  From 91–106 cm (36–42 in) below surface, in Level 6, 

Ruecking notes an increase in the amount of animal bone in the matrix, as well as the 

presence of seeds.  A hammerstone, a retouched flake, and piece of sandstone are also 
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listed for the level (Ruecking 1952:11).  In Level 9 of Test Square 1L1, a brownish soil 

was present in the layers previous to Level 9, but at 106 cm (42 in) below surface, it gives 

way to a reddish brown coarse sandy loam.  The artifacts listed for the level are a side 

scraper and a mussel shell (encountered at the base of the level) (Ruecking 1952:11).    

On June 7, 1952, Ruecking began the excavation of an additional Test Square, 

3L1, and excavated Test Squares 1L1 and 3L1 simultaneously.  In 3L1, the top 5 cm (2 

in) are described as a white sand layer, where nails, a piece of crockery, a button, glass 

fragments, sea shells, fragments of metal, animal bone, and a glass bead were recorded.  

At around 15 cm (0–6 in) in Level 1, animal bone and snail shell were recovered; these 

continued into Level 2 (15–30 cm [6-12 in]) where they were accompanied by two 

projectile points and a retouched flake (Ruecking 1952:2).   

Work for the first week of investigations at the Ayala site ended on June 7 and 

was resumed three days later, on June 10, were Ruecking continued investigation of Test 

Square 1L1.  At about a meter down (48-54 in), Level 10, yielded some chert debitage, 

and a soil change was noted.  The matrix in this level became increasingly sandy, had an 

increased reddish tint, and was described as sandy clay in the notes.  At the base of 1L1, 

chert debitage became scarce, but animal bone was still present (Ruecking 1952:2-3).  

After termination of 1L1, Ruecking resumed work on Test Square 3L1; the 

description for Level 3 is missing from the notes, but a side scraper and animal bone are 

listed in the field catalog section (Ruecking 1952:12).  In Level 4, (45-66 cm [18-26 in] 

below surface), the methodology was changed from excavating in 6-in levels to 8-in 

levels (Ruecking 1952:2).  According to the notes, the decision was made because larger 

levels made screening for materials easier.  The excavation of 3L1 yielded similar 

artifacts as the adjacent test square in terms of lithic debitage, snail shell, and animal 

bone.  The exception was mussel shell noted in Level 6, at 81–101 cm (32-40 in) below 
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surface.  Test Square 3L1 was abandoned in Level 8 (121-142 cm [48-56 in]), when the 

numbers of lithic debitage and animal bone diminished (Ruecking 1952:3). 

 

Burial 1  

Mr. Ayala’s workers interrupted the start of excavation of the next test square 

with the discovery of a burial.  Due to the haphazard digging taking place during 

construction activities, Ruecking spent most of his time trying to document the 

discoveries made by untrained laborers.  Matters were further complicated by the rumor 

of a “treasure cave” on the property, which caused the workers to excavate the human 

remains in a haphazard manner in their search for gold.  Burial 1 was discovered when 

workmen dug a 1.5 x 4 m (5 x 15 ft) trench on another part of the property.  Although 

three burials were noted in the trench, only one was collected.  The two non-collected 

burials in the trench were in bad shape, and Ruecking (1952:3) believed that no useful 

information could be derived from them. Ruecking (1952) describes Burial 1:  
 

The skull and long bones of the burial designated as Ayala No. 1 in this work 
were collected.  The long bones appear to be fragmentary to a great extent.  The 
skull was partially restored.  Pressure of the earth appears to have distorted the 
cranium slightly.  The position that the skeleton occupied was obtained primarily 
from the vertebrae, which fortunately were left in place (Ruecking 1952:3). 

 

Although Ruecking mentions that the vertebrae were in place, there is no mention 

of the positioning of Burial 1, but the field catalog states the remains were recovered 

approximately 1.5 m (5 ft) below surface.  According to this catalog, which lists Burial 1 

under Series Numbers B1-1 through B1-56, the associated remains included a sacrum, 

right and left femora, right and left radii, right and left ulnae, right and left humeri, right 

and left clavicles, right and left scapulae, left tibia, right and left ischia, right and left ilia, 
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cervical vertebrae, thoracic vertebrae, lumbar vertebrae, large and small cranial 

fragments, and a portion of restored skull (Ruecking 1952:13-14).  The author infers from 

Ruecking’s notes that the majority of remains from Burial 1 were very fragmented.  His 

field inventory was based on the fragmentary bones he believed were present as they 

were recovered in the field.  In addition to the remains, artifacts associated with Burial 1 

include a deer antler, a conch shell ornament, incised bone ornament, sea shell ornament 

(Oliva), animal bone, canine tooth ornament, 19 bone beads, and two projectile points 

(Ruecking 1952: 14).   

   

 

 

Figure 5.6.  Burial 1 artifacts, Ayala site, 1952 (Source: Hester and Ruecking 1969:150-
153). 
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Burial 2  

On June 13, 1952, when Ruecking returned to the site, two workmen informed 

him of the discovery of two more burials.  One burial was left in the wall to be excavated 

in a controlled manner.  The other burial is described in Ruecking’s notes as Burial 2.  

Before Ruecking could adequately investigate Burial 2, however, the remains had been 

strewn out on the bank of the resaca.  He did his best to locate the majority of the remains 

but was only able to recover fragments of the skull in the hope of later conducting 

reconstruction studies on the cranium (Ruecking 1952:3).   

Ruecking’s field catalog records that the remains of Burial 2 were found 

approximately 1.5 m (5 ft) below surface, south of Burial 1, but no data were available on 

the position of the remains since the workmen disrupted them.  The field catalog lists 

Burial 2 as Series Numbers B2-1 through B2-18 as inventoried by the following remains: 

two unidentifiable skull fragments, right and left mandibles, right and left temporals, 

fragments of the right and left maxillas, fragments of the occipitals, right and left 

temporals, and right and left parietals (Ruecking 1952:13-15).  No artifacts associated 

with Burial 2 are listed in the field catalog.   

 

Burial 3 

Burial 3, with Series Numbers B4-1 through B4-75, was the second burial 

encountered on June 13, 1952.  Located west of Burial 1, it was left in the wall for 

Ruecking to systematically excavate.  Ruecking opened a unit adjacent to the trench dug 

by Mr. Ayala in order to investigate Burial 3, and began excavation of the unit in 8-in 

levels until the burial was reached.  A bone bead was recovered in Level 5, at 60–81cm 

(24–32 in); another was found in Level 6, at 81–96cm (32-38 in) (Ruecking 1952:4).  At 

96–111cm (38–44 in) below surface, in Level 7, the outline of the burial pit was 
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encountered.  Human remains began to emerge, and a necklace consisting of 76 bone 

beads was discovered.  Ruecking sketched what was visible of the remains and also the 

relation of Burials 1 and 3 to each other (Figure 5.7 no scale available).   

 

 
 

Figure 5.7. Relative position of Burials 1 and 3, Ayala site (After: Ruecking 1952: 47).  

 

In Level 8, at 111–127 cm (44–50 in) below surface, Ruecking noticed that the 

skull was not present.  To locate the cranial remains, he removed the portions of the 

previously sketched post-cranial elements.  Although Ruecking determined that the 

remains were in the flexed or semi-flexed position lying on the right side, the skull was 

not located.  In the next level, at 127– 42 cm (50–56 in) below surface, the base of the 

burial pit was noted by a dark black soil surrounded by a reddish brown clay.  Below the 

burial pit, at a depth of 149 cm (59 in), a triangular projectile point was noted (Ruecking 

1952:4).   
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The field catalog section lists the following human remains for Burial 3 (under 

Series Number B4) right humerus, left tibia, right humerus, right clavicle, left fibula, left 

mandible, right scapula, left femur, rib fragment, first  metacarpal, second metacarpal, 

second metatarsal, 14 rib fragments, and a left femur.  Artifacts listed under the series 

include animal bones, bone bead fragments, three bone beads, shell fragments, 76 bone 

beads, and a projectile point (Ruecking 1952:16-17) (Figure 5.8 no scale available). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8.  Sketch of Burial 3, Ayala site, 1952 (After: Ruecking 1952:37). 

Later analysis of the artifacts by Hester and Ruecking (1969:151-154) clarified 

the types of artifacts that had been interred with or found around Burial 3.  The necklace 

of 76 bone beads was made of animal bone, with the beads measuring an average of 10 
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mm in length, 5mm in width, with bone wall diameter of 0.5 mm (see Figure 5.9a-f).  

Several of the beads belonging to the necklace display cut marks, and one bead has two 

encircling grooves (see Figure 5.9g).  Additional beads include five disk-shaped conch 

shell beads measuring an average of 9–11 mm in diameter, with a thickness of 2–4 mm 

(see Figure 5.9h-s).  The projectile point was a triangular dart point; as noted above, the 

point was not found with Burial 3 but beneath it, in the Archaic period midden 

surrounding the burial.  No photographs or sketches of the point are present in Hester and 

Ruecking (1969) because it was not available for study. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9.  Examples of artifacts associated with Burial 3, Ayala site, 1952 (Source: 
Hester and Ruecking 1969:150-153). 

 

On June 14 Ruecking resumed excavation of the test squares in the original grid 

that had been set up on the first day of the 1952 investigations.  Excavation of Test 
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Square 2L1 began in 8-in levels, and in the first level, mussel shell fragments, a piece of 

crockery, nails, animal bone, and glass were recovered.  The test square continued 

yielding mussel shell fragments, snail shell, and animal bones from Level 2 (0–40 cm [8-

16 in]) down.  In Level 4, at 66–86 cm (26-34 in) below surface, an increase in chert 

debitage and snail shell was noted.  Bone beads, a graver, three retouched flakes, mussel 

shell, and animal bone were also recovered from the level.  Ruecking (1952) continued 

excavating the test square, hoping to find a burial, but at Level 7, at approximately 127–

142 cm (50-56 in), the square was abandoned when the artifacts diminished and the 

reddish brown sandy clay loam previously noted below the burial pits was encountered 

(Ruecking 1952:4-5). 

 

Burial 4 

It is unclear when Burial 4 was excavated, but it appears to have been on June 17, 

1952, when workmen hit the burial in their trench at a depth of 1.5 m below surface (5 

ft).  At this point, Ruecking excavated a 121 x 76 cm (48 x 30 in) unit adjacent to the 

trench, called it the “Extended Square of Trench 2” and began excavating the burial in 

15-cm (6 in) increments in order to collect and document associated funerary items 

(Ruecking 1952:5).  All materials down to 111 cm (44 in) below surface were discarded; 

the reason was time constraints and the fact that the materials recovered mirrored those 

recovered from previously excavated test squares.   From 111–27 cm (44–50 in) below 

surface, animal bones began to appear, but it was not until 157–172 cm (62–68 in) that 

human remains were unearthed (Ruecking 1952:5). 

Burial 4 was located north of Burial 1, 1.5 m (5 ft) below surface, and as 

Ruecking came into contact with the remains, they were documented and removed.  The 

condition of the burial was very poor.  No trace of the skull or spinal column was noted 
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(but cranial fragments are listed in the inventory), and the remains that were recovered 

were fragmented and crumbled easily.  The skeletal inventory in Ruecking’s site catalog 

lists the following fragmented remains for Burial 4 under Series Numbers B5–1 through 

B5-58: left and right tibiae, right and left ulnae, two portions of the left radius, a right 

humerus, two fragments of the right femur, the left femur, left parietal, left radius, three 

ulna fragments, three third metacarpals, a metatarsal, rib bone fragments, two humerus 

fragments, a fibula fragment, and unidentifiable bone fragments.  Artifacts found below 

the burial pit in the Archaic midden at a depth of 127–142 cm (50–56 in) below surface 

listed in the field catalog are two retouched flakes, a side scraper, and animal bone.  No 

other artifacts were found in direct association with Burial 4 (Ruecking 1952:16-17).      

At this point in Ruecking’s excavation notes, the information becomes extremely 

confusing.  After Burial 4 was excavated, Ruecking (1952) states that he excavated a 10-

ft (3 m) square to provide a general stratigraphic profile of the site.  This test square was 

located 26 ft (7 m) from the southeast corner of the test square added to Trench 2. 

From what can be interpreted of the field notes, the 10-ft square appears to 

contain Test Squares 12R5, 11R5, 11R6, and 12R6, but not all of the squares were fully 

excavated.  The first test square excavated is referred to as 12R5. Level 1, at 0–20 cm (0-

8 in) below surface, yielded a substantial amount of cow bone and a small amount of 

lithic debitage.  The matrix of the first level is described as highly compacted white sand 

with an admixture of brownish sandy clay loam.  In Level 2, 20–40 cm (8-16 in) soft and 

loose fill was discovered in the northeast corner of the square, and was explained by Mr. 

Ayala as the location of a burial that had been removed at some point in the past.  No 

artifacts were recovered because of the fill, and it was decided to cease excavation in that 

portion of the trench because of the disturbance.   
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The notes state that the excavation of 12R5 stopped once fill from the old burial 

pit was found and no artifacts are listed in the field catalog.  But the field notes continue 

into the next level (Ruecking 1952:5-6).  It is likely that Ruecking stopped excavation 

only in the northeast corner of the square where the burial was encountered; it appears 

that the remainder of the unit was excavated to a third level.  In Level 3, at 40–60 cm (16-

24 in), the fill of the old burial was still visible, and lithic debit age, snail shell, and 

animal bone were present in the intact matrix.  In Level 4, at 63 cm (25 in) below surface, 

a charcoal lens was discovered approximately 83 cm (33 in) from the north wall and 45 

cm (18 in) from the west wall of the test square (Ruecking 1952:6).  In Level 5, the last 

fully excavated level (81–101 cm [32–40 in] below surface), Ruecking (1952:6) states 

that, “In the SW corner an apparent burial was discovered.  By the time the 40 inch level 

had been reached in the extended square, there were no signs of a burial, and the square 

was abandoned at 48 inches below surface.” Although the southwest corner of the unit 

was abandoned from further investigation because no burial was recovered, the 11R5, 

11R6, and 12R6 test squares continued to be investigated.  The field notes state that all 

three squares were excavated through a reddish sandy clay matrix to 101–121 cm (40-48 

in) below surface.  While the excavation of the three test squares from Levels 1-5 are not 

described in the field notes, artifacts for the levels of each of these squares are listed in 

the field catalog.  The materials recovered include a hammerstone (11R5, Level 2, at 20–

40 cm [8-16 in] below surface), burned rock (11R6, Level 3, at 40–60 cm [16-24 in]), a 

gouge fragment (11R5, Level 7, at 121–142 cm [48-56 in]), and a bone bead (11R5, 

Level 9, at 152–167 cm [60-66 in]) below surface (Ruecking 1952:6).  

Scattered and fragmented human remains began to be uncovered in the 11R5 and 

11R6 test squares at 60–81 cm (24-32 in) below surface, and continued in subsequent 

levels.  Upon reaching the base of the test square, several black outlines were noted.  
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Figure 5.10.  The beginning of Burial 5, Ayala site (After: Ruecking 1952:38). 
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From 121–142 cm (48-56 in) below surface, the black outlines noted in the two 

test squares at the base of the previous level were excavated but not the surrounding 

matrix.  In the black areas, human bone, burned rock, and animal bone fragments were 

retrieved (Figure 5.10 no scale available).  Neither of the two test squares yielded any 

material from 142–157 cm (56-62 in) below surface, and Test Square 11R6 was 

abandoned at 157 cm (62 in) below surface.  The black burial pit in Test Square 11R5 

was excavated to 182 (72 in) below surface.  In this last level of the burial pit, human 

remains, animal remains, and a bone bead were recovered.  It is not clear from his notes 

why Ruecking (1952) abandoned 11R6 but continued to excavate11R5.  Possibly he was 

pressed for time.  Although Ruecking’s notes from June 1952 do not state it, this author 

proposes that the excavation of the 11R5 and 11R6 test squares represents the first 

investigation of Burial 5.  It appears that the excavation of Burial 5 was resumed on 

December 23, 1952, the second day of Ruecking’s return to field investigations.  As his 

notes show:  
 

Worked full day, completing preliminary excavation of Ayala fill and setting up 
squares for excavation. In this excavation several fragments of the Ayala burial 
discovery were found.  These were preserved and recorded as Burial 5 (B6).  Two 
squares were excavated at the same time (Ruecking 1952:7). 

 

There is no sketch of Burial 5 from the December investigation, but there are two 

sketches from June 18 and 20 with two burial pits that represent the 11R5 test square 

(Figures 5.11 and Figure 5.12 no scale available).  
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Figure 5.11. Burial 5, Ayala site, 1952 (After: Ruecking 1952:40). 
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Figure 5.12. Burial 5, Ayala site, 1952 (After: Ruecking 1952:39). 
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Burial 5 

As stated previously, it is believed that Burial 5, containing two individuals, was 

the last burial excavated by Ruecking (1952).  Found approximately 1.5 m (5 ft) below 

surface, and roughly 22 m (75 ft) southwest of Burial 1, the field catalog inventory for 

Burial 5 lists both adult and child remains under Series Numbers B6–1 through B6-94, 

and 116 through 155.  The following table represents the inventory for adult Burial 5. 

 

Table 5.1.  Remains Associated with Adult Burial 5. 

Aspect Whole / Fragment Side Number 

femur Fragment Right 4 

femur Fragment Left 3 

humerus Fragment Right 2 

scapula Fragment Right 1 

Skull Fragment  Many 

Fibula Fragment Right 3 

Ulna Fragment Right 2 

Ulna whole    Left 1 

clavicle Whole Right 1 

metatarsal Whole  4 

metacarpal Whole  2 

temporal Whole Right 1 

scapula Whole Left 1 

Illium Fragment Right 2 

Illium Fragment Left 2 

temporal Whole Left 1 

Fibula Fragment Left 2 

Illium Fragment ? 2 

femur Fragment ? 2 

lumbar Whole  2 

humerus Fragment ? 4 

occipital Fragment  3 

Fibula Fragment ? 2 

Rib Fragment ? 12 
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patella Whole Right 1 

patella Whole Left 1 

thoracic Whole  2 

clavicle Whole Left 1 

phalange Whole ? 4 

frontal Fragment ? 1 

cuneiform Fragment ? 2 

navicular Fragment ? 2 

tarsus Whole ? 1 

cuboid Whole ? 1 

 

The following represents the child or juvenile remains of Burial 5: right femur, 

fibula fragment, two frontal bones, a right humerus, and a right occipital fragment 

(Ruecking 1952:17-19).  An abundance of shell and animal bone was recovered from 

11R5 (Level 8 [157–182 cm, or 62-72 in, below surface]) in the burial pits of Burial 5.  

Unknown to Ruecking at the time of collection, numerous shell and animal bone artifacts 

were represented among the materials (Figure 5.13).   

When Hester and Ruecking (1969:154-155) analyzed the artifacts in 1969, they 

found marine shell beads and bone pendants.  The shell artifact inventory included Oliva 

sayana shell beads with the spire tips removed, ranging in size from 37-50 mm long, and 

16- 27 mm wide (see Figure 5.13a-g) and six disk-shaped Busycon conch shell beads 

ranging in size from 10-18 mm in diameter and 2-3.5 mm in thickness (see Figure 5.13h-

s).  Bone artifacts were represented by 12 perforated carnivore (coyote) canines (see 

Figure 5.13t-ee) and four rectanguloid bone pendants.  Three of the bone pendants are 

undecorated and range from 23-45 mm in length, 9-15 mm in width, and 1.5-2 mm in 

width (see Figure 5.13ff-hh).  The fourth pendant is decorated with two incised “X” 

shaped designs on half of one side of the pendant, while the opposite side displays two 

parallel incised lines running the length of the piece (see Figure 5.13II).  The decorated 
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pendant measures 42 mm in length, 13 mm in width, and has a maximum thickness of 2.5 

mm (Hester and Ruecking 1969:154-155).    

 
 

 

Figure 5.13.  Artifacts associated with Burial 5, Ayala site, 1952  (Source: Hester and 
Ruecking 1969:150, 152). 

 

After Burial 5 was recovered, Ruecking excavated Test Squares 3R7 and 3R8.  

Both squares were excavated in 20 cm (8-in) levels simultaneously and yielded animal 

bone and snail shell in Levels 2-6 (20–111 cm [8-44 in]).  The notes state that a human 

tibia was recovered in 3R7, Level 3, at 40–60 cm (16-24 in).  The tibia is the only portion 

of human remains encountered in the test square, and there is very little information on it 
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in Ruecking’s notes.  Two features were recorded in Level 4, at 60–81 cm (24-32 in) in 

3R7.  Feature 1 consisted of fire-cracked rock, charcoal flecks, and animal bone 

fragments.  Feature 2 is described as a cluster of bird bones measuring 15 cm (6 in) in 

diameter and located 81 cm (32 in) below surface.  Level 5, at 81–96 cm (32-38 in), and 

Level 6, at 96–111 cm (38-44 in), contained a paucity of lithic debitage and bone.  The 

excavation of the test square was terminated at 111 cm (44 in) below surface (Ruecking 

1952:8).  

On December 27, 1952, shortly after beginning the excavation of Level 5 in 3R7, 

Mr. Ayala’s workmen disturbed a burial while digging a trench adjacent to a garden on 

the property.  Ruecking halted the excavation of Test Square 3R7 to excavate it.  It was 

carefully uncovered, sketched, and designated as Burial 7 (Figure 5.14 no scale 

available). This is the sixth burial that was excavated from the Ayala site in 1952, but it 

was the seventh set of human remains.  

 

Figure 5.14.  Burial 6, Ayala site, 1952 (After: Ruecking 1952:49). 
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Burial 6    

Burial 6 was discovered on December 27, 1952, and was the last burial recovered 

by Ruecking (1952).  It is listed in the field catalog under Series Numbers B7-1 through 

B7-47 (Ruecking 1952:19).  The burial was found at 76–106 cm (30-42 in) below 

surface, 38 m (125 ft) east of Burial 1, and consisted of the remains listed in Table 5.2.  

In addition, a turtle shell was recovered 81 cm (32 in) below surface in the 

vicinity of Burial 6.  

 

Table 5.2.  Remains Associated with Burial 6. 

Aspect Whole / Fragment Side Number 

Occipital Fragment -- 2 

Frontal Fragment -- 4 

Parietal Fragment -- 8 

Temporal Fragment -- 1 

Femur Fragment Right 2 

Tibia whole  Left 1 

Ulna Whole Right 1 

Femur Whole Left 1 

Radius Whole Left 1 

Fibulae Fragments Left 3 

miscellaneous Fragments -- 10 

Femur Fragments -- 6 

metacarpal  -- -- 1 

Ulna Fragment Left 1 

Tibia Fragment Right 1 

 

On December 29, 1952, Ruecking excavated Test Squares 2R7 and 2R8.  In Level 

1 of 2R7 and 2R8, the first 12 cm (5 in) of the units consisted of a very hard crusty matrix 

of soil.  Test Square 2R7 yielded mussel shell, snail shell, three pieces of animal bone, 

and a retouched flake; Test Square 2R8 contained a retouched flake, snail shell, a 
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crockery fragment, and 14 pieces of animal bone.  Only animal bone was recovered from 

Level 2, at 20–40 cm (8-16 in), but in Level 3, at 40–60 cm (16-24 in), two reworked 

chert flakes were recovered.  Ruecking (1952) terminated 2R7 and 2R8 in Level 5, at 

approximately 81–101 cm (32-40 in) below surface, based on a paucity of artifacts.   

Test Squares 1R7 and 1R8 were the final two excavated in the 1952 field season 

at the Ayala site.  It is likely that Ruecking chose their location for excavation based on 

the surface find of a side scraper, knife, and basal portion of a projectile point.  An 

appreciable amount of material was not recovered in 1R7 until Level 3, where the basal 

fragment of a projectile point, animal bone, and snail shell were documented.  In Level 4, 

at 60–81 cm (24-32 in), a fire pit containing charcoal and burned rock was recorded.  The 

pit measured 48 cm in length x 30 cm in width x 83 cm in depth (1.6 ft in x 1 ft x 33 in).  

Ruecking terminated excavation of the test square after the fire pit and concentrated on 

the excavation of 1R8 (Ruecking 1952:9).  Two hearths were recorded in 1R8, and both 

were confined to Level 2 (Figure 5.15).   

Hearth 1, located 30 cm (12 in) below surface, contained mussel shell, animal 

bone fragments, and burned rock mixed with charcoal.  The notes describe the hearth 

zone as 7 cm (3 in) thick, with a soil matrix markedly darker than the surrounding test 

square.  Hearth 2 was similar to the first hearth in materials recovered, but it was smaller 

in diameter.  It measured 30 cm (1 ft) in diameter and it spanned from 30–38 cm (12-15 

in) below surface.  In Level 4, at 60–76 cm (24-30 in), a small pocket of bone, charcoal 

flecks, and fire-cracked rock were encountered.  Ruecking (1952:9) speculates that this 

may have represented a hearth at one time, but the lack of distinction to the feature 

precluded it from being categorized as such.  Ruecking’s investigations at the Ayala site 

ended on December 31, 1952.  
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Figure 5.15.  Midden deposit at the Ayala site, Hearths 1 and 2 (After: Ruecking 
1952:48). 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATIONS AT 
THE AYALA SITE (41HG1) 

Discussion 

Based on data from the Ayala site (41HG1) reviewed from the 1949 and 1952 

investigations, it is clear that a cemetery and midden deposit into which remains were 

interred characterize Ayala.  The midden deposit is Archaic, based on the presence of 

gouges, a triangular knife, and triangular dart point.  Animal bone, charcoal, burned rock, 

marine shell, and snail shells were also recovered.  Lithic debitage was present (n=30), 

and snail shell was common (documented at every level in every test square excavated), 

although none was collected.  
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In the 1948-salvage excavation, Jack Frizzell investigated 11 burials, with a total 

of 15 interred individuals.  Many of the remains of 1948 listed as “not represented by any 

skeletal material” were so severely damaged that only fragments were present (i.e., 

Burials 5, 6, 7, and 9).  Frizzell notes that when he first came on the scene, human 

remains were scattered across the site.  Various newspaper clippings from the McAllen 

Valley Evening Monitor, which first reported the finds, support this observation.  The 

remains from Burials 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11 from 1948 were not collected, so they are not in 

the Human Osteology Collection at TARL in Austin, Texas.  Frizzell states that careful 

screening of the burial pits at the time they were unearthed (prior to his arrival) would 

have yielded more associated artifacts, and suggested that subsequent investigations to 

encounter burials should have concentrated on using lateral and parallel test trenches.    

The most important contribution of the 1948 and 1952 investigations was that the 

investigation yielded data that mimicked the characteristics formerly outlined and 

attributed to Brownsville Complex sites by MacNeish (1948) and Anderson (1932).  

These characteristics included circular, 1-m (4-5-ft) deep burial pits representing single or 

multiple interments, where the position of the burials were flexed with forearms crossed 

or hands adjacent to the face, and burial goods such as red ochre, Oliva sayana tinklers, 

Oliva sayana beads, disc-shaped Busycon conch shell beads and pendants, and tubular 

bone beads (Hester and Ruecking 1969:156).  Seventeen burials (containing 22 

individuals) were investigated in the 1948 and 1952 field seasons, but only 11 burials 

(containing 16 individuals) were brought back to be housed in the Human Osteology 

Collection.  Based on the data from 1948 and 1952, Burials 1, 2, 4, and 5 were each 

found 1.5 m (5 ft) below surface, while Burials 3 and 6 were found 1.0 m (3.5 ft) below 

surface.  This information is based on Frizzell’s profile of the 1948 burials from the site, 

Ruecking’s notes from 1952, and the positioning of the midden.  One of the questions 
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stemming from investigations at the Ayala site is the age of the burials interred into the 

Archaic-period midden.  Radiocarbon assays derived from the site as part of the author’s 

research have shown that the burials are Late Prehistoric, as previously assumed.   

 

Summary 

  A review of the primary data compiled from the 1948 and 1952 excavations was 

conducted in order to address the question of burial numbers.  The data compiled in 1948 

and 1952 investigations at the Ayala site are confusing and make it difficult to determine 

the exact number of burials excavated by Ruecking in 1952.  Ruecking’s specimen 

inventory lists five burials (1, 2, 3, 4, and 6), but a sketch for a Burial 7 also appears in 

his notes.  It would seem that Ruecking had trouble correlating the 1948 data with his 

own, and no horizontal plan of burials appears in Campbell and Frizzell (1949).  

Reviewing the original notes of the Ayala site, as well as the accompanying 

publications (Campbell and Frizzell 1949; Hester and Ruecking 1969), the author noted 

two major problems with the 1948 and 1952 data.  The first major issue is that no 

horizontal plan of burials was available from the 1948 investigations.  A result of this is 

that Ruecking, in attempting to coincide Frizzell’s data with his own, sketched 44 burial 

locations on his site map (Hester and Ruecking 1969).  The numerous burial locations on 

the map is likely the result of Ruecking’s understanding of where the 1948 burials were 

recovered, indicated locations of remains disturbed by workers from 1952, locations of 

remains as indicated by Mr. Ayala from construction activities between 1949 and 1952, 

and locations of burials excavated by Ruecking in 1952.  Evidence of this speculation can 

be seen in Frizzell’s notes, which state that human remains were strewn all over the 

property upon his arrival to the site, and many times when he started working on a test 
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square, excavations were interrupted because of a discovery made on another part of the 

property.   

The author discovered a second discrepancy while reviewing the original notes 

and data compiled from 1952. After the retrieval of Burial 2 during the initial field 

investigations, Ruecking’s notes and field catalog do not coincide.  This confusion is 

directly associated with the incorrect labeling, or sequencing, of the “series numbers” 

used to describe the burials (Ruecking 1952).  After the investigation of the second burial 

encountered during the field season, not listed in the notes, but stated in the field catalog 

is the B3 series number.  The message beside it states, “The B3 Series was used to refer 

to material in the possession of Mr. Ayala which came from a burial a few feet from 

Burial 2.  Among these artifacts is a milling stone which Mr. Ayala says was found at a 

depth of about 4 ft” (Ruecking 1952:5).   

The author believes that this discrepancy was never corrected on the field 

inventory for the remains brought back to TARL from the Ayala site in 1952.  The B3 

remains in Mr. Ayala’s possession were not part of the skeletal inventory brought back to 

Austin, Texas.  The author further believes that this discrepancy is where additional 

confusion regarding the 1952 investigations at the Ayala site originates.  As stated 

previously, no artifacts or remains were recovered for the burial with Series Number B3.  

The above quote is the only reference to the burial in Ruecking’s notes and field catalog.  

The next burial discussed is Burial 3, with Series Number B4.  The field catalog section 

is confusing because B4 represents the third burial that Ruecking himself investigated in 

the 1952 field season, but it was necessary to go through the notes in detail to make this 

determination.   

In addition, the skeletal inventory in Ruecking’s site catalog lists the fragmented 

remains for Burial 4 under Series Numbers B5 –1 through B5 – 58, which may be the 
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source of confusion documented in Hester and Ruecking’s 1969 article.  There has 

always been confusion regarding the Ayala site’s Burials 5, 6, and 7.  Hester and 

Ruecking’s (1969:154) article note this confusion.  Part of the problem is likely that 

Ruecking’s first visit to the site ended on June 22, 1952, and he did not return to finish 

his investigations until December 23 of the same year.  As Hester and Ruecking (1969) 

state: 

 

Burial 5 is also quite perplexing.  Skeletal fragments of an adult and a juvenile are 
present but no sketch map or other documentation exists for the burial, and 
therefore the relationship of the two individuals within the grave is unknown.  The 
burial is said to have been found about 5 ft below surface, circa 75 ft southwest of 
Burial 1. It is possible that this burial (like others at the site) was uncovered by the 
laborers working for the landowner; it may have been so badly disturbed that 
Ruecking was unable to accurately record it (Hester and Ruecking 1969:154). 

 

Ruecking’s first visit to the Ayala site ended in June 1952, and he did not return 

to finish his investigations until December of the same year. In Ruecking’s field catalog, 

an inventory for burial “NONE” (Series Number B6) is present between the inventories 

for Burial 4 (Series Number B5) and Burial 6 (Series Number B7) during the same time 

investigations were resumed.  In addition, human remains are listed for Series Numbers 

116-155 described as “child” and “adult“ that are listed for Levels 4, at 60–81 cm (24-32 

in), through Level 9, at 152–167 cm (60-66 in) (Ruecking 1952:17-19).   

It appears that Ruecking began listing human remains by the square from where 

they were recovered; giving each recovered item its own series number.  This 

methodology of listing materials recovered from the site switched at some point (perhaps 

to prevent confusion) to listing burials as “B# (found in sequence) - #(series number)”.  

This hypothesis is supported by a statement made in Ruecking (1952) after Series # 156 

that states: “Note: A change of Numbers associated with Burials follows. Burial 
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designated and Catalog number is according to Burial Number in the following sequential 

arrangement in this catalog” (Ruecking 1952:13). 

Burial 5 was the last burial to be excavated in Ruecking’s June 1952 visit, and 

excavation of the burial was not completed until December 1952.  Found approximately a 

meter and a half (5 ft) below surface, both adult and child remains are listed under Series 

Number B6–1 through B6-94 and 116 through 155 are listed for Burial 5 (Ruecking 

1952:13).  Ruecking’s notes state that in Test Square 3R7, Level 3, from 40–60 cm (16-

24 in), a lone human tibia was recovered at 45 cm (18 in) below surface (Ruecking 

1952:7).  It appears that Ruecking was referring to this tibia as “Burial 6” initially, 

because the excavation of Test Square 3R7 was not completed prior to the documentation 

of the burial in the garden.  The author believes that that is the root of the confusion 

regarding Burials 6 and 7.  Ruecking had just begun excavating Level 3 from 40–60 cm 

(16-24 in) in 3R7, when he found a tibia he thought was human and started to call it 

Burial 6.  At the same time, he had to stop his investigation of the tibia to excavate 

“Burial 7.”  The tibia was an isolated find, not associated with a burial, so Ruecking 

discontinued referring to it as such, and the garden burial became “Burial 6.”   

Evidence backing the idea of the misinterpretation of series numbers is found in 

Ruecking’s general observations in his field investigations section: “The six burials 

obtained from this site show an orientation of the head toward the east, possibly 

indicating that the land of the dead was upstream” (Ruecking 1952:66).  The importance 

of this passage lies in the fact that only six burials, not seven, were brought back by 

Ruecking.  The osteology collection at TARL has seven sets of remains, but two sets are 

associated with Burial 5, the most complete skeleton is Ruecking’s Burial 7, which is 

accompanied by a sketch.  The remains at TARL mirror the described remains for Burial 

7, which was actually the sixth burial to be brought back.  The labeling of Burial 7 as 
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such in the sketch was a mistake in burial number but correct in terms of the sequence of 

individuals excavated. Once the remains reached TARL, this discrepancy was not 

addressed. 
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CHAPTER 6:   

A BIOARCHEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF BURIALS RECOVERED 
FROM THE AYALA SITE (41HG1) 

In reconstructing the sequence of events and the eventual placement of the Ayala 

site human remains at the Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory (TARL) in Austin, 

the author reviewed and compared their accession numbers to the 1948 and 1949 field 

notes of Campbell and Frizzell.  The author analyzed the remains as thoroughly as 

possible in order to ascertain those currently present in the collection, to select 

appropriate remains for radiocarbon assays and stable isotope analysis, and for the 

determination of disease and trauma.  The analysis for each burial as conducted by the 

author is presented according to the burial numbers given by Frizzell (1949) and 

Ruecking (1952).  In order to distinguish the burials from 1948 and 1952, the respective 

dates when the burials were found are presented along with the burial number.   

 

ANALYSIS OF THE BURIALS RECOVERED IN 1948 

Burial 1 

In the summer of 2001, the author analyzed Burial 1, when the materials from the 

Ayala site were on loan to the author and housed at the Houston Museum of Natural 

Science.  Burial 1 from 1948 is housed under Accession Number 2444, B 1 and 2.  

Reconstructed skull fragments determined that the individual was male, based on the left 

temporal, left and portions of right parietal, and two pieces of the occipital.  Based on the 

size of the muscle ridges present on the occipital portions of bone, in terms of the nuchal 

crest (typically a male trait), the author concurs with the 1949 analysis that the individual 
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in Burial 1 is male.  In terms of post-cranial material, the distal end of the right humerus, 

the distal and medial ends of the left humerus, the proximal end of the right ulna, the 

medial portion of the left femur, the distal portion of the right femur, the distal and 

medial portions of the right tibia, a whole right talus, a fragment of the pelvis, a whole 

phalange, four fragments of cervical vertebrae, and a fragment of the sacrum are present. 

 The individual in Burial 1 showed instances of disease in the skull, mandible, and 

a long bone.  The cranium displays slight pitting of the cranial vault, parietal region, and 

inter-occipital protuberance.  The presence of this pitting is likely evidence of Cribara 

Orbitalia, or mild anemia, in the individual (White 2000:394, 524). Although the mastoid 

processes are typically larger in males than in females, the mastoid process of the 

mandible of Burial 1 appears to have multiple grooves rather than a single groove, which 

may indicate that the individual had jaw problems.  Unfortunately, the teeth were not 

present at the time of analysis.  If the teeth were present, their wear patterns could 

indicate an abnormal bite or wear problems from mastoid issues.  Periostitis is present in 

the right tibia made up of the distal medial portion.  The bone is so diseased that it is 

difficult to ascertain the anterior margin of the shaft.  Periostitis is a condition caused by 

inflammation of the periosteum caused by trauma or infection (White 2000:392).  This 

condition can occur when an individual sustains an injury (such as an open wound) that is 

severe enough for infection to reach bone subdermally.  The bone itself reacts by forming 

woven bone that overlays cortical bone (White 2000:392).  No other evidence of disease 

or trauma was noted in the remains from Burial 1.   

 

Burial 2 

The author conducted an inventory and analysis of the remains from Burial 2 in 

the summer of 2001 while they were on loan to the Houston Museum of Natural Science. 
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Only the skull of Burial 2 was recovered and can be found under Accession Number 

2444, B 1 and 2.  The skull fragments consist of the frontal bone, part of the occipital 

bone, the right and left parietals, the nasal aperture, the mandible, and the maxilla.  

Analysis of the cranial fragments from Burial 2 determined the individual was male, 

based on the large size of the mastoid processes and the square nature of the chin on the 

mandible.  In females, the portion of the mandible that represents the chin is rounded 

with a point in the midline (Bass 1995:85-86).  This analysis coincides with the 

determination made in 1949 that the individual represents a male.  The complete fusion 

of the frontal and sagittal sutures indicates that the individual is an adult.  In terms of 

disease, the frontal bone has evidence of Cribara Orbitalia (anemia) on the superorbital 

crest; pitting is also present on the right side of the supraorbital torus. 

 

Burials 3 and 4 

In analyzing what was present of the remains in 2001, Burial 3 was found to be 

located under Accession Number 2443 A, B3.  The remains associated with Burial 3 are 

so fragmentary they fit in a small bag.  They consist of medium to small unidentifiable 

skull fragments that appear to be covered in red ochre.  All that can be ascertained is that 

the individual was an adult.  An additional bag labeled “miscellaneous bone from B3 and 

B4” likely contains additional materials from Burial 3 in the form of vertebral and long 

bone fragments, but since the bag is mixed, it is impossible to determine which remains 

belong to which individual.   

Burial 4 is located under Accession Number 2443 B, B4.  Like Burial 3, the 

remains from Burial 4 were so fragmentary that all that was able to be determined was 

that the individual was an adult.  The small bag labeled for Burial 4 contains very small 
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and deteriorated skull and long bone fragments.  Sex or evidence of disease could not be 

determined. 

 

Burials 5-7 

No remains of Burials 5, 6, or 7 are at TARL. 

 

Burial 8 

When the author analyzed Burial 8 in 2001, it was located under Accession 

Number 2448, _ #.   The remains labeled without a number were determined to represent 

the remains of Burial 8, based on the skull injury to the remains that was noted in 1949 

and re-noted in 2001.  The remains from Burial 8 are in good condition and include the 

frontal, parietals, temporals, nasal, sphenoids, zygomatics, right and left mandible, and 

left maxilla of the skull.  Post-cranial remains include the right clavicle, the proximal and 

medial portion of the left clavicle, the distal and medial portion of the right humerus, the 

medial portion of the left humerus, proximal and medial portion of the right ulna, the left 

ulna, the proximal and medial portion of the right radius, the left radius, fragments of the 

left and right illium, the proximal and medial portions of the right femur, the medial 

portion of the left femur, medial fragments of the fibula, medial portions of the right and 

left tibiae, fragments of the right and left calcanae, the right and left talus, a few 

metacarpals and  lumbar vertebrae, and a fragment of sternum.  No disease was noted in 

the post-cranial remains of the individual.  Most of the upper and lower teeth of the 

individual are present, and exhibit slight to moderate wear patterns.  

The left and right mandibles were used to determine that the individual was 

female, based on the small size of the mastoid processes and the rounded and pointy 
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nature of the chin.  The individual in Burial 8 was also sexed in 2001, using the width of 

the sciatic notch of the pelvis, which determined the individual to be an adult female.  

Campbell (1949) calculated the cranial index of the Burial 8 female as 74.7 ( he 

multiplied maximum cranial breadth by 100 and divided it by maximum cranial length).  

This reading places the individual in the dolichocranic or long-headed population of 

Native Americans.  Death by violence to the individual is evidenced by a strong blow 

sustained to the right side of the frontal and temporal bones of the skull at the junction 

with the coronal suture.     

  

Burial 9 

Like Burials 5-7, Burial 9 was not sent to TARL in 1948. 

 

Burial 10  

Campbell and Frizzell (1949) documented Burial 10 as a group burial containing 

two adults and three children.  Upon arrival at TARL, the child burials were separated 

and given Accession Numbers 2426A, 2426B, and 2426C.  The two adult burials were 

not separated but inventoried under composite number 2426D.  Although Campbell and 

Frizzell’s report states there were two adult individuals interred in Burial 10, only one 

individual is present in the collection, and the remains are very fragmented.   

Upon analysis of the remains, the author found that the first child burial of Burial 

10, under Accession Number 2426A, is too young to determine sex.  Based on the 

recovery with the individual of loose deciduous and permanent teeth, it was probably 

approximately six to 10 years old at the time of death.  The deciduous teeth are in the 

form of three molars, two canines, and four incisor fragments.  Four premolar buds, four 
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molar crowns, two canine crowns, and an incisor crown represent the permanent teeth.  

Fragments of the nasals, frontals, temporals, and sphenoid portions of the skull are 

present.  In terms of post-cranial remains, the following are present: entire right and left 

scapulae, the left medial humerus, the distal medial portion of the left ulna, the entire left 

radius, the left portion of the illium, the entire left ishium, medial portions of the right 

and left femora, the entire left fibula, the medial right and left tibiae, thoracic and cervical 

vertebrae, a few phalanges, and a substantial number of ribs.  The remains show no 

evidence or indications of disease or trauma.   

The second child burial, under Accession Number 2426B, did not have as many 

remains associated with it as the first child.  Based on the presence of deciduous teeth in 

the form of two non-erupted middle incisor buds in the mandible, as well as a loose 

incisor bud and a canine bud, the remains were determined to be those of a younger child, 

between one and five years old.  In terms of the cranium, small fragments of the frontals 

and temporal bones were present.  The middle fragment of the mandible, which displays 

aspects of the right and left portions with un-erupted deciduous teeth inside the bone, is 

also present.  The post-cranial remains are sparse and are represented by fragments of 

long bone shaft, ribs, and phalanges.  Osteomyletis was noted in a fragment believed to be 

from one of the fibulae.  Osteomyletis is similar to the condition called Periostitis, with 

the exception that it affects not only the outer or cortical bone but also the inner marrow 

cavity of the bone as well (White 2000:392).  Osteomyletis is bone inflammation caused 

by bacteria, such as Staphylococcus aureus, which enters the bone most typically from a 

wound but can also enter bone via the bloodstream.  As a result of injury or trauma, 

woven bone along the cortex is produced, and openings called cloacae form in order for 

pus to drain from the bone (White 2000:390).  
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The third child burial of Burial 10, under Accession Number 2426C, is the 

sparsest in terms of remains, but large fragments of the skull are present.  These include 

the frontal, temporals, sphenoids, occipital and parietals.  Based on the presence of a 

loose permanent molar bud, the individual is determined to be an older child, in the six- 

to 10-year-old range.  Additional materials recovered from the interment were the 

proximal and medial portions of the right clavicle.  No further information was able to be 

derived from the remains. 

As stated earlier, Frizzell documented Burial 10 in 1948 to contain two adults.  

Upon analysis of the remains, however, only one adult individual associated with Burial 

10 was present TARL, under Accession Number 2426D.  The adult individual housed in 

the Burial 10 collection was determined to be female, based on aspects of 20 cranial 

fragments.  The mastoid processes are slight in nature, a female trait, and the cranial 

fragments are gracile.  Three fragments of the maxilla and the following loose teeth were 

also present: eight molars, four premolars, one canine, and four incisors.  In terms of the 

post-cranial remains, the medial portion of the left humerus, distal portion of the left 

fibula, the distal and medial portions of the left tibia, medial portion of the right tibia, 

whole left talus, and fragments of the left scapula, right talus and left calcaneus are 

present.  Additional remains include four whole carpals, three whole tarsals, eight whole 

metacarpals, a whole metatarsal, three rib fragments, and 11 fragments of cervical 

vertebrae.  No disease, other trauma, or pathology was noted in the adult remains from 

Burial 10.     

Upon further investigation of the collection, the author believes that the male 

burial with the projectile point injury in the vertebrae listed for Burial 10 in Frizzell’s 

notes is under Accession Number 3425.  The distinct remains of Burial 10 represent a 

prime example of violence in prehistoric populations.  Because of this, it was used as a 
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teaching tool from 1949 until 1987, when it made its way back into the Human Osteology 

Collection at TARL.  A vertebra labeled “thoracic vertebrae added to collection 1986” 

was noted in the box labeled 2426D with the female remains from Burial 10.  The 

vertebra is not a thoracic but a lumbar and shows signs of trauma where a projectile point 

entered on the right side of the vertebral body, or centrum.  This trauma is consistent with 

the injury described by Campbell and Frizzell (1948).  This author believes that it was 

known that the vertebrae was from Burial 10, but that the individual who replaced the 

vertebrae did not know that Burial 10 was a group burial and mistakenly placed it in the 

wrong Accession Number box.   

The male remains from Burial 10, under Accession Number 3425, contain six 

fragments of the cranium represented by portions of the frontals, temporals, and parietals.  

In terms of post-cranial skeleton, the remains are very fragmented but are represented by 

the distal and medial portions of the right and left humeri, the distal end of the right 

femur, the medial portion of the left femur, the right fibula, a fragment of the tibia, the 

proximal and medial portion of the right clavicle, the distal and medial portions of the left 

clavicle, and a whole left patella.  A designation of the male sex was based on the 

robusticity of the post-cranial remains.  Burial 11 was not sent to TARL. 

 

ANALYSIS OF THE BURIALS RECOVERED IN 1952 

The collection of burials from Ruecking’s 1952 field investigations are described 

below. 
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Burial 1 

Burial 1 from Ruecking’s 1952 field season is located under Accession Number 

2361A in the Human Osteology Collection at TARL.  The remains are in very good 

condition compared to other remains in the collection, and are a deep golden brown in 

color, which led the author to believe that they represent a more recent burial.  The 

remains represent a female, based on the width of the sciatic notch of the pelvis and 

gracile cranial features.  The right and left maxillae contain teeth, and the right portion of 

the mandible displays a small mastoid process (female trait).  The teeth associated with 

the maxilla exhibit slight to moderate wear on the right upper first molar, the right upper 

third premolar, the left upper first molar, and the left upper second molar.  Based on the 

wear patterns of the teeth, the dental age of the individual indicates an adult between 20 

to 50 years old.  In terms of post-cranial remains, the following represents the adult 

female of Burial 1: a whole right clavicle, the distal and the medial portions of the left 

clavicle, a fragment of the right scapula, a fragment of the left scapula, the whole right 

humerus (with the exception of articular surfaces), the medial portion of the left humerus, 

the medial portion of the right ulna, the whole left ulna, the whole right and left radii, the 

whole left capitate, fragments of the right and left illiae, the whole right pubis,  the 

proximal and medial portions of the right femur, the left medial portion of femur, the 

proximal and medial portions of the right tibia, and a fragment of the right talus. The ribs, 

phalanges, cervical vertebrae, thoracic vertebrae, lumbar vertebrae, and a fragment of 

sacrum represent extremely fragmented remains.  No pathology or trauma was noted in 

the remains from Burial 1.   
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Burial 2  

Burial 2, located under Accession Number 2361B, represents the cranial remains 

of an adult female.  Only portions of the individual’s skull were available for analysis.  

Based on the gracile nature of the cranial remains, and the fact that a fragment of the eye 

orbit displays a sharp edge, the individual in Burial 2 is believed to be female.  The upper 

edges of the eye orbits are sharp in females and blunt in males (Bass 1987:81).  The right 

mandible, the right and left temporals, a fragment of the zygomatic, fragments of the left 

maxilla, fragments of the right and left occipitals, and the right and left parietals represent 

Burial 2 from the 1952 investigations.  The left maxilla still retains the first and second 

molars, which exhibit extreme wear on their surfaces.  Based on this wear, the individual 

is believed to be an adult between the ages of 20 and 50 years.  

 

Burial 3 

Burial 3 is located under Accession Number 2361C.  In the inventory for the 

remains in the collection, this burial is listed as B-4, or Burial 4.  The author believes that 

this is a cataloging mistake.  As stated earlier (refer to Chapter VI), no artifacts or 

remains were documented for the burial with Series Number B3 in Ruecking’s field 

inventory for the site.  The only reference to the burial number--“B-3”--states that it was 

found by Mr. Ayala but not collected.  This information is documented in Ruecking’s 

notes and field catalog.  The next burial discussed in the catalog is a single burial with 

Series Number B4.  It is believed that once the remains reached TARL this discrepancy 

was not addressed, accounting for the belief that Ruecking’s burial with Series Number 

B4 was Burial 4, when in fact it is Burial 3.  This evidence was supported when 

Ruecking’s inventory of the remains in the field catalog, which lists all post cranial 

remains and no skull, was compared to the remains present in the boxes at TARL.  The 
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inventory and the remains present in the box coincide with the remains described by 

Ruecking in his notes from the 1952 investigation.  The remains for Burial 3 housed at 

TARL consist of the following post-cranial fragments: the proximal and medial portion 

of the left clavicle, the medial portion of the humerus, the medial portions of the right and 

left femorae, the medial portion of the left tibia, fragments of ribs, and a few fragments of 

phalanges.  The remains of the individual do not display evidence of pathologies or 

trauma, and appear to be that of an adult, based on the size of the long bone fragments. 

 

Burial 4 

Burial 4 is located under Accession Number 2361H, and was described by 

Ruecking (n.d.) as very fragmented and crumbly.  The following remains represent Burial 

4: seven small frontal and occipital cranial bones, a medial fragment of humerus that is 

not sideable, the proximal and medial fragments of the right ulna, a proximal portion of 

the left ulna, the medial portion of the right radius, the medial portions of the right and 

left femorae, medial portions of the right and left tibiae, and numerous small long bone 

shaft fragments that are not identifiable because of their small size.  No pathologies or 

trauma were noted in the remains from Burial 4.  The reason for this is that the remains 

are so fragmented and mineralized that little information can be derived from them.  

Based on the size of the fragments, it can be inferred that the individual is an adult.    
 

Burial 5  

Burial 5 is a multiple burial containing the remains of an adult and a child.  Two 

boxes with Accession Numbers 2361D, 2361E, and 2361I house the remains.  As stated 

in the previous chapter, the author believes that the excavation of the –11R5 and –11R6 

test squares represents the first investigation of Burial 5.  It appears that the excavation of 
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Burial 5 ended in June 1952 and resumed in December 1952.  In Ruecking’s field 

catalog, an inventory for burial “NONE” (Series Number B6) is present between the 

inventory for Burial 4 (Series Number B5) and Burial 6 (Series Number B7).  In addition, 

human remains are listed for Series Numbers 116-155 described as “child” and “adult.”  

It appears that at first Ruecking listed human remains by the square from which they 

were recovered, giving each recovered item its own series number.  His methodology of 

listing materials recovered from the site switched at some point, and he began listing 

burials as “B# (found in sequence)- #(series number)”.   

Burial 5a is located under Accession Numbers 2361D and 2361I.  The remains 

were determined to be those of an adult individual, based on the gross large size of the 

long bone fragments.  Cranial remains are represented by a fragment of the left mandible 

with the lower second molar still in place, which exhibits moderate to extreme wear, 

fragments of the right and left temporal, and small occipital and frontal fragments.  The 

following post-cranial remains are also present: a distal fragment of the left clavicle, a 

fragment of the right scapula, the medial portion of the right humerus, the medial portions 

of the right and left ulnae, two fragments of the right and left illiae, the medial portions of 

the right and left femur, a whole right patella, the right and left medial portions of the 

tibiae, a fragment of the left cuneiform, a whole left third cuneiform, a fragment of the 

left cuboid, rib fragments, two second metacarpals, and a third metatarsal.  No 

pathologies or trauma were noted in the fragmented remains of adult Burial 5a.   

Burial 5b is located under Accession Numbers 2631E and 2361I.  The burial 

listed as number 2631E was determined to be Burial 5b, based on the fact that according 

to Ruecking’s notes, only one child burial was recovered in the 1952 field season.  The 

remains associated with Burial 5b are very sparse and very small and are represented only 

by the proximal end of the right humerus, a distal fragment of the ulna, a medial fragment 
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of an ulna, and the proximal and medial ends of the right humerus.  One deciduous molar 

belonging to the adolescent from Burial 5 is located under Accession Number 2361I.  No 

pathologies or trauma were noted in the remains for Burial 5b.  The sex of the individual 

is indeterminate, because aspects of the remains that would allow the individual to be 

sexed are not present.  Based on the gross size of the portions of long bones and the 

epiphyseal closure on the head of the humerus, the remains of Burial 5 appear to 

represent an adolescent between the ages of 10 and 19 years old. 

 

Burial 6  

The remains for Burial 6 are housed under three different accession numbers at 

TARL: 2361F, 2361G, and 2443C.  It was always thought that seven burials were 

brought back from the 1952 field investigations at Ayala, but after careful review of the 

field notes and specimen inventories, it is now known that only six burials were 

recovered.  As explained in the previous chapter (5), Ruecking’s field catalog lists Burial 

6 under Series Number B-7, and this is likely the cause of the misunderstanding 

involving the recovery of seven vs. six burials.  

The skull, teeth, and post-cranial remains of Burial 6 are separated and catalogued 

under different numbers at TARL.  Accession Number 2361G contains skull fragments of 

the cranial vault represented by two occipital fragments, four frontal fragments, eight 

parietal fragments, and a temporal fragment.  The individual’s teeth are housed under 

Accession Number 2443C, and are represented by three molars exhibiting slight wear, a 

premolar with very slight wear, and a canine with no wear present.  The post-cranial 

remains of Burial 6 are represented by the medial portions of the right and left femorae, a 

medial portion of the left tibia, the medial portion of the left ulna, medial portion of the 

left radius, three medial fragments of the left fibulae, 10 miscellaneous bone fragments, 
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six femur fragments, a metacarpal, an unidentifiable ulna fragment, and a tibia fragment. 

The remains from Burial 6 are so heavily mineralized and fragmented that pathology, 

trauma, and sex cannot be determined. 

 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Some of the burials analyzed from the Ayala site show instances of pathology and 

trauma.  The adult male represented in Burial 1 (1948) displays evidence of anemia, 

pathology in the right tibia in the form of Periostitis, and trauma in both mastoid 

processes from a jaw injury.  Osteomyletis was noted in a fragment of one of the fibulae 

from the second child burial of Burial 10 (1948), and is a condition of trauma that occurs 

when Staphylococcus aureus enters the bone via a wound.  The adult male interred in 

Burial 10 sustained a fatal projectile point injury in the vertebrae.  In general, it can be 

inferred from the remains that territoriality existed among the Brownsville Complex 

population, as it appears that warfare or social conflict was taking place in the Late 

Prehistoric. 
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CHAPTER 7:   

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT THE FLOYD 
MORRIS SITE (41CF2) 

On June 6, 1966, reporter Bob Dickson of TV Station KGBT in Harlingen, Texas, 

called Dr. E. Mott Davis of the Department of Anthropology at the University of Texas at 

Austin regarding the discovery of several burials on the Briggs-Coleman tract, 1 mile 

outside of Harlingen, Texas (Figure 7.1).   

 
 

 

Figure 7.1.  Location of the Floyd Morris site (41CF2) (Source: Collins et al. 1969:123, 
Figure 2). 

 

The property was occupied by Mr. Floyd Morris, who discovered the burials 

while leveling a ridge on the property for agricultural improvements.  In his phone call to 

Dr. E. Mott Davis, Mr. Dickson stated that a perforated blue stone and two “arrowheads,” 
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2 cm wide X 7 cm long (1 in x 3 in), had been found with a group of burials during 

construction activities.  The burials had been found approximately 90 cm (3 ft) below 

surface, and many of them had been damaged.  Mr. Morris was willing to forego 

construction activities for a few days to allow researchers to investigate the site.   

The site was investigated as intensely as possible for a salvage operation, and was 

subsequently documented by Michael Collins, Thomas Hester, and Frank Weir and 

published as “Part I: The Floyd Morris Site (41CF2) A Prehistoric Cemetery Site in 

Cameron County, Texas” in the Bulletin of the Texas Archaeological Society (Collins et 

al. 1969).  The article by Collins et al. (1969) is comprehensive and includes descriptions 

of each of the burials, features, and artifacts in addition to cultural connections seen with 

other areas of Texas.  The following review is derived from the Collins et al. (1969) 

article, and the original notes from the 1966 salvage operation that took place from June 

8–12, 1966.  Eleven burials were salvaged, seven highly disturbed burials were 

investigated, and seven miscellaneous features were recorded.  The investigators had 

asked for more time to investigate the site, but it was not possible. 

 

THE SETTING  

The Floyd Morris site is a Brownsville Complex Cemetery in Cameron County 

outside Harlingen, Texas.  It was discovered when agricultural improvements taking 

place on the property consisted of the removal of higher areas to create lower areas, with 

the ultimate goal of making the land level.  At the time of discovery, the Floyd Morris 

site occupied a low sandy clay dune adjacent to an old channel of the Rio Grande. 
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GEOGRAPHY 

The Rio Grande River binds the Cameron County on the south, and the Gulf of 

Mexico provides the eastern boundary.  The topography of the county is distinct.  The 

term “Rio Grande Valley” is, in fact, a misnomer because the area designated as “Valley” 

is a delta (Pipkin 1940).  In prehistory, the Rio Grande was in a very dynamic state; 

streams and rivers followed the path of least resistance, creating pseudo riverbeds with 

new channels.  Old riverbeds are still visible on the landscape, and are locally referred to 

as resacas, which in some cases form lagoons (Pipkin 1940).  Saltwater lagoons, which 

are present in the eastern portion of Cameron County, contribute to the high salinity rates 

of soils in the flats when they evaporate.  As a result, many of the areas once covered by 

the lagoons do not facilitate the growth of vegetation.   

The Arroyo Colorado is a 30 m deep x 91 m wide (100-ft x 300-ft) ditch resulting 

from hundreds of years of water erosion, running west to east across Cameron County, 

starting in Mission, Texas (Hidalgo County), and ending in the Laguna Madre.   

 

INVESTIGATIONS AT THE FLOYD MORRIS SITE (41CF2)  

 

On June 8, 1966, Michael Collins, Frank Weir, and Gentry Steele arrived at the 

Floyd Morris site to conduct salvage operations and attempt to document as many burials 

as possible.  Upon arrival, they were taken to an area where construction activities had 

unearthed 12 burials.  Only two of the burials appeared to be intact, and numerous human 

remains, animal bones, shell, and charcoal surrounded them.  Michael Collins and Gentry 

Steele walked the area of disturbance and placed steel pins flagged with aluminum foil at 

each concentration of human remains or midden refuse. Land leveling activities were 
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progressing in squares measuring 30 m x 30 m (100 x 100 ft), and the investigators took 

advantage of this unearthing methodology by marking each corner with a stake in their 

search for disturbed burials (Collins n.d.).  At the base of each stake, a block of the 1960s 

ground surface was present.  The surface of the land being leveled was 91 cm x 121 cm 

(3-4 ft) higher on the western end, and sloped down to the original land surface on the 

eastern end. 

A strong point of focus in the investigations was the fact that the remains 

excavated displayed various stages of mineralization to the human bone.  The 

mineralization did not appear to be correlated with horizontal placement of the burials, 

and in one case, Burial 11 was superimposed into what appeared to be an earlier burial 

displaying heavily mineralized remains.  The explanation for the mineralization was 

attributed to the site’s location in a low sandy clay dune: a locale for interment that 

appears to have remained desirable over a long period of time (Collins et al. 1969).  Data 

on the human remains illustrate the following on the condition of mineralization:  

Burials 2, 3, 4, 11 = no mineralization; Burial 1= moderate mineralization; Burials 

6, 7, 9, 10 = heavy mineralization.  Fragments of bone with various stages of 

mineralization present represented the disturbed burials: Disturbed Burials 3, 4, and 5 

were heavily mineralized fragments; disturbed Burial 1 had no mineralization. As stated 

previously, 11 burials were salvaged, seven highly disturbed burials were investigated, 

and seven miscellaneous features were recorded at the Floyd Morris site in 1966.  The 

three categories of site features--burials, disturbed burials, and miscellaneous features--

were defined (Collins et al. 1969:121).  The site features were described as the following: 

 

Burials are those accumulations of human bone for which at least some burial 
data could be recorded.  Disturbed burials are those accumulations of human bone 
that seem to represent burials but from which no burial data could be derived.  
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Miscellaneous features include accumulations of animal bone, a possible midden, 
and other evidences of occupation (Collins et al. 1969:121-124).   

 

The following are descriptions of the burials, miscellaneous burials, and 

miscellaneous features from Collins et al. (1969) and the original field notes from 

investigations at Floyd Morris in 1966. 

 

Burial 1 

Burial 1 is a badly disturbed single burial that was impacted by chisel and a 

leveling buggy during construction activities.  All that remains of the interment are 

fragments of the right femur shaft, a humerus shaft, fragments of the cranium, and 

unidentifiable bone fragments.  The remains are described as being in relatively good 

condition and marked by moderate mineralization.  The remains were found in hard, 

baked, light sandy clay in the flexed position, with the orientation of the body east to 

west.  The paucity of remains represented made it impossible to determine the age or sex 

of the individual.  No sketches or photographs of Burial 1 are available (Collins et al. 

1969:124). 

 

Burial 2 

Burial 2 is a mostly complete, tightly flexed single burial that was interred within 

light sandy clay soil.  At the time of its investigation, it was noted that dark-colored soil 

surrounded the remains.  The dark soil was determined to be the burial pit of Burial 2, 

discovered when a chisel disrupted the remains. According to Collins et al. (1969:124) 

the individual appears to be an adolescent of approximately 15 years of age.  Sex was not 

determined, and the remains displayed no evidence of mineralization by calcium 
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carbonate (Collins et al. 1969:124).  A sketch of Burial 2 illustrating its orientation and 

positioning is shown as Figure 7.2. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2.  Burial 2, Floyd Morris site (After: Collins et al. 1969:125, Figure 3). 

 

Burial 3 

Burial 3 is a multiple burial represented by the remains of two adult individuals in 

the flexed position (Figure 7.3).   
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Figure 7.3. Burial 3, Floyd Morris site (After: Collins et al. 1969:125, Figure 3). 

 

Based on skeletal analyses conducted at the time of excavation, one individual in 

Burial 3 was believed to be male and the other female.  The designations of sex were 

based on a comparison of cortical thickness of the long bones of the remains (Collins et 

al. 1969:125).  The first individual, 3A, was recorded as lying to the east, slightly beneath 

the other individual 3B (Collins et al. 1969:125).  Both individuals were interred in a very 

tight flexed position with their heads to south.  It is believed that the bodies were placed 

in the burial pit at a slight incline because the pelves of the individuals were lower into 

the burial than the skulls.  Although the post-cranial remains of Burial 3 were in fair 

condition, the skull of individual 3B was destroyed by machinery.  Characteristics noted 
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in the burial pit of Burial 3 included the presence of very dark clay and black soil 

surrounding the bones.  No associated artifacts were interred with Burial 3, and neither 

set of remains exhibited mineralization (Collins et al. 1969:124).   

 

Burial 4 

Burial 4 is the poorly preserved remains of a tightly flexed single infant interment 

in dark clay (Figure 7.4).   

 

 

Figure 7.4. Burial 4, Floyd Morris site (Source: Floyd Morris site Files, TARL). 
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Non-mineralized long bone shaft fragments and ribs represented the burial.  The 

location of the burial was recorded 91 cm (3 ft) north of Burial 3 and 60 cm (2 ft) west of 

disturbed Burial 1 in dark fill.  Associated artifacts included perforated canine teeth and 

Oliva sayana tinklers in a semicircular pattern (likely a necklace).  When the burial was 

excavated, this “necklace” was on top of and between the bones of the interment leading 

the excavators to surmise that the artifacts were placed on top of the body at the time of 

interment (Collins et al. 1969:126). 

 

Burial 5 

Burial 5 is a poorly preserved, very tightly flexed burial facing east with the skull 

to the north in light-colored clayey sand.  The bones were completely crushed by land-

leveling activities.  Although there were no associated artifacts, and little information 

could be derived from the remains themselves, it was noted that the interment was in a 

burial pit marked by distinctively darker soil around the bones (Collins et al. 1969:126). 

 

Burial 6 

Burial 6 represents the remains of a single, tightly flexed adult burial in light 

clayey sand.  The location/position of the burial led excavators to believe that it rested on 

the left side with the head pointing south, and the face to the west (Collins et al. 

1969:126).  Although the remains were heavily mineralized and fragmented by the chisel 

during construction, reconstruction of the skull revealed cranial fusion of cranial suture 

corresponding with that of a young adult around 20 years of age (the sketch is here 

presented as Figure 7.5. and the photo as Figure 7.6). 
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Figure 7.5.  Burial 6, Floyd Morris site (After: Collins et al. 1969:125, Figure 3). 

 

In addition, the reconstruction of Burial 6 yielded a dolocranic cranial index of 

72.1, representing an individual belonging to a long-headed population (Collins et al. 

1969:126).  Pathology was noted in fragments from the right and left tibia in the form of 

cortical thickening that is likely the result of Osteomyletis or Periostitis (from trauma).  

Although sex could not be determined, the individual was thought to be male, based on 

the robusticity of the fragmented long bones (Collins et al. 1969:126).  No artifacts were 

recovered with Burial 6, but a sketch in Collins et al. (1969: Figure 3) illustrates the 

positioning and orientation of the burial.   
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Figure 7.6.  Photograph of Burial 6 at the Floyd Morris site (Source: Floyd Morris site 
Files, TARL). 

Burial 8 

Burial 8 was documented in light clayey sand below the reach of the chisel blades 

that were used for construction activities on the property.  The cranial remains of the 

individual were crushed from the weight of the machinery, but the post-cranial remains 

are in relatively good condition and were only slightly displaced.  Since the pelvis was 

present, the remains were documented as belonging to an adult female (Collins et al. 

1969:127).  The burial was placed on its back, in the tightly flexed position, with the 
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body slightly twisted to the right and the head facing east and up.  No artifacts were 

recovered with Burial 8.    

 

Burial 9   

Very little information is available for Burial 9.  Collins et al. (1969:128) state 

that the remains were in very poor shape and were heavily mineralized with calcium 

carbonate.  Although the remains were severely crushed, the excavators were able to 

determine that they appeared to be in a flexed position.  Both the field notes and Collins 

et al. (1969) state that the remains were attributed to an adult female, but it is unclear how 

this assertion was made.  No artifacts were associated with Burial 9.   

  

Burial 10 

Burial 10 was located in light clayey sand.  The remains were extremely 

fragmented and disturbed, making it impossible to conduct sound osteological 

interpretations on sex or positioning, but it was noted that the bones were heavily 

mineralized and encrusted with calcium carbonate (Collins et al. 1969:128).  Two 

artifacts were found with Burial 10.  The first was a large, white limestone disk bead; the 

second was a large, conch shell disk bead (Figure 7.7).  The conch shell disk bead has a 

maximum diameter of 31 mm x maximum thickness of 7.5 mm x maximum biconical 

perforation of 4 mm in diameter [0.13 in x 0.30 in x 0.16 in] (Collins et al. 1969:141). 

The limestone bead has a maximum diameter of 27 mm x  maximum thickness of 8 mm x 

maximum biconical perforation of 8.5 mm in diameter [1.07 in x 0.31 in x 0.33 in] 

(Collins et al. 1969:141). 
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Figure 7.7. Shell and Stone disk beads recovered from Burial 10; Shell and Bone bead 
Artifacts from Burial 11 Floyd Morris site (Source: Floyd Morris site Files, 
TARL). 

Burial 11 

Burial 11 is the most complex burial investigated at the Floyd Morris site, and is 

one of the most interesting burials recorded in the South Texas region (Figure 7.8).  A 

total of four individuals are associated with the interment. Burial 11 is a multiple burial 

(11B, 11C, and 11D), which caused the disturbance of a previously existing older burial 

(11A).  Burial 11A was the first encountered, and was represented by highly mineralized 

remains consisting of frontal bones and a few post-cranial remains that were disrupted by 

the construction chisel.  The Burial 11A interment was believed to represent an older 

burial because the bones appeared disrupted prior to construction activities.  This 

hypothesis was verified when the skull of Burial 11B was noted 15 cm (0.5 ft) below the 

deepest swipe of the chisel blade.  The remains of Burial 11B displayed no indications of 
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mineralization, and the soil matrix of light colored clayey sand showed no indication of a 

burial pit, but the knee joints of individual 11B extended up to the plow zone near the 

interred remains of Burial 11A (Collins et al. 1969:128-133).   

Figure 7.8. Burial 11, Floyd Morris site (Source: Floyd Morris site Files, TARL). 

 

Burial 11B, a young female, was interred with a bundle burial (Burial 11C) and a 

newborn child or fetus (Burial 11D).  Burial 11B rested on her back with her shoulders 

and upper back slightly elevated.  Her legs were loosely flexed and spread apart, with her 

arms slightly flexed alongside her body and her hands resting between her thighs and 

above her pelvis (Collins et al. 1969:129–130).  Burial 11C, a bundle burial represented 
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by the disarticulated remains of a 40-year-old male, rested in the abdominal region of the 

female represented as Burial 11B.  Beneath the male bundle burial (Burial 11C) and 

within the pelvis of the female (Burial 11B), the remains of an infant or newborn (Burial 

11D) were found (Figure 7.9). 

The remains of Burial 11A, the older burial into which the others intruded, were 

represented by highly mineralized remains consisting of a portion of the frontal bone 

from the cranium and a few fragmentary post-cranial bones made up of a distal humerus 

shaft, rib fragments, and long bone shaft fragments (Collins et al. 1969:130). Although 

the long bones were mostly fragmentary, the typical male trait of robusticity was noted in 

the shafts.  In addition, the massiveness of an aspect of the frontal bone, the supra orbital 

torus, also indicate a male individual.  Collins et al. (1969:128) note that one of the shaft 

fragments retrieved with Burial 11A appeared to be more gracile than the rest of the 

bones; this may indicate another individual. 

The remains of Burial 11B, the young female, were non-mineralized and well 

preserved and consisted of most of the cranial and post-cranial bones of the skeleton.  

The condition of the remains allowed researchers to derive valuable bioarchaeological 

data from the bones. Based on the lack of fusion to both of the epiphyses of the long 

bones, and the fact that the third molars had not completely erupted, the female individual 

was assessed to be between the ages of 14 and 18 years, likely closer to 15.  Pathology 

consisted of caries of the first left mandibular molar, maxillary right first molar crown, 

left canine, and left first molar (Collins et al. 1969:130–131).    

The remains of Burial 11C, the male bundle burial, was represented by the calva, 

severed right and left distal radii, left clavicle, several rib fragments, and shafts of the 

right and left femora, humeri, fibulae, ulnae, and radii.  The sutures of the calva of the 

cranium were completely closed, indicating an older adult over 40 years old.  All of the 
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long bones and the portions of the skull present were robust, indicating a male.  

Pathologies were evidenced by cortical thickening on the right tibia shaft, indicating a 

lesion during life, and slight osteoporosis on the bergma portion of the cranium (Collins 

et al. 1969:131).   

 

Figure 7.9.  Burial 11 Sketch, Floyd Morris site (Source: Floyd Morris site Files (TARL). 
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The calva portion and mandible of Burial 11C’s skull was found on top of the 

long bones of the same burial (Collins et al. 1969:130).  The researchers also noted that 

the remains of Burial 11C were altered post-mortem.  Some of the remains associated 

with Burial 11C, especially the long bones, were purposely coated with a dark substance 

(likely asphaltum) and a red pigment (ochre).  The long bones appeared altered and were 

placed in an east-west pattern directly over the ribs of 11B.  Alteration to bone prior to 

burial was visible on the calva portion of the cranium, the mandible, and the radii 

(Collins et al. 1969:131).      

The remains of Burial 11D were represented by skull fragments, distal and 

proximal femur fragments; right and left distal tibias, the distal portion of the humerus, 

rib fragments, vertebrae, a calcaneus, and fragments of the clavicle, innominate, and 

scapula.   Burial 11D was found to be consistent with the remains of a newborn (Collins 

et al. 1969:133). Numerous shell and bone bead artifacts were excavated at the Floyd 

Morris site, the majority of which appeared to be associated with interments 11B, 11C, 

and 11D (Figure 7.9).  

In addition, lithics or chipped stone artifacts were also recovered from the site, 

represented by a Tortugas dart point (Archaic, found at other Brownsville sites in A.E. 

Anderson Collection), a Matamoros dart point (common on Brownsville and Barril 

Complex sites), a triangular knife (have not been recorded at other Brownsville Complex 

sites), and an end scraper (present in A.E. Anderson Collection representing Brownsville 

Complex materials) (Collins et al. 1969:138–144).  None of the stone artifacts were 

found with burial associations, with the exception of the groundstone artifact with Burial 

10, which included a disc-shaped limestone bead and a disk-shaped shell bead.  A jadeite 

bead was found in the vicinity of Burial 1 (Figure 7.10).   
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Figure 7.10. Dart Points and Jadeite Bead recovered from vicinity of Burial 1, Floyd 
Morris site (Source: Floyd Morris site Files (TARL). 

MacNeish (1947:7) recorded two objects made from jadeite; a bead and another 

celt-like object during his investigations of the Rio Grande Delta in Texas and Mexico, 

and in 1944, Elkholm (1944:487) reported a jade and shell bead necklace at the Las 

Flores site.    

As stated previously, four human bone artifacts were found with Burial 11 at 

Floyd Morris.  The human bone artifacts consisted of a human radius, a radius shaft, and 

two severed distal ends of radii.  The human radius has the distal end smoothed, proximal 

end broken with an asphaltum plug in the distal end of the specimen.  The radius also 

showed traces of red and black pigment on the exterior, and all portions of bone appear to 
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be from the same individual.  Collins (1969:138) notes that tubular bone beads have been 

found associated with other burials in Cameron County, recorded in the A.E. Anderson 

Collection, at the Ayala site in Hidalgo County, at the Dietz site in Kleberg County, and a 

few other localities on the Texas coast. 

Also with Burial 11, and seemingly associated with 11B, were 299 tubular bone 

beads, one of which was made with human bone.  In addition, 18 coyote canines that 

were biconically perforated near the root end were found with the infant Burial 4, and all 

but two were arranged in a circular pattern.  Perforated canine teeth have been noted in 

artifact sets from sites now housed as the A.E. Anderson Collection, at the Ayala site, and 

other sites along the Texas coast (Campbell and Frizzell 1949; Collins et al 1969:141; 

Hester and Ruecking 1969).   

 

SUMMARY 

In summary, salvage excavations were carried out at the Floyd Morris site 

(41CF2) in Cameron County in June 1966.  The investigations revealed 11 burials, seven 

highly disturbed burials, and seven miscellaneous features (most had been damaged by 

land-leveling processes).  Grave goods accompanied several of the burials, and included 

tubular bone beads (mammal and human bone), shell beads (Marginella apicina, Noetia 

ponderosa, Oliva sayana, and Busycon conch), shell tinklers (Oliva sayana and 

perforated canines), perforated canine teeth (coyote), disc-shaped beads (Busycon conch 

whorl), modified human bones (all four portions of radii from the same individual), and 

coatings of red and black pigment (red ochre and asphaltum).  Most of these artifacts 

were attributed to the Brownsville Complex, but several artifacts were also found that 

appeared to represent earlier Archaic activities at the site.  Numerous shell artifacts were 
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found at the Floyd Morris site that have been noted in the A.E. Anderson Collection and 

at the Ayala site in Hidalgo County (Collins et al. 1969:141-144).  Of particular interest 

is the jadeite bead, intrusive from the Huastec area of Mexico.  The high elevation of the 

site, at 10 m (35 ft) above sea level, appears to be a favored location for burials at 

different periods of time.  Burial was likely intermittent, since the interments differ from 

one another in skeletal orientation and position; are scattered, random and not grouped, 

and since various degrees of bone mineralization are present.  Although less clear, the 

presence of various artifacts forms is consistent with this proposal.   
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CHAPTER 8: 

RADIOCARBON ASSAYS AND STABLE ISOTOPE 
ANALYSISFROM THE AYALA AND FLOYD MORRIS SITES 

Two samples from the Ayala site and four samples from the Floyd Morris site 

were submitted to Beta-Analytic Laboratories, Florida, in 2001 for radiocarbon dating 

and stable isotope analysis.  The samples consisted primarily of rib fragments, 

approximately 2.54 cm (1 in) long, selected with the intention of conducting the studies 

with as minimal impact to the remains as possible.  The six samples selected are believed 

to represent burials marked by mineralization, moderate mineralization, and no 

mineralization from both the Floyd Morris and Ayala sites.  The remains from the Ayala 

site and the remains from Floyd Morris are listed in Table 8.1.  As explained earlier, 

2361D B-6 79D1-1-B6-44 is Burial 5 from the Ayala site excavations of 1952, based on 

the description of the skeletal remains, and Ruecking’s field inventory. 

 

Table 8.1.  Burial Remains from the Ayala and Floyd Morris Sites Selected for Analysis. 

Site Burial Sample Stage of Mineralization 

Burial 1 (1952) 2361A B-1 (79D1-1-B1-38 moderately mineralized 

Burial 5 (1952) 2361D B-6 (2361D B-6 79D1-1-

B6-44) 

not mineralized 

Ayala  

(41HG1) 

   

Burial 1 2364 B-13(?) Moderately mineralized 

Burial 8 2384 B-16 Mineralized 

Burial 11A 3018 B-11A Mineralized 

Floyd 

Morris 

(41CF2) 

Burial 11B 3017 B-11b not mineralized 
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Originally, eight samples were sent to Beta Analytic for testing. One sample, a 

heavily mineralized sample from Burial 7 at the Ayala site, was contaminated by glue 

from previous reconstruction attempts in the 1980’s, and no data could be derived. The 

other sample, a sample from Burial 11A from Floyd Morris, no longer had viable 

collagen. Collagen can be removed or degraded from many causes that include bleaching 

by the sun, leaching by water, partial heating or burning, microbial activities, replacement 

of other minerals (CaCo3, or SiO4) and natural degradation due to extreme age.  In the 

first sample of Burial 11 from Floyd Morris submitted to Beta-Analytic, it was feared that 

the carbon compounds of the sample were degraded in such a way that could affect the 

accuracy of the age, so attempts to retrieve a date on the sample were aborted. Another 

sample from Burial 11A was submitted, and in all, six samples from the two sites had 

viable collagen for radiocarbon and stable isotope analysis. Each sample was calibrated at 

Beta-Analytic in Florida by calibration methods found in TCAL98 Radiocarbon Age 

Calibration by M. Stuvier et al, 1998 in Radiocarbon 40 (3), pp. 1041 – 1083 and A 

Simplified Approach to Calibrating C14 Dates by A. S. Talma and J.C. Vogel, 1993 in 

Radiocarbon 35 (2) pp. 317 – 322. 

 

RADIOCARBON ANALYSIS RESULTS  

AYALA SITE (41HG1)  

Burial 1 

Beta-172921 (2361A B-1, 79D1-1-B1-38 TARL) represented the non-mineralized 

remains of Burial 1.  The radiocarbon assays from the burial yielded a date of Calibrated 

A.D. 1180 to 1280 (Calibrated BP 780 to 670) (Figure 8.1).  This date places the burial in 

the Late Prehistoric period (see Table 8.2).   The artifacts interred with this burial include 
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an antler beam fragment, a large notched Busycon conch body whorl trianguloid pendant, 

two Oliva sayana tinklers, a perforated canine tooth, 22 small tubular bone beads, a 

rectangular decorated bone pendant, and a trianguloid dart point (Hester and Ruecking 

1969:151). 
 

Table 8.2: Radiocarbon Assays from the Ayala and Floyd Morris sites. 

SITE / BURIAL CALIBRATED DATE BEFORE PRESENT PERIOD 
41HG1      B1 A.D. 1180 – 1280 780 – 670 Late Prehistoric 
41HG1      B5 A.D. 990 – 1160 960 – 790 Late Prehistoric 
41CF2      B11a B.C. 1760 – 1610 3720 – 3560 Middle Archaic 
41CF2      B11b A.D. 140 – 380 1810 – 1570 Late Archaic 
41CF2      B1 B.C. 880 – 790 2840 – 2740 Middle Archaic 
41CF2      B8 B.C. 1520 – 1400 3470 – 3350 Middle Archaic 

Burial 5 

Beta - 172925 (2361 D B-6 79D1-1-B6-44 TARL) represented the moderately 

mineralized remains of Burial 5 (Figure 8.2).  The radiocarbon assays from the burial 

yielded date of Calibrated A.D. 990 to 1160 (Calibrated B.P. 960 to 790) as seen in Table 

9.2.  This date places the burial to the Late Prehistoric period as well.  Hester and 

Ruecking (1969) analyzed the artifacts and found that marine shell beads and bone 

pendants were some of the artifacts recovered.  The shell artifacts described by Hester 

(1969) are as follows: seven Oliva sayana shell beads with the spire tips removed and six 

disk-shaped Busycon conch shell beads.  Bone artifacts were represented by 12 perforated 

carnivore (coyote) canines, and four rectanguloid bone pendants.  Three of the bone 

pendants are undecorated.  The fourth pendant is decorated with two incised X-shaped 

designs on half of one side of the pendant, while the opposite side displays two parallel 

incised lines running the length of the piece (Hester and Ruecking 1969:152).    
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Figure 8.1.  Radiocarbon assays of Burial 1 from the Ayala site (1952 season), Beta-
172921. 
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Figure 8.2.  Radiocarbon assays of Burial 5 from the Ayala site (1952 season), Beta-
172925. 
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FLOYD MORRIS SITE (41CF2) 

Burial 11A   

Beta - 172922 (3018 B-11a TARL) represents the heavily mineralized remains of 

Burial 11A (Figure 8.3).  The radiocarbon assays from the burial yielded a date of 

Calibrated B.C. 1760 to 1610 (Calibrated B.P. 3720 to 3560).  This date places Burial 

11A to the Middle Archaic period (2500–400 B.C.).   

 

Burial 11B 

Beta - 172924 (3017 B-11b TARL) represented the non-mineralized remains of 

Burial 11B (Figure 8.4).  The radiocarbon assays from the burial yielded a date of 

Calibrated A.D. 140 to 380 (Calibrated B.P. 1810 to 1570) (Table 8.2).  This date places 

Burial 11B to the Late Archaic period (ca 400 B.C.–A.D. 800).  Burial 11 represented a 

multiple burial of three individuals (11B, 11C, and 11D), which intruded into an older 

burial, Burial 11A.  The artifacts associated with the four individuals representing Burial 

11 include a total of 402 bone and shell artifacts.  It is unknown which artifacts are 

specifically associated with Burial 11A.  The artifacts specifically associated with Burial 

11B are 265 tubular bone beads, 17 Marginella shell beads, and 62 Noetia shell beads.   
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Figure 8.3.  Radiocarbon assays of Burial 11A from the Floyd Morris site, Beta-172922. 
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Figure 8.4.  Radiocarbon assays of Burial 11B from the Floyd Morris site, Beta-172924. 
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Burial 1 

It must be noted that two burials from Floyd Morris that were radiocarbon dated, 

Sample 2364B-13 (?)/ 1 and Sample 2384B-16 were misnamed once they reached the 

Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory (TARL) for inventory.  Based on notes from 

the original Floyd Morris excavation, and personal communication with Dr. Michael 

Collins of the University of Texas and Laura Nightengale of the Texas Archaeological 

Research Laboratory, it is believed that the remains represent Burials 1 and 8.  The 

description of the remains, including which cranial and post-cranial remains were 

recovered, and descriptions from the original field notes detailing which remains were 

recovered and listed during excavation, were reviewed.  In addition, the sex and age of 

the individuals, the mineralization noted in the bones upon collection in the field, and a 

review of the stations at which each of the burials were excavated, were analyzed in order 

to determine the real identity of the samples from burials represented by 2364B-13 (?)/ 1 

and 2384B-16.  Beta -176357 (2364 B 13 (?) TARL) represents the moderately 

mineralized remains of Burial 1.  The radiocarbon assays from the burial yielded a date of 

Calibrated BC 880 – 790 (Calibrated BP 2840 – 2740) placing the burial in the Middle 

Archaic period (2500–400 B.C.) (Figure 8.5).   

Eleven intact burials were recovered from the Floyd Morris site, yet this particular 

burial has the number ‘13’ (?) on the box housed in the Human Osteology Collection at 

TARL.  There is no box of remains that states “B-1.”  Comparing the description of 

remains in the original field notes with the remains in the collection at TARL, the 

remains appear to be the misnamed remains of Burial 1.  Burial 1 is a badly disturbed 

single burial that was impacted by chisel and a leveling buggy during construction 

activities.  All that remains of the interment are fragments of the right femur shaft, a 

humerus shaft, fragments of the cranium, and unidentifiable bone fragments. The remains 
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were found in hard-baked light sandy clay in the flexed position, with the orientation of 

the body east–west.  The paucity of remains represented made it impossible to determine 

age or sex, but a jadeite bead was found in the vicinity.  

 

Burial 8 

Beta – 176358 (2384B-16 TARL) represents the mineralized remains of Burial 8.  

The radiocarbon assays from the burial yielded a date of Calibrated BC 1520 to 1400 

(Calibrated BP 3470 to 3350) placing the burial in the Middle Archaic period (2500–400 

BC) (Figure 8.6).  Burial 8 was documented in light clayey sand below the reach of the 

chisel blades that were used for construction activities on the property.  The cranial 

remains were crushed from the weight of the machinery, but the post-cranials were in 

relatively good condition and were only slightly displaced.  Since the pelvis was present, 

the remains were documented in the field as belonging to an adult female (Collins et al. 

1969:127).  The burial was placed on its back in a tightly flexed position, with the body 

slightly twisted to the right, and the head facing east and up.  No artifacts were recovered 

with Burial 8.    
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Figure 8.5.  Radiocarbon assays of Burial 1 from the Floyd Morris site, Beta-176357. 
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Figure 8.6.  Radiocarbon assays of Burial 8 from the Floyd Morris site, Beta-176358. 
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DISCUSSION 

When compared to the radiocarbon assays of cemeteries around Texas and on the 

border of Mexico, the Floyd Morris and Ayala site remains do have similarities with 

other cemetery and single burial sites on the coast and inland.  For example, the Southern 

Island site, on the Mexican side of Falcon Reservoir in Tamaulipas, Mexico, shares 

mortuary similarities such as the presence of bone beads, disc-shaped conch shell beads, 

and Oliva sayanna beads and tinklers.  Radiocarbon dating was conducted on the remains 

from Burial 3 from Southern Island in 1995 at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory for 

AMS radiocarbon analysis (Boyd et al. 1997).  The burial has an uncalibrated date of 840 

+/-70 years B.P. (A.D. 1040-1180); and was calibrated to A.D.1250, with a 2-sigma 

range of A.D. 1025- 292 (Boyd et al. 1997).  This date places Burial 3 from Southern 

Island solidly in the Late Prehistoric.  The Late Prehistoric date from the Southern Island 

site corresponds with the two Late Prehistoric dates derived from the Ayala site. 

The Beacon Harbor Lodge site (41ZP7), a small cemetery in Falcon Reservoir in 

Zapata County, contained a burial that was interred with numerous bone beads, conch 

shell beads, perforated human teeth, and Caracara arrow points.  The burial was 

excavated in 1984, and a sample of the remains was sent to the Lawrence Liverpool 

Laboratory for radiocarbon dating.  The burial has an uncalibrated date of 620 +/- 70 

years B.P. (A.D. 1260 - 1400); and was calibrated to a range at one sigma of A.D. 1326 - 

1389 with a two sigma span of A.D. 1278 - 1437 (Boyd et al. 1997).  This date places the 

burial in the Late Prehistoric period.  The Late Prehistoric date from the Beacon Harbor 

Lodge site corresponds with the two dates derived from the Ayala site, and from the date 

derived from the Southern Island site.  There are no dates available for the other 

cemeteries and burials that are classified as definitively belonging to the Brownsville 
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Complex.  However, dates derived from burials in Willacy County may have Brownsville 

Complex characteristics (e.g., 41WY50 and 41WY113). Radiocarbon assays yielded 

readings of 1415 +/- 140 B.P.(Late Archaic) for a burial from 41WY50, and 1088 +/- 90 

B.P. (Late Archaic) for a burial from 41WY113 (Bousman et al. 1990). 

The dates presented here clearly show that cemeteries in the Rio Grande Delta 

predate the Late Prehistoric in what is classified as the Brownsville Complex region.  As 

seen in Table 8.3, the dates derived from the burials at Floyd Morris and Ayala more 

closely correspond with burials of larger cemeteries in the state and are not bounded in 

the Late Prehistoric.   

 

Table 8.3: Radiocarbon Assays from Selected Sites in Texas (After: Perttula 2001:5–7).  

SITE LAB NO. 
BURIAL / 
FEATURE 

Uncalibrated 
Date DATE  B. P.  Period 

Blue Bayou Tx-4895 B24 1120 + 80 1200 – 1040 
Late 
Prehistoric 

  Tx-5856 B1 1240 + 280 1520 – 960 Late Archaic 
  Tx-4972 B16 1490 + 90 1580 – 1400 Late Archaic 
  Tx-4894 B20 1590 + 210 1800 – 1380 Late Archaic 
            

Callo De Oso 
Beta-
99305 TU5 2720 + 50 2770 – 2670 Late Archaic 

            

Ernest Witte Tx-2452 
B89 Group 
2 1650 + 70 1720 – 1580 Late Archaic 

  Tx-2451 
B14 Group 
2 2460 + 70 2530 – 2390 Late Archaic 

  Tx-2127 
B127 
Group 1 3270 + 70 3340 – 3200 Middle Archaic 

  Tx-2453 
B155 
Group 1 4120 + 100 4220 – 4020 Middle Archaic 

            

Loma Sandia 
Beta-
13072 11-G 2420 + 90 2510 – 2330 Late Archaic 

  
Beta-
20420 13-O 2550 + 90 2640 – 2460 Late Archaic 
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Beta-
13071 134 2570 + 60 2630 – 2510 Late Archaic 

  
Beta-
20421 13-O 2640 + 90 2730 – 2550 Late Archaic 

  
Beta-
20419 12-R 2640 + 100 2740 – 2540 Late Archaic 

  
Beta-
13070 11-G 2680 + 80 2760 – 2600 Late Archaic 

  
Beta-
13073 10 2710 + 90 2800 – 2620 Late Archaic 

            

Morhiss 
Beta-
92359 B159 

2410 + 50 corr 
date 2460 – 2360 Middle Archaic 

            

Southern 
Island  

LLL, 
California 3 840 + 70 910 – 770 

Late 
Prehistoric 

            
41CF29 GX-17779 Fea. 1 1375 + 58 1433 – 1317 Late Archaic 
            

41NU266 
Beta-
53198   4430 + 60 4490 – 4370 Middle Archaic 

            

41WY50 
GX-
15124-G Burial 

1415 + 140 
corr date 1555 – 1275 Late Archaic 

            

41WY67 
GX-
15254-A Burial 

4495 + 350 
corr date 4825 – 4145 Middle Archaic 

            

41WY113 
GX-
15123-G Burial 

1088 + 90 corr 
date 1178 – 998 

Late 
Prehistoric 

            

41ZP7     620 + 70 690 – 550 
Late 
Prehistoric 

            

41ZP144 
Beta-
51889 Fea.1 650 + 60 710 – 590 

Late 
Prehistoric 
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STABLE ISOTOPE ANALYSIS RESULTS 

Burials from the Ayala site (41HG1), and the Floyd Morris site (41CF2) yielded 

the ratios presented in Table 8.4.   When radiocarbon assays were derived, the carbon 

isotope readings, in conjunction with Delta 15N / 14N nitrogen ratios can provide a means 

by which to determine prehistoric diet.  Cargill and Hard (1999:203) state that nitrogen 

values used in conjunction with carbon values can provide a clearer picture to determine 

a marine versus terrestrial diet, as marine systems have higher nitrogen variables than 

terrestrial systems.  

 

Table 8.4.  Nitrogen and Carbon Levels from the Ayala and Floyd Morris Sites. 

SITE 
BURIAL BETA No. STABLE CARBON 

STABLE 
NITROGEN 

Ayala 
1  172921  -15.1 +12.3 

 
5  172925  -20.1 +12.9 

Floyd 
Morris 11a  172922  -14.3 +9.2 
 11b  172924  -14.8 +12.2 
 

1  176357  -14.1 +11 
 

8  176358  -13 +10.8 

Table 8.5.  Nitrogen and Carbon Data from Texas Burial Locales (After: Perttula 
2001:32-33). 

SITE STABLE CARBON STABLE NITROGEN REFERENCE 

41AU36 -19.2 + 0.7  -- Huebner and Boutton 1992 

41VT94 -18.7 + 0.81 +10.5 + 1.04 Huebner and Comuzzie 1992 

Corpus Christi -13.0 + 1.78 +10.4 + 1.08 Huebner 1994 

41NU173 -13.9 + 0.62 -- Huebner et al 1996 
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41KA89 -16.9 +8.5 Huebner et al 1996 

41BX917 -12.1 -- Tennis 1994 

41KR241 -15.8 + 0.97 +8.1 + 0.85 Bement 1994 

Seminole Sink -16.8 + 3.3 -- Turpin 1988 

41WY50 -9.7 +9.6 Bousman 1990 

41WY113 -15.7 +7.6 Bousman 1990 

41WY67 -23.0 +6.2 Bousman 1990 
41CF29 -15.9 -- Eling et al. 1993 

 

Van Der Merwe et al. (1993:65-97) studied isotopic ratios of nitrogen and carbon 

found in elements making up food webs in specific environments in order to reconstruct 

prehistoric diets in Ecuador.  Although the study was conducted on coastal Ecuador, it is 

applicable to the current discussion in terms of the environmental types represented and 

the species inhabiting them.  Cameron County is coastal and riverine, Hidalgo is inland 

and riverine, and Willacy County is coastal.  It would follow that in these types of 

environments, both on the Pacific Ocean and Atlantic Ocean (with the Gulf eventually 

joining the Atlantic), would be similar in terms of sea life.   

According to Van Der Merwe et al. (1993:65), carbon isotope ratios of C3 plants 

are characteristically different from the carbon isotope ratios found in marine based diets.  

Modern marine and terrestrial materials were used to reconstruct carbon and nitrogen 

isotope ecology of Formative Cultures in the Valdivia region of the southwestern 

Ecuadorian coast.  Data collected during the analysis yielded average results of –21.8 

percent for 13C and +7.3 percent for nitrogen for a purely C3 plant biome, and ratios of –

26.1 percent for 13C and +19.6 percent for nitrogen in riverine environments (Van Der 

Merwe et al. 1993:79).  Marine system readings based on the values of mollusk, 

crustacean and fish flesh, yielded readings clustered around –15.4 percent for carbon, and 
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+12.2 percent for nitrogen (Van Der Merwe et al 1993:78).  A pure C3 reading within a 

food web results in a human bone collagen reading of 13C values of around –21.0 percent, 

while in fishing cultures, the C3 readings tend to fall between –10 and –21.0 percent (Van 

Der Merwe et al. 1993:65).  In cultures with a heavy dependence on marine resources, 

nitrogen values can be as high as +20 percent (Van Der Merwe et al. 1993: 67).   

Stable carbon isotope data on the Texas coast, from the Redfish Bay area near 

Corpus Christi, which yielded readings similar to those presented in this study indicate 

that marine plants and animals of the region fall within the C4 and CAM plant range.  C4 

plants use a supplementary method of CO2 uptake, which form a 4-carbon molecule 

instead of the two 3-carbon molecules of the Calvin cycle.  C4 plants are well adapted and 

likely to be found in habitats with high daytime temperatures and intense sunlight. Some 

examples of these plants are crabgrass, corn (maize), sugarcane, and sorghum 

(http://users.rcn.com/jkimball.ma.ultranet/BiologyPages/C/C4plants.html).  CAM Plants 

are also C4 plants but instead of segregating the C4 and C3 pathways in different parts of 

the leaf, they separate them in time instead.  CAM is an acronym for crassulacean acid 

metabolism because it was first studied in members of the plant family Crassulaceae.  An 

example of a CAM plant is the cacti.  These adaptations enable CAM plants to thrive in 

conditions of high daytime temperatures, intense sunlight, and low soil moisture.  The 

ratios from the Corpus Christi area based on data from five plant and animal species that 

fall between the C4 and CAM levels, is –15.0 percent (Bousman et al. 1990:101).   

Bousman et al. (1990:103) state that nitrogen values of ocean water are generally 

higher than terrestrial sources, and that, in turn, plants found in inland saline 

environments also have higher nitrogen levels.  In addition, the numerous trophic levels 

of marine ecosystems yield higher levels of nitrogen than terrestrial sources.  In terms of 

carbon variables, Diane Cargill has pointed out that in general, the Delta 13C values of 
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freshwater fish and fauna affected by C3 and C4 sources ranges between -23.7 and –12.7 

percent (Cargill 1996:103; Cargill and Hard 1999:202; Katzenberg 1989:323; 

Schoeninger and DeNiro 1984:629; Tuross et al. 1994:295).  In the Gulf of Mexico, Delta 
13C values are between –8.3 and –14.5 percent for sea grass meadows, and are between –

15.0 and –19.0 percent offshore (Cargill and Hard 1999:203).          

The mean averages of carbon and nitrogen variables at the Ayala site are –17.6 

and +12.6, respectively, while the mean averages for Floyd Morris are –14.0 and +10.8.  

Data from the Floyd Morris and Ayala sites appear to fall within the marine system 

readings clustered around –15.4 percent for carbon and +12.2 percent for nitrogen (Van 

Der Merwe et al. 1993:78).  Delta 15N values range between +9.2 and +12.8 percent, with 

a mean of 10.4 percent, as reported for Mitchell Ridge and the Corpus Christi areas 

(Cargill and Hard 1999:209; Huebner 1994).  The ratios from the Corpus Christi area, 

based on data from five plant and animal species, which fall between the C4, and CAM 

levels, of 13C as –15.0 percent (Bousman et al 1990:101).  According to Bousman et al. 

(1990:101), the mean value 15N of marine plants after human consumption is 

approximately +16.0.  Both mean averages of Delta 15N values from the Ayala site 

(+12.6) and the Floyd Morris site (+10.8) fall within the range expected for a Texas 

coastal diet.  

It is interesting note that the nitrogen values derived from a burial at 41WY50 in 

Willacy County were + 9.6, falling into the same range (Bousman et al. 1990:101).  In 

terms of the Delta 13C data, the prehistoric populations of Mitchell Ridge, Corpus Christi, 

and 41WY50 yielded values between –14.7 and –7.7 percent, with a mean average value 

of –11.9 for Mitchell Ridge, -13.0 for Corpus Christi, and –9.7 for 41WY50 (Bousman et 

al. 1990:102; Cargill and Hard 1999:208; Huebner 1994).  The ratio for carbon from the 

Floyd Morris site with a mean average of –14.0 places it within the same range expected 
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for a Texas coastal diet, according to Cargill and Hard (1999:208).  The Delta 13C ratios 

from the Ayala site gave a mean average of –17.6.   

 

 

Figure 8.1. Isotopic signatures derived from Texas sites (After: Cargill and Hard 
1999:207, Table 2; 208, Figure 5). 
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The Ayala site value is more similar to the value derived from 41WY113 of –

17.7, and may be attributed to the exploitation of C3 plants and terrestrial herbivores who 

contributed to inland hunter-gatherer subsistence (Cargill and Hard 1999:208).  It must be 

noted however, that when data from the burials is inspected individually, such as in the 

case of Burial 5 from the Ayala site in particular, the burial yielded a carbon ratio of -

20.0, which is a bit depleted for Texas coastal people (Diane Cargill, Personal 

Communication 2005). This individual has a very high nitrogen ratio, which fits in with 

the coastal diet, however riverine sources cannot be ruled out as a cause (Figure 8.1). The 

-20.0 is found in coastal diets in other areas of the world but so far has not been detected 

in Texas (of course we also do not have extensive isotopic data for Texas). In Texas the -

20.0 carbon ratio most closely resembles a value from an individual from the Loeve-Fox 

site (inland hunter/gatherers), and values for the Blue Bayou site (ca. 32 km from the 

coast), so the possibility cannot be ignored that Burial 5 from the Ayala site represents an 

inland C3 diet with an emphasis on riverine sources (Diane Cargill personal 

communication March 2005). 

In exploring the possibilities and causes for the ratios derived from the two sites, 

it must be pointed out that there are two trends of environmental change in South Texas.  

In the first, since data from the region is sparse, researchers have had to rely on samples 

from other areas of Texas containing substantial pollen data, such as central and east 

Texas (Black 1989), which show a gradual warming and drying trend.  In the second, 

according to Black (1989), environmental change is in more general terms on a global 

scale, with the Lower Rio Grande Valley in transition between humid and arid zones so 

that it likely experienced fluctuating changes.  Stable isotope data collected from soil 

humates from Willacy County by Prewitt and Associates indicated a decrease in C3 plant 

biomass after 2,000 B.P. in the Lower Rio Grande Valley (Bousman et al. 1990:5).  Later 
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in 2003, nine soil humate samples were collected from backhoe trenches cut on in the Rio 

Grande's current meander belt in Hidalgo, Cameron and Willacy Counties to assess the 

effects of a proposed Lower Rio Grande Flood Control Project by the U.S. International 

Boundary and Water Commission (Cooper et al. 2003). Stable carbon isotope data from 

the soil humates collected by Cooper et al. (2003), indicated an increase in C3 registered 

from 2,000 - 1,300 B.P. At present the area in paleoenvironmental terms, is a morass.  

More information is needed in order to interpret the data collected in the Lower Rio 

Grande Valley over the years from both human remains and soil humates, because most 

of the information is disjointed.  In looking at all data collected so far on the region, it 

appears that the environment was in a state of flux, which may account for the 

discrepancies encountered. 

Based on the data collected for this dissertation, it appears that the prehistoric 

peoples interred at the Floyd Morris site participated primarily in exploiting marine 

resources for subsistence, while the people interred at the Ayala site practiced a 

combination of marine, possibly riverine, and terrestrial exploitation.  This is likely the 

result of environmental factors.  In general, based on the stable isotope data to date 

(Bousman et al. 1990; Cargill and Hard 1999; Cooper et al. 2003; Huebner 1994) it 

appears that the environment changed over time, as did subsistence patterns in response 

to the development of new microenvironments. This theory is tentative at best, and will 

only be proved by the addition of new paleoenvironmental data on the region.  
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CHAPTER 9: 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

The research presented here of the Floyd Morris and Ayala sites (41CF2 and 

41HG1) has resulted in the reformation of the chronology of the Brownsville Complex.  

This redefinition is based on several lines of evidence, including degrees of 

mineralization, artifact associations, and derived radiocarbon assays.  It appears that both 

cemeteries were used for long periods of time, based on the varying stages of 

mineralization, and ratios derived from the remains support that the burials represent 

different episodes of interment.  At the Floyd Morris site, the idea of different periods of 

interment is supported by the presence of the mixed remains of Burial 11, where remains 

from one age appear to intrude into a previously existing burial.  The Ayala site supports 

the Late Prehistoric standing of the Complex, while Floyd Morris extends the Complex 

back in time. Based on these data, it is clear that the temporal range of the Brownsville 

Complex as belonging strictly to the Late Prehistoric period is questionable.   

The discrepancy was substantiated when samples of human bone from the two 

sites were submitted for radiocarbon and stable isotope analysis.  Three samples from the 

Ayala site and four from the Floyd Morris site were submitted to Beta-Analytic 

Laboratories in 2001 for radiocarbon dating and stable isotope analysis.  Two burials 

from Ayala, Burials 1 and 5, yielded radiocarbon assays placing them solidly in the Late 

Prehistoric period. Oliva sayana beads and tinklers, disk-shaped Busycon conch shell 

beads, incised and decorated rectangular bone pendants, an antler beam fragment, a large 

notched Busycon conch body whorl trianguloid pendant, tubular bone beads, and a 

trianguloid dart point are part of the artifact inventory associated with the burials at 

Ayala.   
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The Floyd Morris site contained flexed burials, human bone artifacts and beads, 

perforated canine teeth, Oliva sayana shell beads and tinklers with perforated canine 

teeth, Marginella apicina shell beads, Busycon conch shell pendants, and disk-shaped 

conch columella beads; however, radiocarbon dates place the cemetery in the Middle to 

Late Archaic period.  This site is the older of the two cemeteries.  Burial 11A appears to 

be one of the oldest, based on mineralization, and in fact yielded a radiocarbon date of 

Middle Archaic (B.C. 1760 – 1610).  Burials 1 and 8 yielded additional Middle Archaic 

dates (B.C. 880 – 790 and B.C. 1520 – 1400 respectively).  Burial 11B yielded a date that 

placed it in the Late Archaic (A.D. 140 – 380) range. 

  

Table 9.1.  Bone Beads Associated with Burial 11 from the Floyd Morris site (41CF2). 

Burial No. of Bone 
Beads Mammal/Bird/Human Decoration 

11C 29 28/1/1 transverse notches (2) 

11B and 11C 4 0/0/4 -- 

11B and 11C 215 215 0/? black and red pigment 

11B and 11C 46 0/46/0 small, oval or trianguloid 

11 unknown 5 0/0 / 5 -- 

 

The landowner found a jadeite bead above Burial 1 at Floyd Morris, but it is 

unclear if it is directly associated with the burial.  The Late Archaic component present at 

Floyd Morris, represented by a multiple burial of three individuals (11B, 11C, and 11D), 

intruded into the Middle Archaic Burial 11A.  The dating of Burial 11B, a young female, 

to the Late Archaic can extend to Burial 11D, the infant or fetus burial interred with the 

mother.  It is also known that the male bundle burial (Burial 11D) was interred with 

Burial 11B at the same time, making it Late Archaic as well.  The artifacts associated 
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with the four individuals representing Burial 11 include a total of 402 bone and shell 

artifacts (see Table 9.1, for breakdown of bone artifacts).  It is unknown which artifacts 

are specifically associated with the Middle Archaic Burial 11A. 

The radiocarbon assays from Floyd Morris’ Burial 11B, in particular, show a 

specialized shell industry appears to have already been in place during the Archaic 

period.  The relationship the Rio Grande Delta has with other areas around the state 

where shell artifacts were found in mortuary contexts will have to be reassessed.  The 

A.E. Anderson Collection, the largest collection of Brownsville Complex artifacts housed 

at the Texas Archaeological Research Laboratory, includes an array of shell ornaments 

ranging from tiny circular shell beads to large engraved conch whorl pendants or gorgets.  

All stages of manufacture of these ornaments are present, from rougher blanks to the 

finished product.  Particularly well represented are the manufacturing stages of tubular 

Busycon conch columella bead production (Anderson 1932).  Prewitt (1974) found 

evidence of specialized shell disk manufacture at 41CF8, and echoes the feelings of 

MacNeish, Campbell, and Hester (2004) that finished shell artifacts were likely used as 

exchange items based on the degree of manufacturing debris represented.  Specialized 

tools for shell ornament manufacture, such as tiny chert drills used to fashion disc beads, 

in addition to finished products, for example, beads, are present in cemetery sites like 

Floyd Morris.      

 

LATE PREHISTORIC PERIOD 

During the Late Prehistoric, it is not surprising that much of the Rio Grande Delta 

material compares favorably with that reported from the area around Baffin Bay to the 

north.  Reiterating the suggestions of Hester (1969), Prewitt (1974:61) notes that much of 
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the material from Cameron County was similar to materials documented during Hester’s 

survey of Kleberg County around Baffin Bay north of the Rio Grande Delta.  A number 

of artifacts such as triangular stone projectile points, small circular scrapers, Rockport 

series pottery, and various shell ornaments and tools are common to both areas. Hester’s 

(1969) survey documented sites containing both Brownsville Complex characteristics and 

Rockport Focus characteristics, in addition to sites with artifacts normally attributed to 

the Brownsville Complex.  An example of sites with both characteristics is 41KL13, 

where the following artifacts were recorded: projectile point examples of Matamoros, 

Cameron, Clifton, Fresno, Perdiz, Scallorn, and Starr; miscellaneous dart points; convex 

and concaved based arrow points; unifacial, side, and bifacial scrapers; circular scrapers; 

heavy unifaces and bifaces; micro-unifaces; retouched prismatic flakes; drills, cores, and 

utilized flakes; as well as smoothed stones.  Additional artifacts include perforated canine 

teeth, a piece of bone awl, Busycon conch whorl shell beads, a shell scraper, and 

Rockport pottery (Hester 1969b: 61).  At 41KL45, situated on a clay dune on the eastern 

shore of the Cayo del Grullo, Busycon conch fragments, 21 shell scrapers, three Busycon 

conch whorl adzes, a Busycon conch columella gouge, two Noetia ponderosa shell beads, 

an Oliva sayana shell bead, a polished cylindrical rod of conch columella, and 180 

Marginella apicina shell beads, a few of which had traces of red ochre, were documented 

(Hester 1969b: 70–71).   

In the Inland Rio Grande area around Falcon Reservoir, more than 100 miles 

inland from the Gulf of Mexico, artifacts found previously in Brownsville Complex sites 

in the Rio Grande Delta and in coastal Tamaulipas have been noted (MacNeish 1947, 

1958).  The presence of Late Prehistoric burial sites at Falcon Reservoir is consistent with 

an inland high-resource riverine setting at the confluence of two major river systems, 

while the scattered and small sizes of the burial sites seem consistent with 
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ethnographically described foraging groups (Hester 1969b).  The Late Prehistoric burial 

sites of the inland Rio Grande, such as 41ZP7, 41ZP2, and Southern Island and Rio 

Salado in Tamaulipas, are examples of sites investigated that contain artifacts with 

Brownsville Complex characteristics.  

41ZP7, the Beacon Harbor site on the banks of Falcon Reservoir, is a prehistoric 

burial site in Zapata County where the interments of six individuals contained tubular 

bone beads, perforated canine and human teeth, bone tools, beads of Busycon conch 

columella, Busycon conch shell pendants, and Oliva sayana shell beads, in addition to 

Matamoros dart points (attributed to Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric).  At the Castillo 

site (41ZP2), now beneath Falcon Reservoir in Zapata County, Cason (1952) reported a 

burial eroding out of an arroyo, accompanied by numerous tubular bone beads and a bone 

tube fashioned from a human ulna.  At the Southern Island site in Tamulipas, Mexico, a 

small cemetery of eight to 10 individuals contained one burial accompanied by 

rectangular Busycon conch shell pendants (Boyd et al. 1997).  The Rio Salado burial is a 

single burial reported from Tamaulipas, Mexico, in the northern Falcon Reservoir area, 

containing numerous Tortugas and Matamoros dart points, and numerous Oliva sayana 

beads and Oliva sayana tinklers.  

The artifact styles in this area are similar to the artifacts associated with the 

Brownsville Complex, especially in terms of the Oliva sayana beads, shell pendants, and 

bone beads.  There exist several additional similarities in all kinds of associated grave 

goods placed with the Inland Rio Grande burial populations and the Brownsville 

Complex groups at the mouth of the Rio Grande.  It has always been suggested that the 

coastal and inland populations had regular interaction during the Late Prehistoric period.  

The current study has shown that Archaic period interaction was taking place as well.   
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ARCHAIC PERIOD 

Compared to mortuary sites from other geographical regions during the Archaic, 

Lower Rio Grande Valley sites retain certain characteristics that set the area apart from 

others.  Webb, Zapata, Hidalgo, Willacy, and Cameron counties comprise the area and 

include sites in the Brownsville Complex such as the Floyd Morris site (41CF2).  Now 

dated as far back as the Middle Archaic, 41CF2 contained flexed burials, human bone 

artifacts and beads, perforated canine teeth, Oliva sayana shell beads and tinklers with 

perforated canine teeth, Marginella apicina shell beads, Busycon conch shell pendants, 

conch columella beads, and disk-shaped conch columella beads.  Other sites in the Lower 

Rio Grande Valley fit in well as Archaic-period Brownsville Complex, or as 

“Brownsville-like” Archaic burial sites.  Burial 1 from Southern Island contained a dart 

point, a tool, five Matamoros dart points, a Catan dart point, a stone pipe, 561 bone 

beads, five bone rasps, an antler billet, a bone awl, a human bone tube, three perforated 

canine teeth, four animal claws, eight Oliva sayana beads, 20 marine shell beads, and 

four rectangular Busycon conch shell pendants (Boyd et al. 1997).   

Site 41WY50 is an isolated burial site located on the El Sauz Ranch in a clay dune 

off the Laguna Madre, west of Josephine Island.  When the site was investigated in 1980, 

archeologists recorded a burial eroding out of the southwest bank of the clay dune.  The 

skull of the individual was in good condition, and the remains were in a flexed position, 

with associated mortuary items of a bone pin, non-altered canine incisors, freshwater 

otoliths, and a Busycon conch shell pendant (Kibler 1994).  In 1990, the site yielded 

radiocarbon assays of 1415+140, B.P., placing the site in the Late Archaic (Bousman et 

al. 1990).  Site 41WY50 fits in well with Floyd Morris as an Archaic cemetery that 
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retains artifact characteristics associated with attributes designated to the Brownsville 

Complex.   

The Horse Island site, 41CF29, in the Laguna Atascosa Wildlife Refuge, was 

investigated in 1970 and again in the 1990s.  One of the burials was interred with an 

Oliva sayana shell ornament, red ochre, and modified pebbles.  A sample from Feature 1 

yielded an uncalibrated radiocarbon assay of 1375+/-58, calibrated to a range of 1433-

1317 B.P. (Perttula 2001).  This date places the feature in the Late Archaic period.  The 

Late Archaic date from 41CF29 corresponds with the Late Archaic date derived from 

Floyd Morris’ Burial 11B tested for this study.   

On the southern side of the Rio Grande, the Archaic-period Rio Salado burial 

from Tamaulipas, Mexico, in the northern Falcon Reservoir area, contained a burial 

containing five large bifaces, 22 Tortugas dart points, a stone pipe, perforated canine 

teeth, and two mussel shell ornaments (Taylor 1995b).  Other Archaic sites in the Falcon 

Reservoir region bearing artifact sets resembling those at Floyd Morris are 41ZP254, 

41ZP8, and the Toyah I.  These sites not only contain human bone artifacts, bone beads, 

perforated canine teeth, Oliva sayana shell beads and tinklers, disk-shaped Busycon 

conch columella beads, and Busycon conch pendants, but they also share traits similar to 

those seen at Loma Sandia, north of the area, in the form of stone pipes, biface caches, 

and Tortugas dart points (Perttula 2001).  

Moving north along the Texas coast into Kleberg, Calhoun, Nueces, and San 

Patricio counties during the Archaic, mortuary characteristics retain Brownsville 

Complex related items such as perforated canine teeth, bone beads, human bone artifacts, 

flexed burials, and Busycon conch columella beads.  Artifact types not seen in the 

Brownsville Complex area are also present, including triangular projectile points and 

tubular stone pipes producing a unique pattern on the South Central coast.  Extended 
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burials are not as common as flexed burials for the South Central coast, but they have 

been reported for the region.  Two cemeteries in Kleberg County, the Dietz site 

(41KL14), and the Scarborough site (41KL30), contained tubular stone pipes, human 

bone beads, bone beads, human bone artifacts, and triangular dart points (Hester 1969b).  

In Calhoun County, at the Green Lake site (41CL13), stemmed dart points, incised bone 

tools, incised bone beads, and a carved stone disk bead were documented (Hester 1969b),  

a carved stone disk bead was also recovered with a burial from the Brownsville Complex 

cemetery at Floyd Morris.  At the Callo de Oso site (41NU2) in Nueces County, recent 

testing uncovered a flexed female burial interred with unmodified Busycon conch shells 

and bi-pointed whelk columella (Ricklis 1997).  Burned wood charcoal associated with 

the burial pit (the bones were scorched) was radiocarbon dated yielding an Archaic date 

of 2930–2750 B.P. (Ricklis 1997).  The Ingleside burial site (41SP78) contained seven 

burials oriented in extended positions with the heads of the individuals to the south, with 

one individual face down and another was on their side interred with stacks of Marginella 

apicina bivalves, Marginella apicina beads, Busycon conch shell objects, a Marginella 

apicina shell necklace, two bone incised pins, a biface, charred bone objects, and an 

Ensor point (Hester and Corbin 1975).  The presence of the Ensor dart point, incised bone 

pins, and extended position of the majority of burials evidence that the burials are from 

the Late Archaic period.  Based on these data sets, it would appear that the counties of the 

South Central coast share many of the attributes found in the Brownsville Complex area 

of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, the slight differentiation in artifact sets may signify 

transition into another cultural zone where stone artifacts are more commonly used.   

Moving further up the coast, artifact types from the Inland Central Coastal Plain 

sites around the confluence of the Guadalupe and San Antonio rivers, such as Morhiss, 

Blue Bayou, and the Green Lake site, are represented by artifact sets that include disk-
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shaped Busycon conch columella beads, stemmed dart points, antler racks, large thin 

bifaces, and incised bone pins.  Similarities in artifact types with the Lower Rio Grande 

Valley Archaic sites include disk-shaped Busycon conch columella beads, Oliva sayana 

beads, bone beads, perforated canine teeth, and Marginella beads that are also present in 

the Brownsville Complex (Perttula 2001).  Extended burials are primarily associated with 

the Late Archaic, flexed with the Late Prehistoric, although the Morhiss site contained 

individuals placed in varying positions for the two periods. 

 

MARINE SHELL DISTRIBUTION 

From data accumulated from archaeological investigations of Archaic period 

burial sites, and the publication of site reports on Loma Sandia (Taylor and Highley 

1995) and Allens Creek (Hall 1981), it is well known that the transfer of marine shell 

from the coast to inland areas of Texas was common during the Middle and Late Archaic 

periods (Taylor and Highly 1995:543).  Marine shell artifacts are found in varied forms at 

Archaic-period cemeteries on the cost and inland.  Table 9.2 below is derived from 

Taylor and Highley (1995:Table 65, 544-545).  The author has added the Floyd Morris 

site to Table 9.2. 

   

Table 9.2.  Distribution of Marine Shell Ornaments found at Archaic Period Sites (After: 
Taylor and Highley 1995:Table 65). 

County Site Trinomial, Name References 

Aransas 41AS1, Johnson Campbell 1947 
 41AS2, Kent Crane Campbell 1952 
 41AS16, Swan Lake Prewitt et al. 1987 
   

Austin 41AU1, Goebel 
Fleming 1959; Duke 1981, 1982; Hall 
1981 
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 41AU37, Leonard K Hall 1981 
 41AU46, Ernest Witte Hall 1981 
 41AU55, Brandeis Highlet et al 1988 
   
Bell 41BL3, Willison Hall 1981 
 41BL113, Wendland Hall 1981 
   
Bexar 41BX1, Olmos Dam Ludowski 1988 
 41BX502, San Geronimo Chandler 1991 
 41BX523 Chandler 1991 

Bosque 41BQ20, Brawley's Cave Hall 1981 
   
Brazoria 41BO35, Dow-Cleaver Hollingsworth 1981 
 41BO76, Shell Point Hole and Wilkinson 1973 
   
Calhoun 41CL21 Fritz 1975, Hall 1981 
 41CL24 Fritz 1975, Hall 1981 
 41CL31 Fritz 1975, Hall 1981 
 41CL33 Fritz 1975, Hall 1981 
   
Cameron 41CF2, Floyd Morris Collins et al 1969, this dissertation 
   
Chambers 41CH13, Mayes Marsh CAR – UTSA Files 
   
Comal 41CM25, Locke Farm TARL Files 
   
DeWitt 41DW234, Patt Dunn Hudgeons and Hester 1977 
   
Dimmit Hines Ranch Site Hester 1970b 
 41DM30 Hester 1970b 
   
Fort Bend 41FB2, Big Creek Hall 1981 
 41FB3, Bowser Site Hall 1981 
 41FB13, Albert George Walley 1955 
   
Galveston 41GV1, Caplen Campbell 1957 
   
Harris 41HR80, Harris County Boy's School Aten et al 1976 
 41HR61, Galena Shell Midden Hall 1981 
   
Hidalgo 41HG86 Day et al 1981 
   
Jackson 41JK7, Palmetto Bend Fritz 1975 
   
Live Oak 41LK28, Loma Sandia Taylor and Highley 1995 
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 Choke Canyon Sites Hall et al 1992, 1986; Highley 1986;  
  Brown et al 1982 
   
Llano 41LL4, Fall Creek Hall 1981 
   
Matagorda 41MG23, Matagorda Bay Fritz 1975; Hall 1981 
   
Medina 41ME42, San Geronimo Chandler 1991 
 41ME43, Jack Mountain Chandler 1991 
   
Nueces 41NU2, Oso Hall 1981; Jackson 1933a; Martin 1930 
 41NU15 Hall 1981  
 41NU17 Hall 1981 
 41NU18 Hall 1981 
 41NU26 Hall 1981 
 41NU27, Starry Dune Hall 1981 
 41NU29, Rodd Field Hall 1981 
 41NU30 Hall 1981 
 41NU32 Hall 1981 
 41NU38 Hall 1981 
 41NU39 Hall 1981 
 41NU40 Hall 1981 
 41NU45 Hall 1981 
 41NU46, Tucker Hall 1981 
 41NU148, George Brittain Farm Hall 1981 
   
San Patricio 41SP4 Hall 1981 
 41SP43, Ingleside Cove Storey 1968 
   
Travis 41TV29 Hall 1981 
 41TV88, Pat Parker Hall 1981 
   
Victoria 41VT1, Morhiss Calhoun 1965; Campbell 1956, 1976 
 41VT15, Johnstone Hall 1981 
 41VT29 Hall 1981 
 41VT31 Hall 1981 
 41VT34 Hall 1981 
   
Wharton 41WH14, Peikert Kindall 1980 
 41WH39, Crestmont Vernon 1989 
   
Willacy 41WY51 Day et al 1981 
 41WY59 Day et al 1981 
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 41WY60 Day et al 1981 
 41WY77 Day et al 1981 
   
Williamson 41WM230, Loeve-Fox Prewitt 1974a, 1982 
   

Zavala 41ZV14, Holdsworth Ranch Hester 1970b 

 

 

In regards to marine shell artifacts of the Archaic period, Hall (1981:306) points 

out that the distribution of marine shell up through the Lower-Brazos Colorado rivers and 

adjoining areas is ornamental rather than utilitarian.  The preponderance of evidence 

supporting this theory can be seen at inland Archaic-period sites such as 41AU36 and 

41AU37, which contain ornamental shell artifacts associated only with burials.  The 

exception has previously been the clustering of sites located around the major bays of the 

coast, where shell artifacts have been recorded mainly as tools.  Based on this evidence, 

Hall (1981) states that the shell used for ornaments at inland Archaic sites had to come 

from somewhere other than the Texas coast, perhaps Florida.  In Victoria County, Taylor 

and Highley (1995) point out that this thesis does not apply to the Morhiss site because 

both shell ornaments and tools were found accompanying burials.  Hall (1981) also states 

that further research along the coast may pinpoint a source for the Busycon conch or 

whelk distribution.  Large numbers of grave goods are associated with Brownsville 

Complex burials, but the proportion of burials in Brownsville Complex cemeteries that 

have associated grave goods is relatively low compared to cemeteries in other regions of 

Texas during the Archaic.  Shell ornaments are generally single finds at a site, and they 

only occur in large groups when shell ornaments are associated with burials.   
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Table 9.3. Distribution of Oliva Beads, Oliva Tinklers, Conch Columella Beads, and 
Conch Columella Pendants During the Archaic. 

ARCHAIC PERIOD DISTRIBUTION   

Oliva Beads 
Oliva 
Tinklers Conch Columella Beads 

Conch Columella 
Pendants 

41AU36 41WB20 41AU1 41WH44 

41AU37 41GV66 41AU36 41FB3 

41VT1 41CF2 41AU37 41FB2 

41KR241 41ZP85 41AU55 41FB13 

41HG27 Rio Salado 41WH39 41AU36 

41CF29   41FB3 41AU1 

Toyah 1   41GV1 41AU55 
Southern 
Island   41VT1 41AU37 

Rio Salado   41VT9 41WH39 

41GV66   41DW234 41VT1 

41ZP254   41WM230 41BX1 

    41CM25 41WM230 

    41FB42 41CM25 

    41WH14 Cibolo Creek 

    41GV66 41NU1 

    41WH44 41KR241 

    Southern Island 41LK28 

      41KA102 

      41VT9 

      41NU2 

      41SP78 

      41KY254 

      41GV1 

      Southern Island 
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Figure 9.1. Sites containing Oliva Beads, Oliva Tinklers, Conch Columella Beads, and 
Conch Columella Pendants During the Archaic. 

As seen in Table 9.2, when looked at in a gross category of marine shell 

ornaments, it appears that the ornaments are fairly widespread during the Archaic.  This 

is particularly true of Lightning Whelk, or Busycon conch ornaments.  However, when 

types of specific ornaments are looked at individually, we find that artifacts such as oliva 

beads and tinklers are not as widespread, and the bulk of sites which contain these 

specific kinds of ornaments are along the Rio Grande (see Table 9.3 and Figure 9.1).  It 

seems likely, that as at the Floyd Morris site, undated burials in the Rio Grande Valley 
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and Delta assumed to be Late Prehistoric based on the presence of oliva beads and 

tinklers, may be Archaic.  Burial sites that contain oliva beads or oliva tinklers which 

have not been radiocarbon dated include 41HG27, 41HG173, 41HG174, and 41WB20. 

There has always been a question as to why shell ornaments are rare in Archaic 

sites on the coast, and it can now be said that there is evidence for the presence of shell 

ornaments, the lithic artifacts used to make them, and utilitarian shell tools in abundance 

at Brownsville Complex sites during the Archaic.  Although the data presented in this 

study do not completely clarify burial patterns during the Archaic, they do provide an 

additional piece to the puzzle.  The research presented here has shown that the 

Brownsville Complex has associations in the Middle to Late Archaic (evidenced at the 

Floyd Morris site [41CF2]), as well as in the Late Prehistoric (the Ayala site [41HG1]).  

The Middle and Late Archaic dates derived from radiocarbon assays from the Floyd 

Morris burials and the accompanying shell artifacts that are known hallmarks of the 

Brownsville Complex indicate that a shell industry was already in place during the 

Archaic period.  With the new data provided by radiocarbon assays from two known 

Brownsville Complex cemeteries, it is now clear that the trade relationship was not 

bounded in the Late Prehistoric.  Rather, it is part of a pattern that appears to have been in 

place in the Rio Grande Valley for 3,000 years.   

 

DISCUSSION 

In terms of its placement within a cultural chronology, the “Brownsville 

Complex” was a convenient categorization that is not applicable in light of the new data 

presented herein.  The question arises, “Do we really know what the Brownsville 

Complex is”? The categorization has no definition at present and should be discarded 
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because all connections previously presented are outdated, tenuous and not grounded in 

hard data.  In the past, sites with Brownsville Complex characteristics were automatically 

assumed to be Late Prehistoric.  The discussion here attempts to show that artifact sets 

thought to be present only in the Late Prehistoric burial situations, were present in the 

Archaic as well.  As such, the “Brownsville Complex” must be redefined in terms of its 

presence in the Archaic and Late Prehistoric; cemeteries and burials that contain 

“Brownsville Complex” artifacts cannot automatically be assumed to belong to the Late 

Prehistoric.  The artifact sets of the Brownsville Complex can be kept in reference to the 

Late Prehistoric period, but the same definition should not apply to its antecedents, as a 

solid Archaic differentiation in the artifact sets must be made.  It was not possible in the 

study presented here to make a solid formal division between the Archaic and Late 

Prehistoric Brownsville Complex.  It is hoped, that with the current analysis of artifacts 

from the A. E. Anderson Collection being conducted by William Wagner III, a graduate 

student at The University of Austin in Texas, that the mortuary data presented here 

combined with the analysis of Brownsville Complex artifacts will allow for a solid 

division between the Archaic and Late Prehistoric to be made. 

Future research should concentrate on economic patterns and resource utilization, 

with a focus on investigating the exploitation of environmental zones from which cultural 

features such as the shell industry arose. The use of shell among Lower Rio Grande 

Valley peoples likely occurred as a response to environment, however, there is a dire 

need for paleoenvironmental data on the Lower Rio Grande Valley, and Rio Grande 

Delta area.  The stable isotope data Burial 5 from the Ayala site yielded a carbon ratio of 

-20.0 and a nitrogen level of +12.9.  As stated earlier the carbon ratio is a bit depleted for 

Texas coastal people, but the nitrogen ratio fits in with both coastal and riverine sources. 

Based on derived nitrogen and carbon values, it appears that individuals interred at the 
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Ayala site were part of a Late Prehistoric riverine adaptation, while the Floyd Morris 

individuals were part of a  Middle – Late Archaic coastal adaptation.  The data derived 

fits in with the scenario proposed by Hester (1969b: 163) where the Rio Grande region 

was characterized by hunters/gathers/fishers who practiced limited mobility because of 

rich coastal-riverine resources, and in turn were able to select desired locations to bury 

their dead which are evidenced by large cemeteries revisited over time. The majority of 

the cemetery sites and burials associated with the Brownsville Complex to date have been 

found on the higher landforms of the Arroyo Colorado, and ancillary channels of the Rio 

Grande in the form of burial locales not associated with habitation areas (Hester 1969, 

1981). Research should also explore the possibility of the coastal areas of the Lower Rio 

Grande Valley region as a possible source for shell during the Archaic.  As proposed by 

Prewitt (1974) and Hester (1969b), the Gulf side of the Barrier Islands (Padre and Boca 

Chica) is a likely candidate as the source of the raw materials used in the manufacture of 

shell ornaments.  The importance of dating archeological sites in this region has been 

illustrated by this dissertation, but there is still not enough information on the region to 

come up with any model of subsistence for the Archaic and Late Prehistoric periods. It 

must be stated, that further attempts should be made to radiocarbon date remains from the 

Ayala site.  The heavily mineralized remains of Burial 7 from the 1952 field season at 

Ayala was contaminated by glue from previous reconstruction attempts in the 1980’s, and 

no viable collagen could be derived from the sample.  Additional attempts at radiocarbon 

dating and isotope analysis of the site may not only yield Archaic dates, but additional 

information on resource exploitation. 

In addition to the exploration of subsistence, settlement, and economic 

development patterns with coastal and inland groups to the north, origins and the 

development of the relationship with Mesoamerican cultures to the south should also be 
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investigated further.  The cultural adaptation known as the Brownsville Complex in 

Texas (and known as the Barril Complex in Mexico) is neither limited to Texas and 

Mexico nor is it limited to the Late Prehistoric.  The differences between artifact sets on 

and across the borders are not solid, and the distinctions made are arbitrary.  In the past, it 

made sense to identify certain sites in the area, calling them the Brownsville/Barril 

Complex based on the modern border, and by their supposed placement in time.  The 

main purpose of this study was to bring together data on the two most fully documented 

cemetery sites in an area classified as a Brownsville Complex location: the Ayala site and 

the Floyd Morris site.  By organizing the available data, and providing new data that 

illustrates that the “Brownsville Complex” extends back in time further than previously 

assumed, this study should be regarded as the first step in the creation of a database for 

the Late Prehistoric and Archaic to pave the way for the Complex to be placed within a 

stable cultural chronology, and in order to understand cultural adaptation and change in 

the Rio Grande Delta.   
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